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PRICE TEN CENTS

More Plans

Made

$7,500 in Cash, Checks
Taken From HE. Barber

for

School Vote
Tbt Board

of Education

Monday

Dealer Offers

night adopted bond reiolutlona set-

ting in motion the machinery for

Stolen Auto

$100 Reward

the Feb. 23 special election calling
for a $3% millionbond issue and

For Papers

refunding $138,000 in outstanding
bonds for Apple Avenue and Montello

Park

R. ' E.- Barber, whose Ford
agency was broken into Sunday

schools.

The bond resolutionlisted
million for a

new

Safe Found

$2y«

night and a 1,100 pound safe con-

high school, a

quarter million for

Used to Haul

taining about $7,500 taken, today

a swimming

offered

poo!, *! million for other school

a

$100 reward for infor-

Burglars Use Firm's

mation leading to the recovery of
improvements, and

$138,

000 for re-

Station

papers and records inside the

funding school bonds. Tbe grand

Wagon

Take

to

Safe From Auto Firm

These papers include leases,
insurance papers and company
accounts and are of no value to

safe.
total is $3,638,000.

The $1 million for other school
improvements lists $445,000 for renovating the present high school
and E. E. Fell Junior high school,
$260,000for improvements to six
elementary schoolsand $295,000 for
site expansion.
The vote will be

and

All enforcement agencies in the
area are working on the case and
are still searching for the safe

HOME DESTROYED BY

which probably was dumped

—

Three persons were forced to flee as fire raced through
the attic and second floor of the two-story
frame house belonging to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Butler early this morning.Mrs. Butler
was awakened by debris which was falling

$250,000

for a swimming pool. All precincts
in the school districtwill be in
operation for the vote on Feb. 23
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. These include the nine precincts in the

FIRE

(Sentinelphoto)

Vernon D. Ten Qite, attorney
for the Holland

school

district,

read the lengthy bond resolution
setting up the election. Atty. James
E. Townsend pointed out that under revised figures, the average
miilage to be raised for the duration of the issue (about 30 years)
would be 3.65 mills based on a
865 million assessed valuation.
Supt. Walter Scott emphasized that
this figure can be changed since
there is no control over bond fluctuationsand interest requirements
or over valuation fluctuations. He
felt confident, however, that there
was little likelihoodthat the figure would be varied to any great
degree.
.

Home Destroyed

Supervisors

By Blaze Today

Committees

Fire gutted the home of Mr.

Are

and Mrs. Frank Butler of 254 West
22nd St. at 1:30 a.m. today, causing an estimated $5,000 damage.

No one was

injured in the blaze

which swept the attic and second
floor of the two story frame house.

Polio Plank, Well
Set for

GRAND HAVEN

Weekend

were

sleeping, when

the

blaze
called

ing Well will be set up Friday

her husband and daughter.

a

part of the March of

Dimes campaign.

The Plank

will

be

set

up

Prep Scorers

Ron Maat, Holland High's fine
shooting guard, continues to lead
the Ottawa County Board of Super- the prep scorers in Holland with
visors:
181 points in eight games for a
Ways and Means. Henry Slaugh- 22.5 average.
ter, Gerriti Bottema. James Ij).
Maat, who hit 49 in one game, is
Townsend, Clarence Reenders, Wil- just one point shy of his total for
liam L. Kennedy.
the season last year when he
Buildingsand grounds. Case made 182 points in 16 games.
Szopinski, Herman Windemuller,
Continuing in second place in
R. V. Terrill.

The Polio Plank and the Wish- by Robert L. Murray, chairman

land as

-

(Special)

The followingstanding committees
for 1960 were appointed Tuesday

The family, Mr. and Mrs. Butler and Saturday and next weekend,
and their five-year-olddaughter, Jan. 22-23, on Eighth St. in Hol-

awakened Mrs. Butler who

Moot Paces

Named

in

Mrs. Butler said that her daugh- front of Hansen’sDrug Store on

>

of

3.65 figure is considerably ter, who usually slept in an up- the south side of Eighth St. and
Schools and Education, Gerritt
lower than the 4.75 mills listed
stairs bedroom, was ill an<j for the Wishing Well will be placed Bottema, Irvin Hecksel, J. N. Pod.
in last month’s presentation.This
Equalization,William Koop, Winthat reason was sleeping with her in front of the Hotel Warm Friend
is accounted for partly in dropping
demuller, John Hassold, James G.
parents.
on the north side of the street.
the one-half mill for
building

the point derby is Glenn Van
Wieren, Maat's teammate, who
has scored 121 points in eight
games for • 15.1 average. - ~
Frank Visser, the big Holland

and site sinking fund, a course
Mrs. Butler stated that she was
recommended by financiers,and awakened afer the blaze had burnrevising previous conservative es- ed a hole in the ceiling of the
timates. The district has been downstairsbedroom and was showpaying 4.75 mills on tbe 1953 bond ering debris into the room. She
issue which was retired the past said that she immediatelywoke
year.
her husband and daughter and

Christian center,is in third place
with 124 points in nine games for
a 13.7 average while his teammate Vern Wedeven is fourth with
92 points in nine games for a 10.2
average.
Burton Wiersma is fifth high

The

a

Brower, Herman Vande Bunte,
This Friday and the next the John Tigelpar,John Stap.
Kiwanis Club members will be in John Stap.
charge of taking donations for the
Drains, Case Szopinski, Edmond
fund from 5 to 9 p.m. and on this R. Measom, Martin Geerlings,Dr.
Saturday and Jan. 23 the hours D. C. Bloemendaal, Albert Walcott.
will be from 10 a m. to 6 p.m.
Coordinatingzoning.Albert Wal-

$7,500.

in

the woods or brush.
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff is
seeking informationfrom any
motorists or passersby who may
have seen a heavily loaded light
blue 1955 Plymouth station wagon
sometime before 10 p.m. Sunday.
The vehiclewas in the process of
being cleaned and had a "soaped
up" appearanceon windows and
body. The tail gate was down,
since the gate was broken when
thieves used a hydraulic jack to
put the heavy safe into the station
wagon. Marks on the station wagon
indicate it was later backed into
the brush.

through a hole in the floor (center of picture) above the bedroom in which she, her
husband and five-year-old daughter were
sleeping.The family was awakened in time to
escape without injury. Firemen estimated
damage to the home at $5,000.

original city as well as the Apple

Ave. and Montello Park schools.
Persons who may vote in the
special election are the qualified
voters who have property assessed
for taxes in Holland school district, and the husband or wife of
such an owner.

between Sixth and Seventh St.,
Sunday night and made off with an
800 - pound safe containing about

others.

in two sections,

$3,388,000 for schools

Thieves broke into the R. E.
Barber Ford agency on River Ave.,

—

FIRM BURGLARIZED
Ken Elhart, Sales Manager for
R. E. Barber Inc., points to the area from which burglars
removed an 800 pound safe from the firm's office Sunday
night. The safe contained valuablepapers and accounts in
addition to about $7,500 in cash and checks. It was dragged
out of the office with the use of hydraulic jacks and loaded
on a station wagon belonging to the Barber firm's used car
department,in which the burglars made their getaway. The
vehicle was recovered at 10:02 a.m. Monday on the Ottawa
Beach Rd. near Poplar
(Sentinel photo)

St.

Home Show
Staged Again

Driver Dies

Grand Rapids woman was
when

a

car she was driving rammed a
on M-40 approximatelytwo
miles south of the south city
tree

^

Holland Exchange Club.
Dwight D. Ferris is manager of
the show and more than 30 exhibits, featuring the latest in home
appliances will be on display.
Committee chairmen were announced today. Kenneth Hewitt and

Joe Moran are advance

ticket

Other service clubs participating colt, Andrew Schermer, Corey Van scorer with 80 pomt8
eig*ht limits of Holland.
chairmen while Nelson Bosman is
With an equilization factor of 1.6, called the fire department.
in the program will be the Ex- Koevering.
games for a 10-point average Allegan County deputies said the the publicity chairman. Ferris and
the 3.65 milfe on $1,000 assessed
About 30 firemen using two change Club, Lions Club. Rotary
Taxes and Apportionment. Koop while Duane Overbeek of West dead motorist vas Miss Elsie
Mel Van Tatenhove are in charge
valuation would be $5.48 whereas pumpers and one ladder truck Club. Breakfast Optimist Club, OpSzopinski,Louis Vollink,Brower,
Ottawa is tied with Wiersma ’s Lillian Joppie.49, of 3G65 Eastern of the prizes.
4.75 mills would be $7.60.
battled the blaze for nearly two timist Club and the Junior Cham- Stap.
average of 40 points in four games.
Harold Klaasen and AL Cook are
The board also approved retain- hours. By. the time the firemen ber of Commerce.
S.E., Grand Rapids. Identification
Good Roads. Clarence Raenders,
Norm Koop of West Ottawa, who
the decoratingchairmen while
ing Claude Stevens of the firm of arrived the entire upper part of
was made from a driver'slicense
Russ Fredricks and Roger Stroop
Dickinson.Wright. Davis, McKean the house was in flames.
hM
34 P<,,n,S “
‘"d found in her purse.
Henry
Vollink, 76, Dies
an
8.5
average,
is
seventh
while
head the entertainment committee.
anl Cudlip in writing the opinion
Recreation, Hassold, Dick Jack Naber, Holland'sfast-improv- Deputies said Miss Joppie was
Most of the fire damage was
In Home After Illness
Gerald Mannes is in charge of reon the bonds. The board also is
Schreur, Bloemendaal.
confined to the attic and second
ing forward, has 49 points in seven driving alone in her car. heading freshments while Rex Chapman
retainingLouis Schimmel of the
Printing and Stationary, Dick
floor, but water and smoke causZEELAND (Special)
Henry
games for a seven-pointaverage south on M-40. when her vehicle and Mannes are in charge of work
Municipal Advisory Council.
ed an estimated $500 damage to Vollink. 76. of 19 East Main Ave., Schreur, Vande Bunte, Andrew and eight spot. Naber missed one swerved off the road and smashassignments.
The board also heard from a the contents of the lower floor.
Schermer.
ed into a tree about 20 feet from
Zeeland, died Wednesday evening
Holland game.
A Falcon automobile will be predelegationfrom Van Raalte school
Fire InspectorMarvin Mokma at his home following an illness Agriculture,Louis Vollink, HeckJim Smits of Christian has 58 in the highway.
sented on Saturday night to cliasking for considerationfor a new
sel. Kennedy, H. Walcott, John
said that the fire apparently start- of two months.
Miss Joppie was rushed to Hol- max the show. Mel Snyder of Chinine games for a 6.4 average and
buildinginstead of the $25,000 earTigelaar.
ed in the attic or second floor, but
land
Hospital where she was cago will present a professional
ninth
spot
while
teammate
Tom
marked in general improvements. the cause has not been determined^ He operated the Vollink Garage Abstracting,Koop, Howard Fant,
Bouman rounds out the top ten pronounceddead on arrival of a balloonact each night of the show
in Zeeland for the past 28 years.
Board members were sympathetic
Firemen were called back to He was a member of the North Lester Veldheer.
with 56 points in nine games and fractured neck and skull accord- and also on Saturday afternoon.
with the problems but pointed out
Conservation,Reenders, Hecksel, a 6.2 average.
ing to deputies.
the scene at 8:30 a.m. today after Street Christian Reformed Church.
Proceeds of the Home Show will
that the 1960 program is mainly
Tigelaar.
a smoldering mattress began burn- Before moving to Zeeland he had
The 1951 vehicle she was driving be used for the needy childrenin
for secondary schools. It was pointPublic Health. Henry Slaughter,
ing.
was demolished.
operated a garage in Borculo for
the Holland area.
ed out that the 1960 issue would
Harrington Files
R. Cook, Lawrence A. Wade.
Butler said that the house and seven years.
not have to be retired before other
Sheriff’sCommittee, R. Cook, Annexing Petitions
Surviving are two daughters^ Kennedy, Veldheer.
Ticketed After Crash
Funeral Rites Monday
improvementscould be considered. contentswere partially covered by
insurance.
Mrs. Albert Raterink of Zeeland
The Van Raalte delegation was
ZEELAND
(Special)
Ottawa
A
part
of
the
Harrington
school
For Mrs. Edward Atman
Rules and Legialation, Fant,
and Mrs. John Gras of Holland: Townsend,Wade.
represented mainly by Mrs. Mardistrict has filed petitions with the County deputiescharged Donald A.
Funeral services for Mrs. Edone son. George of Zeeland: five
vin Jalving and Dr. Jay Folkert.
County Officersand Employes, Secretary of State’s office in Lan- Vereeke.17, of route 2, Zeeland, ward Atman, 65, the former Ada
grandchildren:
one
great
grandLater the auditorium committee
sing, seeking annexationto Hoi- with driving with defective lights Wolfert, who died unexpectedly in
Wade, Terrill, H. Walcott.
child: two brothers. Louis and
which has been studying auditorSafety,Kenneeth Bottema, Veld- land city. An election date is ex- after the car he was driving col- a hospital in Rochester, N. Y.,
Simon, both of Borculo. and one heer, Schermer, H. H. Holt.
ium needs for the proposed new Dies in
pected to be set within 45 days. lided with a car driven by Wil- Tuesday evening,will be held Monsister,Mrs. George Zuverinkof
high school recommended a 2,000Social Welfare, Hertel, Geerlings, The area seeking annexation lies liam R. Young, 34, of Grand Rap- day at the Nibbelink-NotierFuseat auditorium in the new facility ALLEGAN (Special)- Otto J. Zeeland.
north of 32nd St., excluding Tac- ids at 8:05 p.m. Wednesday at neral Chapel. The Rev. Anthony
Bloemendaal.
Armstrong, 72, died early Wednes- Funeral services will be held
the intersection of M-21 and 72nd
with a complete stage. The stateFinance, R. Cook, Measom, Bot- atawa Park.
Luidens will officiate and burial
ment added that if finances did day at his home in Allegan, after Saturdayat 2 p.m. at the North tema.
Solutionsto school district prob- St.
will be in Pilgrim Home Cemea short illness.
Street Christian Reformed Church
not permit such a large auditorlems have long been under study Bureau Open One Day
tery.
The Holland - Zeeland Manage- in the district. Some persons are The Ottawa County License Buium that a 1, 000-seat auditorium Funeral services will be held with the Revs. L. J. Hofman and
Mrs. Atman was bom in Holshould be provided.The report Saturday at 10 a.m. in the Epis- P. Spoelstraofficiating.Burial ment Club will hold its annual p o m o t i n g annexation to the reau will set up an office in the land and had resided in Rochester
Ladies night Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. Saugatuckschool district whereas
was presented by Mrs. Bryan copal Church of the Good Shepherd will be in Borculo Cemetery.
Zeeland City Hall Wednesday Jan. for many years.
Relatives will meet at the at the American Legion Memorial others prefer Holland.The Holland
with burial in Oakwood Cemetery.
Athey.
20 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.ip, to make
Funeral services are being held
The board acknowledged with A native of Allegan, he spent Yntema Funeral Home at 1:40 Park Club House. Mrs. Rendert school district has a policy which it more convenient for persons in in Rochesterat 11 a.m. Friday
gratitude the gift from William most of his life here. He was a p.m. Friends Qnd relatives may MuHer of Holland will speak and requirespoliticalannexationbefore the western part of the county to ' at the N. J. Miller's Sons FuRottschaefer of two industrially member of the church of the Good meet the family at the funeral the Chord Counts will sing.
school district annexation.
buy their license tabs.
neral Home. The body will arrive
zoned lots in the new high school Shepherd and had served on the home tonight and Friday from 7
at Nibbelink - Notier Chapel Satto
9.
site. The lots are located in the vestry for more than 25 years.
urday and friends and relatives
Semi-retiredat the time of his
Austin Harringtonaddition. Admay meet the family Saturday
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Most

of the

$4,000 in

money had

been

removed from the safe and deposited in a bank Saturday, but
Barber, who had returned from a
West Coast business trip Sunday,
had deposited more cash in the
safe about 3 p.m. Sunday.

Hydraulicjacks were used

to

pry the safe loose from its built-in
position in the office wall and drag
it from the office to the service
department where it was loaded
into the station .vagon. Police said
the burglars dragged the safe
about 50 feet. Two small inside

doors were knocked off

their

hinges in dragging the safe from
the office to the getaway car.
Police said the safe was loaded
into the station wagon near the
Sixth St. exit in a dark area inside
the building. The thieves left
through the Seventh St. exit on •the"
south side of the building.
Barber said that there was no
insurance coverage on the safe or
its contents.

Police are also investigatingthe
an acetylene cutting torch

theft of

from Veneklasen Auto Parts on.
Chicago Dr. They said there may
be a connectionbetween the
Barber theft and the theft of the
acetylene torch which could be
used to open the safe. The theft
was reported at 9:48 a.m. today,
police said.

Near Centenarian
Dies in Pullman

Clubs to Attend
Holland

L

Bills for the month totaled $131,for all children of the area. The
250 including$114,750 for payroll. One Charirge
Holland Area Council represents
at Dismissed
Secretary James Ha 11 an anGRAND HAVEN (Special)- A eight Parent-Teacher Associatnounced that $72,864in state aid charge of nonsupport against Al- tions with Longfellowschool as
representing 80 per cent of all bert Thompson. 33, Spring Lake, the newest member.
aid has been forwarded to the was dismissed at a preliminary'
treasurer.
examinationin Municipal Court Ten Cate Takes Honors
today after testimony revealed he
Among Junior Archers
Dies pi Injuries
had been contributing$40 a week
Word has been received here of toward the support of his wife and
Jack Ten Cate paced the Holthe death of Albert Rooks, 80, three children.The complaint
land junior archers with a 778
former Holland resident,who died dates back to May 10. On a charge
score .during the regular weekly
Wednesday evening in Niles. Mr. of adultery,Thompson was bound
shoot Tuesday igh' in the Holland
Rooks was injured in an automo- over to Circuit Court to appear
High gym;
bile accident about a week ago. Jan. 19 at 1:30 p.m. Bond of $1,000
Jim Mrozinski was runnerup
Funeral services will be held at
with 772 while Bruce Van Huis
2 p.m. Saturday at the First which involvesa Grand Haven wofollowed with 584. Del Dekker
PresbyterianChurch, 13 Soith.nw separated from her husband
fired a 554 and Bob Fitch shot a
Foirth St, in Niles.
Idata, back to Sept.
43! to round out the shooting.

and accounts. There was
$100 bills. Barber said.

FENNVILLE (Special) — George
Hildebrandt, 99. who would have
been 100 years old on Jan. 20, died
at his home at route 1, Pullman,
late Wednesday afternoon following a short illness.
He is survived by the wife,
from 7 to 9 and Sunday from 3 Mary: four sons, George and Roy
of Pullman. Frank at home and
to 5 p.m.
Guy of Alliance, Ohio: one daughter, Mrs. Glen Gray of Pullman:
four grandchildren: three great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at
Members of the Lincoln School 2 p.m. Saturday a* Chappell Funboys athletic club will attend the eral Home with burial in Lee
Holland-GrandHaven basketball Cemetery with the Rev. George
game Friday in the Civic Center. Seafort of Pullman CongregationThe group numbers about 30 boys al Church officiating.
in the Lincoln School area who
Mr. Hildebrandt was born in Almeet each Thursday night in the legan County and had been a resiLincoln gym to take part in var- dent of Pullman more than 60
ious athletics.
years. He was a retired farmer.
Robert Weber is facultysponsor
of the group and Russell Welch,
John O'Brodovich, 76,
school principal, started the organization. The boys learn wrestling, Succumbs in Florida
gymnastics,trampoline,various
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
stunts and play basketball.
John O’Bradovich, 73, of route *,
PrincipalA1 Luurtsema of FedNunica died unexpectedly Wedneseral School will also bring a group
day afternoon in Jacksonville,Fla.
of 25 studentsto the Friday game.
where he had been vacationing
Both clubs were given tickets at
since Christmas.
reduced rates.
Mr. O’Btadovicb was a Veteran

ministrativeAssistant
death, he was treasurer for h\s Holland Area Council
uoa*:nn
Donivan reported that only two son’s advertisingand public rela->w
lots remain to be purchased in tions firm. He had been a sales- ur ^ I AS Han Meeting
the site bloc. Both are involved man most of his life, travelingfor
The January meeting of the
in estates and some progress has the L. Perrigo Company, Michi- Holland Area Council of Parentbeen made. These lots do not in- gan Drug Company, the Baker Teacher Associationswill be held
terfere with the vacating of streets Furniture Company and was for at the Washington School on
and alleys in tbe site. Tbe board many years Allegan’s representa- Thursday at 7:30 p.m,
ratified action taken by City Coun- tive of the Union Central and OcVern Schipper. Adult Education
cil Jan. 6 in closing the streets cidental Life Insurance Companies. Director,will speak to the council
He is survived by his wife, Mary members and report on the details
and scheduling a public bearing
Reme, with whom he observed of the proposed new high school
in the matter.
Board members received copies their fiftieth wedding anniversary and present the architects’ drawof school enrollment estimates as last Nov. 24. Other survivors In- ings.
of Nov. 30, 1959. This was a de- clude a daughter. Mrs. J.
The program of the Council is
tailed copy including many pre- Simons: a son, Joseph, five grand- aimed to promote conference and
children and one great grandchild. uni*-d efforts for better education
lected enrollments.

nji

tion in the office wall. ,

I

Rams Tree
A

gated and found that the safe
had been torn loose from its posi-

Police called Barber to the
scene and he said that a 1955
model wagon being serviced for
Plans are moving ahead for the
the used car department had
lad oeen
11th annual Holland Home Show,
taken along with the safe.
scheduled Feb. 16-20 in the HolBarber said that there was about
land Civic Center, sponsoredby

After Auto

killed at 10:55 a.m. Friday

After failing to open the safe,
the burglars used hydraulic jacks
to hoist the safe into a station
wagon owned by the agency and
drove off with the vehicle as well
as the safe.
The 1955 model station wagon
was recovered at 10:02 a.m. Monday just off Ottawa Beach Rd. near
Poplar Ave., after a woman living
in the area reported seeing the
car near her home, police said.
The station wagon is being checked for fingerprints.
Police said the burglars broke
into the Barber agency by removing a small glass pane from a
door to the service department
locatedon the northeast corner of
the building and reached in to
unlock the night lock.
A routine police check of all
doors at 9 p.m. Sunday showed no
discrepancy,police reported. At
10:25 p.m. an unidentified man reported to police that the south
overheadgarage door to the service department on Seventh St.
was standing open. Police investi-

Game

-

SING AT OPENING SESSION

—

The

B

a barbershopquartet of Holland
young women, are shown on the speakers
platform as they presented the opening
Naturals,

number following the invocation at the 1960
Michigan House of Representatives session in
Lansing Wednesday. Left to -right ore Mr*.

Harley Hill, Mrs. Roger Kuiken, Mrs. Don
Sundin and Mrs. George Kalman. The group
was introducedby Rep. Riemer Van Til IRHolland). Accompanying them to Lansing
were Mrs. Van Til and Mrs. P. Ray Gemmen.
After the opening session Von Til escorted
the group on a tour of the capitol.

__
v

f

(UPI telephoto)

Youth Hurt in Fight
Charles Overway. 17.

of World

War 1 and a member

of

123 of tbe Muskegon Heights VFW.
Goodrich Ave., Zeeland, was treatSurviving are one sister-in-law,

ed at Holland Hospital Wednesday Mrs Antoinette (TBradovictoof
night fo^ injuries suffered in a nica and several ai*
fight with a 15-year-oldHolland
youth. Overway was released after treatment for a lacerationof
tbe upper

lip.

.

THE

HOLUNO CITY NEWS.

Saugatuck
Takes 50-31
Win in Armory
Saugatuck High’s

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Miss Van Noarden

14, 1960

Wed

to Dr.

Hays

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard

31

decision over

basketball

50-

West OUawa

before 1,000 fans Tuesday night in
the Armory.
It was West Ottawa’s fourth
straightloss this season and the
most decisive.The Panthers had
dropped a 17-point, 57-40 game to
Indians in the opener.

Both teams employed a loose
zone throughout the game and
Saugatuck, with Bob Greene and
John Blok bombing from out, was
able to hit over the West Ottawa
defense while the Panthers had
trouble penetrating the Saugatuck

TAIULATE BIDS — West Ottawa school
board members check bids tor Hie new high
school and swimming pool bonds in the
presence of the superintendentand consultants. Seated, (left to right) are Board
Members Harvey Knoll, PresidentJ. Dyke
Van Putten. Secretary Jock Daniels and

Harvey De Vree. Standing are Supt. Lloyd
Van Raalte, Attorney Harvey Scholten and
Robert Russell of First of Michigan Corp. who
served as financial consultantin the bond
sale. First of Michigan Corp. was the successful bidder for both the building and the
swimming pool bonds.
(Sentinel photo)

zone

and were

Bears.

Voor*
horst announced the birth of a
son, Paul Edward, at Holland
Hospital on Jan. 7th.

learn romped to its third win in
seven starts this season with a

Hamilton

having trouble

shooting.

The winners found the basket
more familiar as the game went
on and ended with a sparking

Defeat

Maroons
For Sixth

Win

Guest soloist at the Haven Reformed Church the past Sunday St. Joseph’sbasketball squad
morning was C. Luth from Hoi* showed why it b undefeated
land. The pastor, Rev. Spencer C. Tuesday night in the Civic Center
De Jong completedthe series of when they came from behind to
Prayer Week messages, based on take a thrilling55-52 win over
the general theme, "Steps To* Holland Christian'sMaroons.
A crowd of 1,800 fans were on
wards Spiritual Progress." At the
evening service the sermon theme hand to see the Bears snatch
was "The Certaintyof Our Trust." their sixth straightwin and hand
and contributing special music the Maroons their sixth loss in
were the Church Choir and Mr. nine starts.
Coach Art Tuts’ club was a
Mra, L. F.nand*r "f
who sang and played two select- sharp outfit against the Bears and
ions. The Christian Endeavor came within 1:44 of springing one
Service featured a Question Box, of the state'sbiggest upsets. At
In charge of the pastor and the this point in the game, the locals
CE sponsors.
led 50-47 and were within reach
Other meetings announced for of a hardearnedwin. This was
this week were- a meeting of the until Dave Willauer, the Bears
Ministers Circle of the Zeeland classy forward, took personal comClassls at a noon luncheon in the mand to hit two from outcourt and
parsonageFellowship Room, with put the St. Joe quint in the lead
Dr. Hageman, president of Gen- which they protected at the foul
eral Synod, as speaker on Mon- lane for the last minute.
day; Consistory Get-Togetheron
Christianundoubtedly played its
Monday at Cumerford'sRestau- best game of the season and was
rant. Girls’ League at 7:30 p.m. in a vastly differentbaO club from
Fellowship room; the Women’s the last few weeks. Along with
Guild for Christian Service on the improved floor play came a
Thursday evening.
much better shooting percentage.
Edward Joostberns has been in The Maroons collectedon 22 out
Holland Hospital for a few days of 5$ tries from the floor for a
for check up and X-ipya.
respectable 38 per cent mark.
The Woman’s Study Club re Although the Christian offense
sumed regular meetings after a functioned at its best so far this
holiday recess on Monday even- year, it was again the heads up
ing of this week at the' home of defense which did a superb job in
the vice president, Mrs. Allan containingthe high scoring Bears.
Calahan, who presided in the A fine tribute to the Christiandeabsence of the president. Mrs. fense is that the winners were
George Lampen, who is at present able to take but 45 shots from
visiting in Gallup, N.M. with rel- the floor, making good on 19 for
atives.The program topic, “Why a 42 per cent average.
Do We Say It," was discussed by
Without question the secret of
Mrs. Marvin Nevenzd, assistedby the Bear success is fine 'team
Mrs. Calahan. Roll call response play, but particularly the great
was “My Pet Expression.”
individual work of each of the five
Harold Schipper, local chairman St. Joe iron men who played the
of the annual ‘March of Dimes entire game. Each man is a
Polio Fund reports that cannisters threat in his own right, ever alert
have been placed in hll business to take advantageof a misplay.
places of Heath Township for Willauer and John Dase did most
donations to this worthy project. of the board work, but were
At tb* recent meeting of the forced to pipy seepnd in this deAllegan County Chapter, a finan partment to Christian’s Frank Viscial crisis was brought to the at- ser, Vera Wedeven and Jim Smits,
tention of those present showing Christian’sguards, Tom Bouman,
that at the end of 1959 the fund Doug Windemuilerand Ken Walwas completelyexhausted,with ters also turned in fine game§ in
many unpaid bills to take care settingup the Maroon patterns as
of. The number of polio patients well as controlling the driving play
currently receiving financial aid of St. Joe's Bob Farnum and Joe
in the county is 74. The need may Long.

seven of 11 in the fourth quarter.
The Indians hit 11 of 20 in the
second half for 55 per cent while
,
the Panthers could hit for only
five buckets in the second half 26
it
tal dining room. All expectant shots and 19 per cent
mothers are welcafne to attend the
The Indians finished with 21
classes.
makes in 54 attempts for 39 per
Carroll G. Leetsma, son of Mr. cent while West Ottawa hit only
and Mrs. Raymond Leetsma, 64th 12 of 50 for 24 per cent. West
Ave., Zeeland, recently became a Ottawa made seven of 15 at the
pledge of Alpha Phi Omega, na- free throw lane and the winners
tional service fraternity, at West- connected oh eight of 18.
The Board of Education of the
ern Michigan University,Kalama- Marinus Dome scored the first
West Ottawa Public School DisMrs. James D. Hoys
zoo. Leetsma, a graduate of Zee- basket of the game but Greene
trict Tuesday night approved low
(Hollond Illustrativephoto)
land High School, is a freshman matched the basket and then the
Palms with white poinsettias, at Holland Hospital. A graduate of
bids entered by First of Michigan
At the Second Reformed Church studying industrialarts at West- Indianswent ahead on a bucket by
bouquets of white roses and white the college of Medicineat Ohio
Corp. of Detroit and its associates morning service, the Rev. Ray- ern.
Blok. They never again trailed.
pompons graced the altar for the State University,Dr. Hays is a
Jack Van Rhee. S. M was home The score at the close of the first
for purchasing bonds to finance i mond Beckering, pastor,used for
wedding of Miss Joanne Jean Van physician and surgeon in general
his sermon: “A Charge to Chris- on a two weeks furlough with his quarter was 9-6.
$2,700,000 combination high school
Naarden and Dr. James D. Hays practice at Saugatuck.
tian Workers". The anthem: were: parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
The winners pushed the margin solemnizedDec. 27 in the New
A buffet lunch was served at a
and junior high and a $240,000 "Eye Hath Not Seen’'-Gauland Van Rhee, Lincoln St Jack is stato 22-14 at halftime and then tightApostolic Church.
rehearsal party given at the home
swimming pool.
"Now Thank We All Our God’’- tioned with the Navy in Norfolk. ened the defense in the third
The Detroit bid, lowest of two MueDer.
Va. He was accompanied by a period, allowing the Panthers only At 5 p.m. guests were seated in of the bride on Dec. 26.
pews marked with white roses and
presented for the school, calls for
The following men were or- friend Larry Scho.ner from Kala- seven points while garnering11 bows, for the single ring rites read
an average interest rate of 4.21785
mazoo
who
is
also
in
the
Navy,
and
took
a
33-21
lead.
dained and installed into their reby the Rev. John Heidema.
per cent. A bid from Halsey SteSaugatuckhit 17 points in the
spective offices as Consistory who spent two days in Zeeland.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
wart and associateslisted an averPrivate
John
Montgomery
of
Ft.
final frame, all by Greene and
members— as elders: R. Brummd,
and
Mrs. Fred Van Naarden, 196
age rate of 4.28929 per cent.
W. Claver. and D. Vereeke; as Leonard Wood, Mo. is spending a Blok. Blok cashed in on long one- East 34th St., and the groom is the
The successfulbid of First of
two
weeks
furlough
with
his
par- handers from the side and Blok
deacons: W. Berghorst, J. Schroson of ^rdin E. Hays of Kent, Ohio,
Michigan on the swimming pool
tenboer and D. Vanden Heuvel. ents. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Mont- hit from the center and tallied on
and the late Mrs. Hays.
issue quoted an average interest
gomery.
.
a layup. Blok hit four baskets
At the evening service, Rev. BeckThe congregationof Grace EpisEscorted to the altar by her
rate of 4.3337 per cent. Other bids
and a free shot in the final frame
ering’s sermon was "Songs of Decopal
Church elected six vestryTather.
the
bride
was
lovely
in
a
on the swimming pool were enterand Greene had three baskets and
liverance." and the anthem was
floor length gown of bridal satin men, adopted a budget of $30,000
ed by Brown. Bosworth, Walter
two free shots.
featuring a chantilly lace upper and heard reports from the rector
Wade and Goodbody at 4.3846 per "O Lord of Heav'n”— Di Lasso.
Greene led the winners with 21
Mrs. Henry Kuit, classical repbodice and sleeves with satin mid- and all parish organization*at its
cent and the firm of Barkus Kinpoints and was also the Saugatuck
riff and bouffant skirt. Her elbow annual meeting Tuesday evening
resentativeon the Board of Mandred at 4 48 per cent.
playmaker, setting up most of the
length veil of imported illusion fell in the parish hall.
Supt. Lloyd Van Raalte ex- agers of the Department of WoHolland Post Office drivershave plays. Blok followed with 16. Duane
from
a lace queen’s crown em- . Elected to Uiree year terms as arise for special fund raising pro- The game was nip and tuck
plained that while the interest men’s Work of the Reformed received the 1959 Post Office ReOverbeek,who played the first
broidered in pearls. She carried vestrymen are William J. Van Ark. jects. All Allegan County people throughout with the Bears never
rate differencein the two high Church, Js attending the meeting gional Operations Director’s award
three periods,and Marinus Donze
a cascade bouquet of roses' and Emmett McFall, Warren Comport are urged to help increase their holding more than a six point
school bids appears small, the of the Board at Warwick, N.Y.
for safety, acting Postmaster Ken- each had eight for the losers.
usual giving for the March of lead, that coming in the first perstephanotis.
The Ladies’ Aid of Second Re- neth E. Scripsma said today.
successful bid actually represents
West Ottawa had quarter shootand
Robert
Wright.
Elmer
J. Dimes.
iod when they jumped out to an
Miss
Ruth
Ann
Van
Naarden
who
a saving of $31,528.08 over a 30- formed Church will hold the first
Scripsma said the local drivers ing marks of 3-11; 4-13; 2-13 and
Henry Van Doornik, Sr., entered 8-2 count. Christianquickly erased
attended as maid of honor wore Rowder was electedto complete a
meeting of the new year at 2 are a part of the huge U. S.
year period.
3-13 while the winners had 4-13;
mint green nylon jersey gown two year term and Dr. Albert Hplland Hospital last week Tues- the margin to knot the count at
Tte successfulbid on the swim- p.m. Thursday. Mrs. James Watt postal fleet which travels nearly a 6-15; 4-9 and 7-11.
of ballerinalength with matching Centolellaa one year term. The day for major surgery on Wednes- 10-10, the first of seven ties in the
ming pool represents savings in will conduct devotions,and Mrs. billion miles a year, and employes
West Ottawa has three fresh- stole. It featured a satin back
day morning.
contest By the end of the perinterests of $1,148.26 and $6,167.84 J. Vander Weide is in charge of
100,000 vehicle operators.The man, Norm Koop, 6'4" center
congregation confirmed the vestry
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nyhof iod, the winners led 14-11.
waist bow with flowing streamers
the nursery. Hostesseswill be:
over the other two bids.
award was signed by Robert R. Leroy Vedder and Overbeek,in
and her headdress was a halo of appointment of John O. Clark to and daughter,Carol, and Linda
Christian'soffense continued to
Meanwhile, plans for the new Mrs. M. Smith, Mrs. C. Van Dyke, Justus, Directorof U. S. Mail
the starting lineup. Donze and yellow goldilock roses and white complete a two year term.
Beyer recently returned from a function smoothly in the second
school are progressing and speci- and Mrs. R. Verplank.
Service in ‘he Illinois• Michigan Bosman are sophomores. The rest
motor trip to Florida.
quarter as they hung right on the
pompons. She carried a cascade
Rev. Beckering will conduct the
fications are expected to be ready
Election of vestrymen required
postal regiou.
of the team is made up of four
The Rev. Norman Van Heuke- heels of the Bears. After the
bouquet of goldilock roses and nine ballots by the largest attendfor bids in April. The board looks services of worship at First ReIn addition to the group perform- sophomores and three freshman.
lom of the Hamilton Refortned Bears led by a 24-19 count near
white pompons.
forward to completion by Septem- formed Church next Sunday. Dr.
ance award by the regional oper- Only five fouls were committedin
ance at a parish meeting in many Church used as sermon themes
ber, 1961.
the close of the quarter, the MarRichard C. Oudersluys, professor
For
his best man the groom
ations director,individual safe the first half with Saugatuck
at Western Seminary will be pulchose Jack A. Baker of Saugatuck. years. The vestrymen will be in- the past Sunday. "Peace Be Still" oons scored six straightpoints on
driver awards are presented to charged with three fouls and West
pit guest at Second Church.
Albert Van Naarden,of Chicago, stalled at the 11 a m. service Sun- and "Advance Through Consecra- baskets by Smits and Wedeven to
accident-freeemployees based on Ottawa, two. A total of 24 fouls
tion". The Girls’ "Choir contri- take a momentary 25-24 lead. Dase
The Older Fellowship Group, ora cousin of the bride, and Dale day.
their experience each year.
were blown in the second half. Winters of Saugatuck. were ushers.
ganized from the former Priscilla
Other
vestrymen
are Harold W. buted special music at the morn- then came to the St. Joe rescue to
Local safe driver award winners
The setback was West Ottawa's For the occasion the bride’s Moor, William E. Dekker, Keith ing service.The Senior Christian give his club a 29-25 bulge at
in
and Aquila, of Second Church, will
are: Gerrit Veurink. 22 years with- fourth straight this season. The
enjoy a banquet Wednesday evemother wore an emerald green Van Han Harte, Kenneth Kad- Endeavor Service featured the halftime.
Arthur G. Nykamp, 62. of 456 ning, Jan. 20, at 6:30 in Fellow- out a preventableaccident: Arthur Panthers will play at Sand Lake dress trimmed with satin portrait
Wedeven came into his own
well and Warren Merriam. Vestry- topic "Two by Two" with Bert
Hamson Ave.. died Tuesday even- ship Hall. Mrs. C. Van Duren will Van Raalte, 17 years; John P. next Tuesday night.
collar. She had a matching flow- men whose terms expired are Brink as leader and Ronald Eding from the pivot in the second half
Smith,
14
years:
Max
Welton,
12
West Ottawa (31)
ing at the Holland Hospitalfollow- be guest speaker. The Young Adult
ered hat and a yellow rose corsage. Richard E. Kearns, Elmer J. Wis- in charge of devotions.The Junior as he pumped in three to close
years; Jerome Kapinga, 11 years:
ing a short illness
FG FT PF TP Orgdnist Mrs. Edwin Redder sink and Myron J. Van Oort.
High group held a Consecration the gap. With the Bears hanging
Fellowship will hold their banquet
He suffered a stroke New Year’s on Wednesday, Jan. 27 with the Fred Van Dyke, Lyell Wagenveld,
0 played appropriate wedding music
At
the
reorganization of the service with James Lohman and on a bit, the Maroons with deter..... ..... 3
Day and had been seriously ill warden of the Ionia Reformatory 10 years: Willard Costing, six Koop,
0
2
6 and accompanied Miss Betty vestry followingthe parish meet- Dale Tanis in charge and Norma mined play finally overtook them
years; Edwin Bos. Julius Kamp- Vedder.
....
since that time.
2
3
6 Heidema as she sang "The Wedas speaker.
ing Moor was elected senior war- Koops. conducting devotions.Song to take a 36-34 count with 2:50
huis, Donald E. Van Lente. five Overbeek, g ... ..... 3
He was born in Oakland and
2
2
8 ding Prayer" during the ceremony.
Next Sunday Dr. H. Bast will
den;
Rowder, junior warden; leader and pianist for January left in the stanza. The score was
years; Marinus Rozeboom, three Bosman.
..
lived there until moving to Holland
2
0
2
begin a new series of Temple Time
At the reception,a dinner held Dekker, secretary and Van Harte, are Lila Kempkers and Donna tied twice more before the quarabout 18 year:, ago. He was a messages on the Moral Law. with years; Preston Brandsen. James G. Donze, g .. ..... 0 0 2 0 for approximately 40 guests at The
treasurer.Otto P. Kramer was re- Ten Brink. Meetings announcedfor ter ended in a 40-40 deadlock.
member of the Fourteenth Street with a talk on. ‘The Law of Au- H. Kiekintveld.Jonathan G. Slagh, Bareman. g ... ..... 0 0 1 0 American Legion Memorial Park elected senior warden emeritus.
the week were King’s Daughters
The Maroons held two more
Alfred Sterenberg, Harold C. Ket- Helder,
...
Christian Reformed Church and thority."
0
0
0 Clubhouse, Miss Heidema sang
Delegates elected to the annual Missionary group on Monday even- leads at the beginning of the last
chum,
two
years
and
Eugene
King,
Eppinga. f ...
was employed at the H. J. Heinz
1
0
1
The Rev Edward Tams was
"Ich Liebe Dich.” Guests were convention of the diocese at St. ing, as also an Executive meet- period, before the invaders took a
one year.
Co.
Dykstra. f .....
0
2
0 greeted by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
guest minister at the morning
Marks’ Cathedral, Grand Rapids, ing of the Women’s Guild tor 47-44 margin. Christian then put
Knipe, f .......
Surviving are the wife. Jennie; service in First Reformed Church.
0
2
0 Sartini as master and mistress of
Jan. 26 and 27 are Rowder, Moor ChristianService and the Men’s on their biggestspurt of the game
one son. Junior of Drenthe; one His sermon was "A Divine Call First Notional Names
ceremonies and Mr. and Mrs. and Clack Alternates are Van Brotherhood with Rev. Spencer C. as they countered with six
Totals
daughter,Alvira at home; four Answered.” The anthem "Jesus
12 7
15 31 Peter Van Naarden, Jr., of
De Jong as guest speaker. Tues- straight points to take the 50-47
Harte, Merriam and Kadwell.
Officers and Directors
brothers. William. Albert and Led Me all the Way"— Peterson
Saugatuck(50)
day
evening a visit to the Zeeland lead with 1:44 remaining.Then
Chicago, cousins of the bride,
The Rev. Wiliam C. Warner, recJohn, all of Oakland and Nick of
FG FT PF TP served punch. Arranging the gifts tor. presided and announced the Convalescent Home was in charge came Willauer’sgreat individual
was sung by the Intermediate All officersand directors were
Zeeland; one sister-in-law.
Mrs. Choir.
0
2
2 were Linda Weinandt and Rita
reelected at an annual meeting Goers, f .......
parish now numbers 664 baptized of Women’s Church League. To- effort to boost the St. Joe club
Henry G. Nykamp of Oakland.
2
16 Ossenheimerof Kalamazoo and in
1
of
the board of directorsof First Blok, l .......
The followingmen were installed
members
including 403 communi- night the regular prayer service to a 53-50 margin. A basket by
Stitt, c .....
0
4
0 charge of the guest book was Gene
as Consistory members - Elders; National Bank Tuesday. One new
cants. Fr. Warner said that the will be followed by a Congre- Visser made it 53-52 with 24 sec3
3
21 Van Naardeft of Chicago, the
Knickerbockers Stage
Ralph Alsterda, Hiugh De Free, officer was added. Carolyn Schaap Greene, g ..,
Rev. Verne C. Hohl, who reported gational meeting for the electron onds left, but two successful free
Hinson, g ...... ..... 2
1
1
5 bride'scousin.
William Van Eenenaam and John as assistantcashier.
in his capacity as curate, will be of an elder and a deacon for throws by Long put the game out
Annual Winter Party
Pierce,
.....
2
3
6
Directors
are
C.
C.
Andrensen,
Zwyghuizen. Deacons:William De
The newlyweds have returned ordained to the priesthoodin 1960. vacancies. On Thursday a Consis- of reach.
The Knickerbocker Fraternityof Graaf, Raymond Morren. Roger Dick Boter. Henry A. Geerds, Al- Thomas, c ... .... 0 0 0 0 from a honeymoon to Nassau and
Christian collected on eight out
A smorgasbordslipper was serv- tory Fellowship will be held at
0
0 0 the Bahamas and now reside in
Hope College held its winter party Prince and Paul Van Eenenaam. fred C. Joldersma. Gerald R. Streicher, g
ed the congregationbefore the Cumerford Restaurant for retiring of 13 from the free throw lane,
Irvin Voogd from Western Sem- Kramer. Otto P. Kramer. Henry
last Friday evening in the II Forno
Winslow Apartmentsin Saugatuck. meeting. Mrs. Merrill Miner was and present members.
while St. Joseph hit on 17 out of
21
8
14
50 For the wedding trip the new Mrs.
Several local relatives and 29. Visser led the Maroons with
room of the Hotel Saugatuck. inary had charge of the evening S. Maentz, Donald J. Thomas and Totals
chairman of the supper committee,
Officials: Cal Fleser, Zeeland; Dell Hays changed to a black and white
friends attented the funeral of 16, followed by Wedeven with 13.
Chairman of the event was Jon serviceand the IntermediateChoir Wynand Withers.
assisted by Mrs. Peter Botsis, Mrs.
Officers are Henry S Maentz, Koop. Holland.
Bolthouse.
sang, "Prayer Perfect," Stensen.
textured walking suit with black Myron J. Van Oort and Mrs. Earl Mrs. Hattie Mosier last Monday Willauer had 18 for St. Joe and
Theme of the evening was Ervin Voogd. student at Western presidentJoldersma,Gerald R.
velvet accessories.
Waters and the women of Grace at the local TenBrink Funeral Long, 16.
The first wallpaper manufacturHome. A former residentof HamSeminary. Holland, was g u‘e s t Kramer and Thomas, vice presi’ Passion in Pink," carried out
graduate of Holland High Church.
The locals take to the floor
with pink tablecloths, candles, minister at the morning service at dents; Corinne Pool, cashier; ing factory in the United States School and( Bronson Methodist Election tellers were Mrs. Edith ilton for many years, the wife of again the Saturday afternoon
Faith Reformed Church. The Rev. Henry S. Maentz. Jr., and Carolyn was established by John Howell School of Nursing in Kalamazoo, Peterson, David Cotts and Marvin the late Tim Mosier, well known when they entertain University
rabbits, trees and lips.
in this area, she bad spent the High’s once beaten Cubs on the
Entertainment,announced by Edward Tanis. pastor had charge Schaap, assistant cashit.s, and at Albany, N. Y., in 1790.
the bride is now a registered nurse Bennett.
past several years in Compton, Civic court at 2 p.m.
Art Bilyeu as master of ceremon- o! the evening service and his John A. Bos, Jr., auditor.
Calif. Rev. Henry Mouw of Sixth
ies includedTom Broeker and Stan sermon was ‘The Changeable
Holland Chr. (52)
Voogd in a duet. Verry Schneider God."
Reformed Church, Holland conCircle Meetings Set
FG FT PF TP
The topic of Rev. Douglas Gray,
ducted the service and burial was Wedeven, f
reading a humor paper and the
.... 6
1
3 13
By
Methodist
Groups
“Knick” quartet. Dance music pastor of First Baptist Church was
made in Riverside Cemetery at Smits, f ..... .... 3 2 4 8
Hamilton.
was by the Continentalsof Grand 'Paul's Catalogue— Index of Sin." Circle meetings are planned for
Visser. c .....
4
4
16
Rapids.
His evening topic was: "The Thursday by First Methodist
In a general Classical pulpit Walters, g .... .... 1 0 1 2
Church.
Chaperones for the informal Great Breakup "
exchange the past Sunday, ar- Bouman, g ....
2
1
5
Lois Stuckey Circle will meet at
party were Dean and Mrs. William
At the Third ChristianReformed
ranged for ministers in the Hol- Bonselaar. f
0
.... 1
2
2
Vander Lugt. Mrs. Esther Snow Church, Dr. J. H. Bruinooge, pas- 9 a.m. in the social room: Arlene
land Classls of the Christian Re- Windemuiler. g .... 3 0 5 6
Petersen
Circle,
1:30
p.m.
Mrs.
tor
used
for
his
morning
topic:
and Dr. Paul G. Fried. Heading
formed Church the Rev. William
committees for the fraternity were "Obedience to Authority."His eve- Herman Miller; Kathryn Boeye
P. Brink of Bethany Christian
Totals .. ... 22
8 21 52
Bob Bronk, program; Wes Ny- ning topic was: "Constant Christ- Ward Circle, 1:30 p.m., Miss
Reformed Church conducted the
St
Joseph (55)
Marne Ewald.
kamp. decorations,and Art Bilyeu, mas."
morning service of the local

it

it it

.

it it

West Ottawa District Sells
Bonds for New High School

Zeeland

Grace Church

Elects Vestry,

Adopts Budget

Mail Drivers

Win Award

Arthur

Nykomp

Dies

Hospital

f

c

g

.

f

.

f

A

..

.

Mildred DrescherCircle will
Rev. L. G. Hofman, pastor of
North Street Christian Reformed meet at Miss Elna Stocker at 7:30
Church used for his morning topic: p.m.; Bethel Fleming Circle at
Former Resident Dies
"Unsatisfactory Bread" and the Mrs. Roy Moeller; Etha Nagler
In Rochester,N.Y.
evening topic was: "God’s Court Circle at Mrs. Allen Anderson and
Mary Jean Tennant Circle at Mrs.
in Session."
Mrs. Ada Atman. 65. formerly
Fredrick Steen, of the Reformed Donald Vink, all at 7:30 p.m.
of Holland, died Tuesday evening
Bible Institute was guest minister
in Rochester, N.Y. She had been
entertainment.

church using as his sermon theme
"Marks of Jesus’’. At the evening
service the Rev. J. C. Rickers
from Noordeloos gave the message on "Remember Thy Creator."
Sunday School lesson topic was
“The Living Water." The Young
Peoples Society met on Sunday
|dternoon with Junior Klein opening with prayer and leading song
service. Judy Baker served as
pianist and also read a poem and
led in the lesson on "Ministry.*

V

•

at both services in Bethel Chrisin ill health for the past several
tian Reformed Church.
months.
At the Free Methodist Church,
She is survived by the husband,
the Rev. Floyd Bartlett, pastor,
Edward; one son. Jay of Pittsburg, Pa.; three grandchildren; preachedon the topic: "What is
two sisters. Mrs. Christina Tuin- Conversion" in the morning and
sma of Holland and Mrs. Marian Evangelisticservices were held at
the evening service.
Dunnewold of Grand Rapids and
Rev. A. Rozendal,pastor of First
a brother.Edward Wolfertof BenChristian
Reformed Church, chose
ton Harbor.
for his Sunday topics:"Believing
Prayer" and “Jesus, The Divine
Marriage Licenses
Teacher."
Ottawa Caantj
Classes for expectant mothers
Eldon R. Eaton. 20. Livermore, began Tuesday at Zeeland Com-

Ky., and KathleenBurden. 21,
Holland: Howard L. Sandel. Jr.,

Regular Meeting Held
By Eagle Auxiliary
A

m

•

district meeting of the Ladies

Auxiliary of Eagles will be held
in Muskegon on Thursday at
p.m. Announcement was made at
a meeting of the local auxiliary
Friday evening.

Games were played and prizes
awarded to the Mcsdames Jjnet
Raffenaud Stella Kay. Geraldine
Austin and' Fannie Pardue. Lunch
was served by the M'sdames
Jean Kuhlman and Melvina Rit-

munity Hospital, and will continue terby.
for the next six weeks, the hospiThe next meeting is scheduled
23 route 2. West Olive, and Patri- tal administrationannounced last
for Friday, Jan. 15 at « p.m. with
eic Sxopinski,18. route l Grand Wednesday.Each class will begin
a meeting for officers preceding
at 2 p.m. on Tuesdays in the hospi- ^ t 7 30.
.

FG FT PF TP

Dase. f .......

3

Willauer, f ....
Bissey, c ...... .... 2

Farnum, g ....
Long, g ........
Totals

Owner

...19

4
0
0

3. 9
4 18
1
4
0
8

10

1

16

17

t

$5

of Harding's

Resort Dies at Age 52
George Harding, 52, of Chicago

Wayne Lampen closed with and Douglas died early Monday
prayer. On Monday evening the in Holland Hospital following

VV3
M 'A
___
PREPARE FOR ROTWDTABLES-

This group

right) we: Mrs. Charles Gilman of Saugatick;

women are busy preparing the I960 Cub Scout
roundtablemeeting schedule throughoutthe
year. All are members of the women’s reserve
of

scooters group and met at the home of Mrs. Ivan
Neff, 338 Washington Blvd. Seated (left to

De

,

Mrs. Chet Vander Molen, Mrs. Aaron
Mrs. Jack Van’t Groenewout. Mrs.
Mrs. LeRoy Austin and Mrs. Bert Van Die of

U

Saugatuck. Standing are: Mrs. Willis M. OosterHoward Holder- and Mrs. Cal Nordhof.

hof, Mrs.
i

:

(Sentinel Photo)

Young People’s annual League an extended illness. Mr. Harding
meeting of the Holland Young owned and operated Harding’s ReCalvinist League was neld at Mon- sort in Douglas for many years.
The body is at Dykstra Funertello Park ChristianReformed
Church. The Men’s Society met on al Home and funeral arrangeMonday evening, studying a lesson ments will be announced later
on Daniel 9.
The Golden Hour Circle meeting are CatechisiipClasses and Sunon Tuesday evening studied Daniel
day School Teachers meeting toAfter recess a Travelogue was night and Thursday evenings.
presented by Mrs. Mary Lynema
Mrs. Edward Lampen returned
on their trip to Florida. Lunch home from Holland Hospital last
was served by the January Com- week after a few weeks treatmittee. (Jther meetings to be held roent for a heart ailment •
•

THt

Engaged

Supervisors

HOUAND

CITY NEWS, THURSDAY, JANUARY

Water as the new’ president.SecNeia selected Gwendolyn Payne to replace her.
Pamela Lubbers, treasurer,chose
Nancy Stygstra as the new trea-

retary,

surer Cheryl Hughes,

End Januaiy

scribe,

Camp

Fire

14, 1960

Council Plans

Annual Meeting, Election

Ottawa County
Farm News

Saugatuck

Mr*. F. E. Force has returned to
Saugatuck from Sharonville, Ohio,
By Richard Machlel*
where she visited in the home of
Ottawa County Extension Director
her daughter and family,Mr. and
The annual meeting of the
Mrs. James Lamb.
Miss Adele LaBrecque returned Holstein Breeders Associationwill
from a visit with friends in Cindn- be held on Jan. 21 at the Allendale

%

chose Susan Sturgis to the office
The Holland Council of Camp
of scribe. The girls worked on
Fire Girls will hold their annual
Christmaspresents for their parents and practiced Christmas meeting on Jan. 18. at 7:30 p.m.
Carols. They had their Christmas at the Thomas Jefferson School.
atti, Ohio.
The Busy Little Blue Birds of
Township Hall. The meeting will
party on Dec. 22 at their leader's
Miss
Marriet
Dively, regional
The annual church meeting and
Washington school met on Dec. 7
begin at 12 noon with a dinner and
home, Mrs. Vern Bowen. They director of Camp Fire Girls in six
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Tbe
potluck supper of the Saugatuck
at the home of Mrs. Wangen. We
sang Christmas Carols at Mulder’s
carries through until 3:30 in the
Board of Supervisors adjourned
Congregational
Church
will
be
held
finished our mother’s Christmas
states, will be the featured speakWarrant Officer James C. Pace
Nursing Home and several other
its January session at a second
Thursdaystarting at 6:30 pjn.
afternoon. The directors of the
presents and then wrapped them.
of
the
Holland
Navy
Recruiting
homes before thek met back at ker. Her topic will be, "Our
day meeting Tuesday which inMrs. Francis Showers and sons, associationinvite any farmers in
Frances Hayne treated. We had
Station will be transferredto the
Mrs. Bowen’s for cake and ice Golden Jubilee Year."
volved business of a routinematour Christmasparty on Dec. 14.
USS Papago at Norfolk, Va., on David and Kendall,returned Mon- Ottawa County who might be in* ter.
We met at Mrs. Wangen’s home cream and exchangingof Christ- Miss Dively, whose headquarters January 17. Pace will be the ship’i day from Colorado Springs where terestedin attendingthis meeting.
mas presents. Mrs. Bowen pre- is in Chicago, is regional direc- engineering officer.
they had visitedrelatives during
A resolution from the schools
at 6 p.m. and first went carolIf you are interestedir Holstein
sented each with a gift.
and educationcommittee for space
ing. We had fun. We came back
W. O. Pafce, who reported here the holidays.
tor in Michigan, Ohio, West Vircattle I am sure you will enjoy
On
Jan.
4,
the
Busy
Little
Blue
Mrs. Rena Reiler has returned
for the education department in
to the house and had a gift ex
this meeting.
ginia, Indiana, Illinois and Ken- in August of 1958, safd on his leavliving quarters of the old jail set
change and then had our party. Birds of Washington school held tucky. Prior to this assignment, ing, "I am glad to have been sta- from a visit in the home of her son
";A''
their
first
meeting
of
1960
at
the
and
daughter-in-law
in
Denver
off a series of requests from other
Mrs. Tummel and Mrs. Wangen
tioned here and of the many happy
We ran across an interesting
home of Mrs. Norman Wangen. she was regionaldirectorin New experiencesand of having the plea- Colo.
departmentsfor additionalwork
treated. Linda Wangen, scribe.
article published by the Dairy
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
The
group
made
hot
chocolate
Mrs.
Neva
Tyler
was
hostess
tospace, and after considerabledissure of making so many friends
The Shining Blue Birds of Van
Department of Michigan State
which they enjoyed with dough- Delaware, Maryland, Virginiaand while* here.”
day to the Macks Landing Sunshine
cussion the matter was turned
Raalte school met at the home of
University, in regard ta low butterthe
District, of Columbia.
Miss
Juanita
Ann
Wiersemo
nuts.
The
group
did
their
own
Society
when
work
was
started
on
over to the ways and means comour leader, Mrs. McCaffrey.We
The Papago is r rescue salvage
fat tests in dairy cattle. This past
She
has
been
associated with
items for the Auction to be held
mittee to meet with the building Miss Juanita Ann Wiersema’s made Christmas presents for our dishes as part of the bomemaksummer during the hot weather
the youth agency for many years vessel of 1,500 tons which is equip- in May.
and grounds committee to work parents,Mr. and Mrs. Burton mothers and fathers. Debbie Piers ing project. Games were played
a herd in Ingham County dropped
ped for all types of rescue operaout solutions.
The Douglas Past Matrons Socie- to 2.5 per cent butterfat test. InWiersema of 753 Ottawa St., an- treated. On Dec. 15, we met at after which the meeting was distions. Warrant OfficerPace in his
ty were entertainedlast Tuesday
When the new Jail is completed, nounce the engagement of their the home, of Mrs. Borgtnan. Mrs. missed until Jan. 11. Elizabeth
vestigationof the herd revealed
capacity as engineeringofficer will
Sybesma, scribe.
at 1:30 p m. luncheon at the home
the old building will become avail- daughterto Thomas Bos. son of Borgman and Mrs! Dozeman helpthat the cattle had access to young,
be responisibile for the machinery
of Mrs. Thomas Gifford.
The Cheery Blue .Birds of Beechable as sort of ao annex to the Mr. and Mrs. Arpold Bos of 241 ed us make Christmas cookies.
lush, second-growthalfalfa and
which is capable of towing a 45,Gary Diepenhorstis now in New were getting about 20 pounds of
court house. Departmentsneeding South Park St., Zeeland.
Terry McCaffrey treated. Dianne wood school held their Christmas
000 ton battleship at six knots over
party on Dec. 21 in the school
London, Conn., after finishing basic grain per day. A cow producing 85
Miss Wiersema is a senior at De Weerd, scribe.
additionalspace are the education
5,000 miles.
training at Great Lakes, 111.
department, health department Hackley School of Nursing in
pounds of milk was getting 32
The Twelve Federalettes held gym. We bad our mothers as
Chief Petty Officer Richard
and others. The Bureau of Social Muskegon and Mr. Bos is a senior their 12th meeting on Dec. 7. The guests. We opened our program
Raymond. Recruiter in Charge, George Ferry is a patient in pounds of grain per day. The other
by singing our Blue* Bird song.
Aid, currentlyhoused in City Hall,
seven cows in the herd were each
stated that due to the reductionin Douglas Hospital.
at 'Western Michigan University meeting was called to order by After a few remarks by Mrs.
is a county function. A question of
Susan Handwerg; roll was called
Fred Kasparek and Harry Newn- producingabout 30 pounds. Air
personnel, the station in Holland
heating brought an answer from at Kalamazoo.
with 12 members present. We Beukema, Barbara Schuiling playwill be closed each Tuesday but ham visited Larry Brooks Sunday temperaturesranged between 80
ed a piano solo, "O Holy Night”.
Case Szopinski, buildingsand
made doilies for our mothers. The
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. every at the home of his daughter,Mrs. and 90° F. and the cattle preferred
Lynda Beukema read a story,
grounds chairman,who said the
the shade of the barn rather than
treat was served by Barbara Bos.
other day and until noon on Sat- Jay Bartels, in Holland.
"A Stocking for Baby", Jean Nyold jail could be connected with
graze in the pasture adjoiningthe
Brenda Ter Horst, scribe.
urday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Hopper
rekerk and Barbara Hoffman sang
heating facilitiesfor the new jail.
barnyard.
The Flying Blue Birds of Lake- "O Tannenbaum",Laurie MerOn the first and third Tuesday cently visited his mother, Mrs.
A meeting originallyscheduled
It was suggested that grain feedview school met at the home of venne danced some ballet, Carol
of each month Chief Raymond will
George Hopper, in Detroit for sev- ing be reduced to one pound for
Jan. 25 to discuss the 1960 assessour leader. We made Christmas Lasiter and Vicki Bluekamp sang
be in the Saugatuck, Fennvilleand
ment of the Muskegon Pipe Line
four pounds of milk produced and
eral days.
presents for our mothers. We "The Three Kings”, Kathy Wolff
Hamilton areas, and on the second
Corp. was changed to Jan. 21 since
Thirty-two members of the dry hay be fed in the lot. Milk
elected new officers as follows:
and fourth Tuesday he will be in
gave
recitation "Christmas
a meeting of the Special Water
samples were collected at the first
Thomas
family were entertained
president, Barbie Rackes; trea- Time", and Diane Rosendahl playAllendale,Zeeland. Hudsonville
and SanitationStudy committeeis
visit and the test was found to be
surer. Jill Seyler; scribe, Patty
and Jamestown areas. Times will at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Arthur 2.5 per cent. Three days later milk
ed accordion solos "School Time”
scheduledon the 25th. William
Thomas
to
celebrate
the
birthday
Williams. Mrs. Windish treated. and "Music Box". Mrs. Steketee,
be posted in each community’s
Kennedy, chairman of the new
samples were collectedagain and
of Dr. Thomas last Saturday.RelaLinda Zwiers, scribe.
post office.
our special gv.est, showed slides.
Miss Harriet Dively
committee, has arranged for three
the average test was up to 3.1 per
tives
were
present
from
Normal,
The ButtercupBlue Birds 2nd
men from the state health departAfter the program we exchanged both as a member of the national
Waukegan and Mount Prospect, cent. Seven days later the average
grade of Jefferson school met at gifts and gave our mothers the
ment to be present. Repretest was 3.2 per cent, but the
staff, supervisingCamp Fire’s
111., Greenville,Hart, Kalamazoo
the home of Mrs. Eady on Dec. gifts we made for them. Our
sentatives from all governmental
average cow was still getting 16
program in the Southwest and in
and Grand Rapids.
7 and made gifts for their fathers. leaders were each presented with
units in the county interestedin
New England, and as executive The first Guild meeting of the Bill Figeley has returnedto pounds of grain per day.
Marianne Leach treated the group a beautiful slip from the girls and
solving water and sanitation probThis confirms som* of the work
directorof councils in such wide- year of the combined societies of Naval ElectronicsSchool at Great
with Christmascookies. On Dec. their mothers.Lunch was served
lems are invited. Kennedy expects
ly scattered cities as Sandusky, the church will be held Thursday Lakes, 111., after spending a 10 day done by Dr. Hoffman in dairy
14 we entertainedour mothers at by Mrs. Bennett’s Camp Fire
a full report at the April session.
Ohio, San Diego. Calif, and Seattle, evening. The speaker will be Dr. leave in Saugatuck with his par- nutrition in which he full-fed some
a Christmas Tea at the home of group who also decorated the
On suggestion of Richard L.
Wash.
De Valois, missionary to India. ents- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Figeley. cattle on grain with no roughage,
Mrs. G. Lubbers. The first part of
and others with varying amounts
Cook, the board approved aptables. Mrs. Wolff poured and also
Mrs. Joseph Lang, president of Hostesseswill be Mrs.^lice ArendHarold Whipple accompanied his
the program was introductionsby provided the lunch. On Jan. 4, we
pointment of Lawrence A. Wade
the Holland Council, will preside sen, Mrs. Russel Baron, Mrs. Jean daughterRuth Jean to Denton, of roughage. He found that the fat
Christi Eady; Marianne Leach made a trip to the Ottawa County
test often dropped below 2 per
of Holland and Henry Slaughter
at the meeting, and Mrs. Carroll Boersen and Mrs. Henry Boone.
Tex. vhen she returned from her
sang "Away in a Manger”; and Building. We had tours throught
cent. This leads us to assume that
of Tallmadge Township to study
Miss Neldo Beth Zomermoond
Norlin is general chairman. Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Gordon D. Isenga holiday vacation in Saugatuck.
low roughage consumption in catthe dog situationin the county. Mr. and Mrs. John Zomermaand the whole group: Christi Eady, the Sheriff’s Department, the Civil William Venhuizen. in charge of were married on Friday evening,
The Jean Simonson family reMarianne Leach, Sandy Lubbers, Defense Department, the County
tle may be one of the factorsinThe two men will be added to the
the program,announces there will Jan. 8.
cently
visited
Mrs.
Simonson’s
of 397 Fifth Ave. announce the Phyllis Looman, Dale HendrickHealth Department,the Bureau of be skits by a Blue Bird group
sheriff's committee.
Our serviceman’s address Is Lt. mother, Mrs. Frank Carter in Bos- volved in low fat tests. In certain
areas this summer there was much
County Engineer Henrik Stafseth engagementof their daughter, son, Linda Nelson. Shirley Van Social Welfare and had our voices leader, Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh: Kenneth P. Ensing 02284158,24th ton, Mass.
Nuil, Laura Leslie and Audrienne
concern about the low fat cpntent
presented rules and regulationsfor Nelda Beth, to James Van Duren,
recorded and played back on the assistant leader Mrs. John Du- Co. 2nd Stu. B n. T.S.B., Ft. BenMrs. James Murray and chilBoevee put on the play "Friendly dictaphone in the Bureau of Social
county parks which will be posted son ol Mr. and Mrs. J. Albers of
Mez;
Camp
Fire
group,
Mrs. ning, Ga. Lt. Ensing is a son of dren have returned from a visit of milk, this generally occurred
Beasts”. The group was honored
during a period of dry weather
at all county parks this year.
Aid. Afterwards we went back to
St. Petersburg, Fla.
with Murray in Ocean Springs,
by the presence of their teacher, the home of Mrs. Hoffman and Warren Van Kampen, guardian, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ensing.
when pastures were low. I’m sure
The board aiqpted a resolution
and Mrs. John Kolean, assistant;
Miss.
Miss Zomermaand is a senior at Mrs. Blum. Refreshments were
our dairymen can benefit from this
acknowledging^ with gratitude the
worked on our scrap books and Horizon group, advisor, Mrs.
Saugatuckfriends have received
served by Mrs. Lubbers and Mrs.
SPRINGS
work and in cases when pastures
outstanding contributionsof the Holland ChristianHigh School and
had a birthday treat from Carol Dewy Mishoe. with Mrs. Harriword
that
Mrs.
Sarah
Sheridan
Miss Barbara Wakeman enjoyed
are short, be sure the ration is
late Nick Cook of Zeeland. The Mr. Van Duren is a student at Eady from a very lovely decor- Lasiter.Barbara Hoffman, scribe. son Lee, assistant.
who is spending the winter with
ated table. The "tree" and "holly
additional
resolutionwas read by James E. Ferris Institute at Big Rapids.
The
Eager Beaver Blue Birds Janet Wichers, Horizon repre- birthday dinner with her friend the James Sheridan family in Iron- supplemented
leaf" cookies had been elaborately
Miss
Carolyn
Sedlak
last Wednesroughage.
Townsend of Holland.
met at the home of Mrs. Ritterby sentative,on the Region 8 Golden
wood, is in Ironwood Hospital.
decorated in colors.
day. The occasion was Carolyn’s
Reports also were presented by
for a Christmasparty on Dec. 17. Jubilee Committee will report on
Saugatuck Summer School of
The
Busy
Nine
Blue
Birds
met
birthday and dinner was at the
Another thing which gives us
the county extension department,
on Dec. 15. We made a gift *for The first meeting of the new year the progress of that committee. home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Painting is planning a Golden concern is the sobering figures
marketing programs and home
was
at Mrs. Flowerday’shouse.
There
will be election of offiJubilee Year at Ox-Bow with varour mothers. Then Mrs. Having!
Frank Sedlak near Allegan.
.which give us the number of TB
economics work.
ious reunions and programs.
read "The ChristmasApple”. We We elected officers and played cers and new board members for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Selby
of
reactorsin Michigan over a period
The board also received a resogames.
Sally Woldring, scribe.
the
coming
year.
Mrs.
Donn
Mrs. Dale Crow is spending the
drew names for a gift exchange
By Willis S. Boss
Sand
Hill visited Mr. and Mrs.
of
years. The number of reactors
lution from newspaper reporters
The Nov. 18th meeting of the Lindeman is chairman of the
winter with her son-in-law and
George Barber Thursday evening.
at the present time, when comparwho usually cover supervisors County ExtensionAgent, 4-H at our party next week. On Dec. Frisky Blue Birds of St. Francis nominating committee.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
As most of the 4-H leaders and 22, we held our Christmasparty.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wakeman
ed with 1936 figures in dairy cat. meetings expressing appreciation
Other members working on preschool was spent at the NetherKnippers. in Sarasota, Fla.
Lunch
was
hot
chocolate
and
members
know,
we
have
been
on
and
daughters,
Carol
and
Marilyn,
tle. indicate we have gradually
for the four chairs provided for
parations
for
the
meeting
are;
Mrs. Irene Sheridan is a patient
lands Museum. We had a good
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Boerincreased until today the state
"the Ottawa County Press Club." vacationfor the past couple of saltines. The girls received their
time and saw many interesting Decorations, Mrs. Frank Gaiowman and family at Filmore Sunday in Borgess Hospital, Kalamazoo. figure shows a percentage of 1.61
The board adjourned subject to weeks. We are at the present time, gifts from their leaders. Then we
ski
and
Mrs.
James
Kiekintveld;
things.On Nov. 25, we held our
afternoon.
enjoying ourselves in the sunny made a small gift for our mothers,
of the total cattle tested. However,
the call of the chair.
meeting in the school auditorium. hostesses, Mrs. Robert Gordon,
south on Anna Marie Island. Hope exchanged our gifts and played
Mr. and Mrs. David Post and
the federal governmentis making
Install
Mrs.
Clifford
Onthank,
Mrs.
to be back on the job on Jan. 18. games. This is the last meeting After opening the meeting with
son, Ronnie, arrived last week at
some
funds available to MSU for
Joseph Moran and Mrs. Paul
for Sally Smith as she is moving prayer, we each received the
the home of Mrs. Post’s family,
an intensiveresearch program on
Jones;
refreshments.
Mrs.
Joe
The 4-H agents of the Bostwick to South Haven. Sally Smith, boxes of candy which we sold. We
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Confer. Mr.
TB. This should be of great value
learned two new songs. Kathy Fabiano, Mrs. John Percival Jr., Post has just completed his four
Lake district will be meeting on scribe.
to Michiganfarmers. However, it
Mrs
John
Hudzik,
Mrs.
Robert
On Dec. 15, the Chirping Blue Everett and Claudia Unruh treatJan. 19 and 20 to discuss program
years trainingin the Air Force at
is still necessary for everyone to
Eshelman and Mrs. Harrison Dover, Del.
Dr. Donald F. Brown of Hope planning,district and state events, Birds of Van Raalte Ave. school ed with candy and cookies.
The Ladies Lounge in the Parish be on the alert to help prevent an
Lee;
publicity. Mrs. W. F. Young
The Dec. 2nd meeting was openCollege,was reelectedpresidentof exchange ideas, and for a general met and finished the gifts for our
Mr. and Mrs. George Klomp of House of Sixth Reformed Church outbreak of TB.
and report of tellers, Mrs. Nick
the Community Ambassador Asso- discussion of the- 4-H club pro- parents and wrapped them and ed with prayer led by Becky
Oakland visited Mr. and Mrs. was filled Tuesday evening for the
made cards. Carol Nelson treated. Schwarz. The minutes of the last Vukin. Special invitations are in George Wesseling on Friday eveciation at a meeting Tuesday night gram.
A release came across our desk
initial meeting of the newly organiOn Dec. 22 we met and made meeting were read. We have a charge of Mrs. Adrian Van Putten. ning.
in City Hall. Avery D. Baker was
this past week that the consumers
zed
Guild
for
Christian
Service.
All adult members of the Holland
elected treasurer and Mrs. Henry
The Ottawa County 4-H Council Santa Claus's out of apples and new assistant leader now, Maureen
Mr. and Mrs. L. Z. Arndt of
The meeting was opened by of pancakeswho like a blueberry
Council of Camp Fire Girls are
Steffens, secretary.
will be meeting on Jan. 20, laying marshmallows.Our leaders. Mrs. Munro. We made Santa Claus
Douglas and Miss Nettie Vander- Mrs. Ben Ter Haar who conducted mixture are not at al’ times eaturged to attend this annual meetDr. Brown and Baker also were out the final advertisingfor new Boes and Mrs. Fortney treated for pictures with colored paper and
Meer visited ^lr. and Mrs. George devotions. Solos were sung by ing lusciousblueberriesthat have
ing, to vote and to inform themreelected as board members along Ottawa County
Barber Monday afternoon.
plat book. Christmas. We closed our meeting cotton. It was fun. We sang songs
Mrs. Robert Oosterbaan, accom- been picturedso temptingly on the
and ate Tootsie rolls. Barbara selves further concerning national
with Mrs. Robert Horner as a new There will be other business to be singing ChristmasCarols.
Mrs. Miner Wakeman visited her
panied by Mrs. Gordon Pippel, outside of the package. The "bluemember. Other members of the discussed by the council at this On Dec. 7, the Busy Blue Birds Bresnahan treated. The meeting and local plans for the Golden brother-in-lawand sister, Mr. and
berries"inside are synthetic purple
after
which new officers and standJubliee Celebration. The council
board are Mrs. Willard Wichers, time too. The regularlyscheduled of Lakeview school had our pic- was closed with prayer.
Mrs. Ernest Coffey Friday afterpellets ... The pellets, according
ing
committee
secretaries were
consists
of
all
leaders,
sponsors,
noon.
Mrs. Clarence Becker, Mrs. Alvin council meeting will be held on tures taken with our finished dbll
On Dec. 9, we met with our
to the Federal Food and Drug
installed.
D. Bos, William H. Vande Water, Feb. 3 when we hope to outline beds. Then we finishedour moth- leaders, Nina Schwarz and Mau- committee members and board
Wanette Dykstra, Carol, Marilyn,
Reading
the installation rites Administration,are made “chiefly
members.
Henry Maentz, Jr., and Mrs. committees and discuss the pro- er’s Christmas present. On Dec. reen Munro. We are making presBarbara. Don and Bob Wakeman
was Mrs. Paul Bekker. Installed of sugars, non-fat dry milk,
14, we practiced Carols and work- ents for our mothers. Stephanie
Steffens.
gram in detail.
accompanied by Lyle Wakeman
were Mrs. Boyd De Boer, presi- starch,coconut pulp, artificialcoal
ed on Christmas cards for our Marcinkus treated with cookies. Regular Meeting Held
Linda Gordon. Holland’s comspent Saturday in Lansing attendtar color, artificial flavor,and a
dent; Mrs. Richard Bouws, vice
munity ambassador to Brazil last
ing the annual Youth Congress at
On Jan. 27, the leaders in the mothers and fathers gifts. Thurs- The meeting was closed with pray- By Methodist Group
very small amount of blueberry
president:Mrs. John Mokma, secsummer, told of some of her ex- Holland district will meet at the day night we went caroling to ers* Penny Victor, scribe.
the WesleyanMethodist Church.
pulp." These mixtures are ingenretary; and Mrs. Bernard Vande
periences and expressed her appre- Waverly School at 8 p.m. On Jan. parents homes and then went to
The Builder’sClass^of the First
Alan Gates returned home from
ious, but they are not blueberries.
Meulen, treasurer:Mrs. James
ciationto the board and sponsors 28, the Hudsonville district leaders Mrs. DuMez's for a Christmas
Methodist Church held a regular Zeeland Hospital on Sunday afterMoreover,
to imply that they are
MacKechnie, spiritual life; Mrs.
At Court Session
of the program. Holland has ap- will meet at the Hudsonville High party. We wrapped our parents
meeting at the home of Mrs. Kay noon to completely recovered from
constitutesmisbrandingand adulHenry
Mouw,
education;Mrs. WilHolland area attorneys present Lindsay of 365 West 18th St. Fri- an operation.He will be home
proximately 35 sponsors, both in- School at 8 p.m. On February 1, gifts and exchanged presents
teration, in the view of the FDA,
lis Nuismer, service, and Mrs.
a few weeks.
dividuals and organizations,and the Coopersvilledistrict leaders among ourselves.Elaine Heneveld, at the opening session of the Jan- day evening.
which seized 821 cases of the mix.
Leonard
Fought,
organization.
uary term of Ottawa Circuit Court
the total program amounts to will meet at the CoopersvilleHigh scribe.
Mrs. William Padgett presided Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Winger of
Companiesin error have agreed to
On Dec 21, the Twinkling Blue in Grand Haven Monday were at the meeting in her role as pres- Allegan visited Mr. and Mrs. Others on committees are Mrs. conform to FDA requirements by
about $1,000 a year. More sponsors School at 8 p.m. At these meetTer Haar, Mrs. James Barkel and
Birds
of Harrington were given a James E. Townsend, Louis J. ident and devotions were led by George Barber Friday afternoon.
are being sought.
ings. we plan to announce the
relabelingtheir packages to indiMrs. Vern Van Langovelde, spiritThe 1960 program is open to achievementdays dates and with Christmasparty in the home of Stempfly, Peter S. Boter, Gordon Mrs. Marvin Rotman. She also
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Wakeman and
cate that the mixes do not conual
life; Mrs. Bouws, Mrs. Wenyoung people of Holland area 18 the help of the district leaders, their leader, Mrs. Lee. The table Cunningham, John Galien, Walter read a poem "There Came One daughter, Nancy and Dianne, spent
tain real blueberries.Pictures of
dell Kollen and Mrs. Phillip Van
to 30 years of age. The board also discuss the achievementprogram carried the Christmas theme by Roper. Lawrence D. Beukema, Running" and closed with prayer. several days recently at Okemos
blueberrieson the packages have
Eyl, education; Mrs. Louis DalGeorge
A.
Lievense
and
Gerald
candle
light.
We
roasted
weiners
is operating under a new arrange- and talk over thq projects. We will
The sunshine package went to Mrs. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
been eliminated. In addition the
man, Mrs. Robert Newhouse and
ment which considerspersons 25 to also explain the judging at achieve- in the fire place, exchanged gifts Van Wyke, all of Holland, and Gladys Mosher.
George Richards. The Richards
packages carry in the title the
Mrs.
Oosterbaan.
service;
Mrs.
35 years.
ment days and give general hints and played games. We had lots of Randall M. Dekker and Hannes Lunch was served by the host- held "open house" on Wednesday
word "Imitation," or "with artiRobert Overway, Mrs. Pippel and
goodies. Those present were: Meyers, Jr., of Zeeland.
ess.
Information
application on finishingof articles.
evening and teachers were invited
ficial blueberry flavor and color."
Mrs.
Harold
Knoll, organization.
Lynda Boes, Peggy Helmink, Judy
blanks will be availablefrom Dr.
in to visit with the Wakemans,
From Consumers Reports, Oct.
After the installation Mr*. De
1959.
Brown at the collegeor from the Applications for 4-H scholarship Johnson. Beverly Lee, Gayle
because he was a former teacher
Boer
presided
a.
the
business
there.
Chamber of Commerce. Holland are in our office new and they Rooks, Paulette Sherrell, Sandra
meeting at which time the byhas been associatedwith the pro- may be obtained by writing us, Wiersma, Kristi Wise, Helen ZoerMr. and Mrs. John Van Wieren
Each year Michigan State Unilaws were adopted. Brief reports
gram which is affiliatedwith 4-H Club Department, Courthouse, hof, and Carol Saylor. Unable to
and daughter Joan of Holland,Mr.
versity has availablefreshman
were given by standing committee
attend were: Peggy Maatman and
and Mrs. Herman Lampen visited
"Experiment in InternationalLiv- Grand Haven.
scholarships in the College of
secretariesand spiritual life closJamie Klooz. Mrs. Lee was asMr. and Mrs. John DeYoung and
ing" for 10 years or more. SelecAgriculture for high school grading moments were presentedby
sisted by her husband, Truman
son David Friday evening.
tion of an ambassador will be Vender Hill Plans
ALLEGAN (Special)—In the first the claim.
uates. There are a number of difMrs. Barkel.
Lee. Beverly Lee, scribe. '
The Rev. and Mrs. Alton Bennett
made in March.
formal action taken by the County
ferent kinds of scholarships,most
Allen also submitted the claim
Post Graduate Study
- The Pansy Blue Bird group met Board of Supervisors at the Jan- during the current session with and daughter, Debbie, returned On the lunch committee were of which are given on a yearly
on Jan. 5. Our treat was served uary session, they voted down, five percent interest added on, home last week followingtheir re- the Mesdames Fred Plomp. Mar- basis and are renewable providing
Warren Vander Hill, Hope Colby Jean Mossburg. New officers 20-16, the Jr.il Committee’sre- which brought the total claim to cent car accident near Woodland. inus Van Wyk, Russell Horn and proper grades have been attained
lege’s scoring leader, will attend
J. Mac Kechnie.
were electedas follows:president, commendation for a five cent per $2,002.37.The attorney general's Rev. Bennett and Debbie are reand that the recipient has demongraduate school in history but he
Jean Mossburg; secretary, Jane meal increase in the board allow- opinion indicated the claim was coveringfroom head cuts. Mrs.
strated community leadership.We
has not decided where.
Ann Buurma; scribe, Ann Moss- ance for prisoners at the Allegan legitimateand could be paid from Bennett will be confined to their
would like very much to hear from
He has appliedat severalschools
PITTSBURGH, Pa.
Chrisburg. We went on a tour of the County Jail.
boys who are interestedin enterthe county’s revolvingdrain fund. home for a few weeks while retian F. BeukemaTa native and narrowed dowp his choices to Holland Evening Sentinel.Ann
SheriffWalter Runkel had reing the College of Agriculture at
The county civil defense cordin- covering from foot and leg injuries
the
University
of
Michigan,
Duke,
of Grand Haven, Mich., has been
Mossburg,scribe.
quested a raise from 35 cents to itor, David Weston reportedto the Her foot is in a cast and she will
MSU. If you will contact us wa
William
and
Mary
and
Stanford.
appointed presidentof Oliver MinThe Gay Blue Birds held their 45 cents but the Jail Committee board and requestedthat 'they be using crutches for awhile.
will give you all the necessary
A
June
Hope
graduate,
Vander
ing division of United States Steel
first meeting of the new year by entered a compromis request of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colling*, West Ottawa’s reserve basket- information and will have enrollratify the appointments of various
Hill will be seeking his M.A. deCorp., the company announced tovisiUng the City Hospital. It was 10 cents. Allegan is one of the offices. He also reported to the their son and daughter visited his
gree. v
ball team lost a 45-41 overtime ment blanks if you decide to make
day.
very interesting. We even saw a two counties in the state which board that he was making every family, Mr. and Mrs. Viba Coldecision to the Saugatuck seconds application.
Vander
Hill
plans
to
teach
and
Leslie B. Worthington,president
tiny baby in an incubator.Marilyn allows a 35 cent per meal allow- effort to clear up the status of lings at Hopkins last Saturday.
Tuesday night in the Armory.
coach and is a history major at
of U.S. Steel, said Beukema would
Cooper treated. We welcomed a ance for feeding prisoners. Ac- surplus property in the county,
The score was deadlocked 37-all Drunk Driving Charged
Hope.
He
is
presently
practice
be raised to the new post from
new girl. Linda Fyffe, into our cording to the State Board of especially material which was con- Youth Hurt as Car,
?t the end of the regulationgame.
teacher under William Hinga and
his present positionas president
After Car Hits Tree
group. Mary ’Van Kampen, scribe. Corrections,the state average is fiscated by defense officers in
West Ottawa led 14-5 at the
Motorcycle Collide
of U.S. Steel’s Michigan Lime- James Jebb at Holland High.
The Merry Melodies of Jeffer- 52 cents per meal.
Ganges in 1959.
quarter and Saugatuck was ahead
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
stone division.
son school met on Dec. 7. We
Board Chairman Francis Brower He suggested that the board apDavid Vander Maat, 16, of 115 24-22 at half. The third period score At 5:10 p.m. Tuesday, a car drivBeukema, who succeeds the late Sale of Land Okayed
made Christmascandles for pre- referred an opinion by the Attor- point him county surplus agent West 10th St., was released from
favored West Ottawa, 29-28.
en by Anthony G. Swithouse, 32,
At a special election of the sents for our family. Jolene Staf- ney General tlfat .a two-year-old
Rudolph T. Elstad,holds a degree
which would enable him to estab- Holland Hospital after treatment Tom Vizithum had 18 for the of 411 Eastern Ave., Grand Rapin civil engineering from Michigan Federal School District Monday ford treated.On Dec. 14, we had claim from surveyor Donald Allen
lish an up to date inventory of for lip lacerationssuffered in an losers followed by Bob EUander ids, left the highway on US-16 in
State University. He began his 35 voters unanimously okayed the our Blue Bird party. We played should be paid to the Drain and
surplus material in the county for accident at 6 p.m. Sunday at the with 11. Lloyd Driscoll had five Crockery Townshipand hit • tree.
career with U.S. Steel in mainte- sale of property on Walnut Ave. games and had refreshments. We Finance committees for joint
examinatiorby the board.
intersection of Eighth St. and and Max Dalman and A1 Surnik, Arraigned in ’'unicipal Court
nance and constructionengineer- to Donald De Free. The property, exchanged our gifts. Cheryl Ett- action.Allen's bill totaling$1320.
The board also approved a US-31.
two each. Terry Boeve, Rog Borg- Wednesday on a drunk driving
ing at the Calcite plant of Mich- which is part of lot 7, had been mueller, scribe.
34 was for preliminary work done recommendationto transfer a $26,Ottawa
County deputiessaid that mar and Bill Phelps each had one charge, he pleaded not guilty and
igan Limestone, Rogers City, approved for sale to De Free by
The Lincoln school, 2nd grade on the establishment of a drain- 000 Child Care Fund from the
Vander Maat’s motorcyclewas point.
furnished $150 cash bond. Data
the school board but an election Blue Birds opened their Dec. 1 age district on Green Lake
Mich.
general fund and appointed the struck by a car driven by George
The loss gives West Ottawa a 2-2 for trial was not set State police
He was appointed vice president was needed to legally deed the meeting with a salute to the flag Stream. The drain was later decounty clerk and chairman of the Pippett, 80, of 427' East Eighth record while Saugatuck is 3-4 over- made the arrest. Only injury
of Michigan LimestoneMarch 1, land to him. The lot had been and said their Blue Bird Wish. termined impracticaland the drain
board to make formal application St. Pippett was issued a ticket for all. West Ottawa defeated the driver received was a
1954, and became president on used by the Federal Ichdol as a The retiring officers, Linda Bowen, was never established.The board for a buildine oermit for the
new making an improper left turn, dep- Saugatuck seconds, 67-U ia the hand for which he was
parking
'
Jan. 1, 1955.
president,selected Kenlyn Vande has repeatedly,refused to appro„ Mun’y
uties
V
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Holland City News

Couple Exchange Wedding

Sunday School

14,

Vows

Board Seats

Lesson

1M0

Staffs

The Gospel Vents
Acts 15:1-1; Acts 15:11-21
C P. Dane
We are living in n time when
many conferences me held by all
manner of groups. Christian

Allegan Gets

All Business, Publicity

Named

for

Pay Increase

Play

New

ALLEGAN (Special)- Allegan
The business and publicity staffs program problems. The photool the Holland High School Senior graphy for the Senior production City Council Monday night apPlay are beginning their race to will be handled by Doug Gilbert proved a five per cant across the
board wage increase for city emsell more tickets than the average
Eric Andersen has been chosen
ployes,
excluding the city manag2,400 sold in previous years.
to speak at luncheons, clubs and
er P. H. Beauvais at his own re*
Churches also promote conferences
, Tickets . win he distributed to committee meetings as a part of
quest.
for the purpose of reaching conthe Seniors Feb, 2 but skits, yells the publicityprogram.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
During the stormy four hour sesclusions about problems and
Radio and television publicity
and slogans are now being planned
practices. Our lesson tells us about
Reports of several departments to set the pace for sales. “Char- will be the responsibility of Dick sion, by a vote of 3 to 2, the
Council also directed the city manthe First Christian Council
were presenjfed to the Ottawa ley’s Aunt” wiU be given Feb. 15, Vukin.
The
the
ager
and city attorney Erwin
I.
A
growing
church
faces
probHolland atjr Newt
Senior^ will be in the auditorium
County Board of Supervisors at 16. 17 and 18.
Published
lems. After Paul and Barnabas
Carole Risselada is the business during February and will get pep Andrews to go to Lansing to try
hursday by the
Us opening meeting of the Januntinel PrintingCo. returned from their first missionstaff manager fori this year’s Sen- programs every morning in the to get a license for the sewage
'Jf Hce M
_ary sessionMonday afternoon.
ary journey they remained in
ior play and N>nc? Klopfenstein form of skits, yells, songs and ad treatment operator. Donald ForEighth Street.
Antioch
for
some
time.
While
they
New
members
present
were
is serving as the assistant busi- libs. Stevie Goodes is ticket chair- ster, treatment plant operator,has
Michigan.
En.ered as second class matter were there some men came to
man in charge of the south side not bad the three years experCorey
Van
Koevering,
editor of ness manager.
at the pool office at Holland, Judea and said, “Except ye be
Judy
Rummler
has
been
chosen
of the auditorium of Seniors and ience required to be eligible to
Mich , under the Act of CoogreM,
the Zeeland Record who is seated
take the license test. A recent
March 3, 1879.
circumcised after the manner of
as manager of all publicity for the Mary lepo on the north sick*
for this session only, awaiting play. Also serving on publicityis
supreme
court decisionalloyed an
Moses, ye cannot be saved." This
Row chairmen are Judy BeukeW. A. BUTLER
outcome of a forthcoming election Gail Butler.
assertion caused much discussion
Editor and Publisher
ma, Paul Eeingenburg,Gret De employe of the city of Vassar to
in the church and unsettledsome
Hand painted and designed pos- Weerd, Judy Morris and Mary take the test before having the
to name a successor to the late
Telephone — News Items EX 2-2314
Advertislng-Subscrlptloos
EX 2-2311 converts. The church in Antioch
Nick Cook; and City Manager R. ters will be made by Bob Brent, Rottschaefer.Gail Van Raalte will experience and the Council hopes
was composed of Jews and GenV. Terrill and City Clerk J. Ny- chairman, and Carol Aardsma.
work exclusively with the co-op this ruling will apply in Allegan.
The publishershall not be liable
The Council rescinded an adoptfor any error or errors in printing tiles. Never before had these two
hof Poel of Grand Haven, who
Barb Huizenga and Mary Ellen students, but each row chairman
ary advertisingunless a proof of people merged into one religious
ed amendment to the master street
automaticallybecome board mem- Clark will be in charge of afl will have an assistant.
such advertisementshall have been
plan and also defeated a proposal
bers under the new Grand Haven
obtainedbv advertiser and returned group. And some people objected.
by him In time for corrections with Anything new always meets with
to bold a public hearing on the
city charter. They replace George
such errors or correctionsnoted oppositionThese unauthorisedmen
plan. It was decided that the plan
Swart and Martin Boon, both of
plainly thereon;and in such case if
should be unchanged since it had
any error so noted Is not corrected, from Judea dogmatically said
whom gave brief farewell messpublishersliabilityshall not exceed that a Gentile first had to become
been accepted by the State Highages. Chairman Robert Murray
such a proportion of the efltire
way Department in 1958 and is
cost of such advertisementas the a Jew before he could become a
said the board was sorry to have
space occupied by the error bears Christianand that meant that he
the basis for fund allocations and
them leave and invited them to
to the whole space occupied by
had to be circumcised.Their confuture
___
sit in on sessions at any time
such advertisement.
Sixty friends and relatives of
tention raised a theologicalquesErwin Andrews, city attorney
they felt so inclined.Swart serTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Mr. and Mrs. Jib tin Oetman, route
and county prosecuting attorney,
ved 12 years and Boon 10 years.
One year, S3.00; Six months, tion.
5,
surprised them at their home
32.00; three months. $1.00; single
Paul and Barnabas had been
was asked by the Council to subEngineer Henrik Stafseth of the
copy, 10c. Subscriptionspayable In teaching that salvationis by faith
mit a writtenopinion on the quesCounty Road Commission present- Friday evening, the occasion being
advance and will be promptly
in Christ alone, and these troublediscontinuedif not renewed.
tion of the compatability of his
ed new rules and regulationsgov- their 40th wedding anniversary.
Subscribers will confer a favor makers said that salvationis by
two jobs.
erning county parks as adopted
by reporting promptly any Irregu
A
highlight of the evening was a
The
Catholic Women’s Club of
lamtv la delivery. Wrf
’rite or Phone faith in Christ and through the
by road commissionereas park
long distance telephone call re- the St. Francis de Sales Church
EX 2-231L
observance of a Jewish rite. Actrustees. These rules, adopted by
Mr, ond. Mrs. Gene Allen Boerman
ceived from the Oetman’s daughcording to these Judaixers Christ
(Du Saar photo) the board, govern uses of the ter and son-in-law and children, held a general meeting Monday
ANNEXATION PROBLEMS
is not a complete Savior. They
Miss Janet Charlene Aalderink mother, wore a navy blue dress park listing fires, rubbish and
evening.
the Rev. and Mrs. Paul SchrotenAnnexation problems, within the were legalists.And legalismis exchanged marriage vows with with matching accessories. They garbage, camping, boats, fireJury Trial
Mrs-^ Kenneth Hall, chairman,
boer. Calvin, Murray, Jerry and
last few years, have been before still found in the ChristianChurch Gene Allen Boerman in the Be*ch- had identically arranged corsages arms, dogs, nuisances,loud speakRonald who reside in Ottawa, conducted the meeting and intro- After deliberatingthree-quarters
today. The church faced a prob- wood Reformed Church amid dec- of red roses.
the local Governmentalbodies
ers and bath houses. Drinking of
Canada, and a recorded message duced Fr. William Zuidema, who of an hour Monday afternoon, a
Ottawa and Allegan counties
lem. Dead churches have no prob- orationsof palms, candelabra and
alcoholic
beverages
is
prohibited
Glenn Boerman assistedhis broplayed by the couples’ other grand
lems
or
issues
to
settle.
almost every’ meeting of the legis
bouquets of bronze and yellow ther as the best man. Ushers as is changingclothes in places
was the speaker of the evening. Municipal Court jury found Mrs.
children, Timothy and Karl Malielative bodies of the townships
II. A conferenceis beneficial
mums in a double ring ceremony were TWry Hofmeyer and Don other than the bath house.
He is the assistant directorof the Hazel Lohman, 40, of 553 South
paard of Hoboken, N. J-, which was
Shore Dr., guilty of a charge of
villages and cities. With the popu- The church in Antioch had the performedDec. 30.
A letter from the League of WoAalderink. Mrs. Duane Aardema
sent by their father, the Rev. John Diocesan Catholic Charitiesof the imprudent speed, resulting from a
lation continuingto increase there right to settle its own problem
The bride was given in marriage was the organist and Mrs. Calvin men Voters of Grand Haven conMuskegon office. The work of the
two-car accident Nov. 25 at Diekare bound to be many problems but it thought that it would be by her father as she walked down Kolean. a cousin of the bride, was gratulatedthe board on Clemin- Maliepaard.
Catholic charitiesand its place in
Gifts
were
presented
to
the
ema and^Oth St. Municipal Judge
that need the attentionof all the helpfulto seek the opinion of the the aisle cloaked in a floor-length the soloist. She sang “Because’’ shaw county-wide appraisals,statthe Diocese was explained as well
people in the communities who church in Jerusalem and so
Cornelius vander Meulen assessed
gown of white satin featuring a and the Rev. Van Pernis gave ing that the organization felt the honored couple and a two course
lunch was served. Fred Kelinhek- as the two service bureaus in the line and costs of $25.
sent Paul aod Barnabas there with bouffant skirt fashioned with net “The Lord’s Prayer” in song. money was well spent.
are interestedin public affairs.
field
work
of
child
welfare
and
This month we, here in Holland, several others. The Jerusalem and lace panels with a brush
Monday's trial was one of the
The 1960 assessmentson the sel showed slides of a trip to family counseling problems.
The reception was held for 100
will be asked to take a few church welcomed the delegates train and* fitted lace bodice. Her guests and Mrs. Kolean sang “To- Muskegon Pipeline Corp. property Northern Michigan and games
few jury trials in the local court.
Mrs.
Rox
Wymore
gave
a
finanminutes of our time and go to the who spoke of the conversionof the shoulder-lengthveil of tulle fell gether Life’s Pathway We Tread" will be discussed at a meeting were played with prizes going to
All during 1959, only one jury trial
cial report on the annual bazaar
polls and vote on the bonding. of Gentiles. The problem about from a feather headpeice.She and “O Promise Me."
was held which also resulted in conJan. 25 at 10 a m. with super- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ryzenga,
and
carnival.
Miss Henrietta Schreur, Mrs.
viction.
. the city for funds to take care of admitting the GentUes to ihe
carried a white Bible covered with
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Peerbolt visors, company officialsand a
There will be a leadership inthe cost of the sewer problems Christian Church was debated— it lace and a corsage of yellow roses greeted the guests as master and representativeof the State Tax Peter Rigterink, Mrs. Julius RyAppearing at trafficcourt this
zenga, Mrs. Henry Brink, Mrs. stitute and workshop of the Nation- morning were James D. Wilson, of
We will also be asked to vote on was not left to Peter who had no with trailing streamers.
mistress of ceremonies. Mr. and Commission.
al Council of Catholic Women at
papal powers at this conference
the bonds for the schools.
The bride is the daughter' of Mr. Mrs. Alvin Brouwer served punch
216 West 14th St., speeding, $10;
James G. Brower of Holland, Lloyd Versaw, William KleinhekSacred Heart Church in Grand
sel,
Luanne,
Lois
and
Sharon
Several
leaders
spoke
and
Peter
Additional laws are already on
and Mrs. TheodoreAalderink Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Timmer chairman of a special committee
Russell G. Borgman, of 559 West
Rapids on Jan* 21. beginning at
the books to catch up some of the gave his story about his experi- and the groom is the son of Mr. were in the gift room. Miss Marcia on welfare office rentals, inform- Kleinhekseland Mr. and Mrs.
22nd St., speeding, $10; George A.
10 a.m. Reservationsmust be
Glenn Geerts.
constitutiondefects so that we ence with the family of Cornelius and Mrs. Henry Boerman.
Speet, of 570 Central Ave., improCompagner was in charge of the ed the board that the Ottawa
Attendingwere the Rev. and made by Monday to Mrs. Hall. per backing,$7; Tunis Baker, of 650
can levy more taxes on ourselves -they were saved and not cirCounty Bureau of Welfare could
Mrs. Morris Peerbolt, sister of guest book.
Mrs.
John L. Bull, Mr. and Mrs Msgr. Falicki, Diocesandirector, Concord, red light, $7; Raymond
cumcised.
to help pay some of the bills that
the bride, was the matron of honor
For her honeymoon the bride not contributea monthly rental of
we have accrued in our state Paul told of his experiences and wore a street-lengthgown of changed to a blue silk dress with $60 to the city of Grand Haven George Oetman, Mr. and Mrs. Her- will speak at the luncheon.The day Arnold, of 139 East Main, Zeeland,
man Ryzenga. Mr. and Mrs. Peter will end with a panel discussion wong side of road. $12; Thomas
government.
working among the Gentiles and cocoa brown lace over taffeta. Her a brown coat and matchingacces- for space occupied in City Hall.
from 2:15 to 3:15 p.m
There are many charges and how some had been won to the champagne tulle overskirt was sories.
Finance Committee Chairman Rigterink,Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
-Malewitz,of 78 East 22nd St., imAunother leadership institute proper turn, $8.90.
Oetman.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mike
Oetcounter charges about the state gospel, without submitting to the matched with a champagne feaThe new Mrs. Boerman was Richard L. Cook recommended
workshop will be held on March 11
finances.Wc fail to find many Jewish ceremonial law. James, ther headpiece. Her gown was also graduated from Holland High that the county board refund near- man. Mr and Mrs. Edward RyzenAlvin Tervino. 18, Orangeville in
in St. Francis de sales School audiga,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julius
Ryzenga,
the
brother
of
Jesus
who
was
the
plans to reduce the cost of our
highlightedwith satin bell sleeves. School and is employed at Post’s ly $3,000 to Grand Haven city on
Allegan county, who pleaded guilty
torium
with
the
Catholic
Women’s
government This, we think, would leader of the church in Jerusalem
Mrs. Peerbolt carried a colonial Jewelry and Gift Shop. The groom, the return of dog licenses for 1957, ^lr. and Mrs. Ernest Ryzenga, Mr.
to a simple larceny charge involbe a fine place for our elected agreed with Peter and Paul and bouquet of yellow and bronze also a graduate of Holland High 1958 and 1959. Cook said the com- and Mrs. Edwin Ryzenga, Mr. and Club as the hostess.
ving theft of a tire, was sentenMrs.
James
Orgen.
Newcomer’s
Mrs. Marvin Geurink, Mi*, and Mrs.
quoted from the Old Testamentto mums.
officials to start.
School, is serving in the Army* mittee allowed the bill for 1959
ced Saturday to pay fine and costs'
We wonder why there are not prove that God had included the The mother of the bride chose He is stationed at Fort Riley, Kans. but could not pass on the other Kenneth Van Dam, Mr. and Mrs. chairman,reported that her com- of $20.30.
mittee
has
welcomed
32
new
famiHarold Hulsman.
better methods in this day and Gentiles in his plan of salvation.
dress of stone blue crepe and
The groom’s parents entertained two years. He said the city was
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Schreur, lies to the parish.
age in keeping the accounts of all The three leaders agreed aod matchingjacket and brown acces- at a rehearsal luncheon in their in error in failing to present its
Mrs. Frank Schwarz is the lead- Christian Debaters Win
government so that we would have taught that salvationis by faith in sories. Mrs. Boerman, the groom’s home.
claims for the other two years. Mr. and Mrs. John Wolters, Mr.
er
of the new St. Thomas group Over Grand Haven Team
and
Mrs.
William
Kleinheksel,
Mr.
Christ
without
the
observance
of
a better check on just how many
The matter was referred to the
millions of dollarsare being pour- the Jewish ceremonial law.
ways and means committee for and Mrs. Fred Kleinheksel, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nelis Jr. is the
Holland Christian’sfine debate
and Mrs. George Kleinheksel,Mr leader of the new Our Lady of
James suggested several propoed down the drain for unnecessary
report at the April session.
Confidence group.
squads continued their winning
buildings, grounds, offices and. in sitions which were accepted by the
Sheriff Bernard Grysen discuss- and Mrs. Glenn Geerts, Mr. and
conference and hence the dangr
fact, all forms of government.
ed dog complaints. He said his Mrs. Henry Brink, Mrs. Lloyd Ver- The next general meeting will be ways Monday afternoon as they
With our state finances and na- that the Christian Church would
men are ready and willing to in- saw. Mrs. James Rabbers, Ted held April 12. After the business took two decisions from Grand
meeting refreshments were served
tional finances looking better ac- become a Jewish sect and not a
vestigate complaints but the in- Kleinheksel.Harvin Wolters.
Haven in state debate action.
Also the Misses Gladys and Juli- by Our Lady of Sorrows study
cording to the people who are universal church for all races and
convenience
of
picking
up
dogs
Construction of a new grandChristian'soverall mark for the
group.
supposed to know, we. here in people was averted. The decision
and transporting them involves anna Ryzenga. Arlene Hoekje,
season is now 11-3.
stand and renovation and moving
Michigan should remember to get reached can be stated in the
considerablehandicap. The subject Greta and HenriettaSchreur, Dena
Christian
senjpr affirmative
out and vote un all issues. This words of Paul: “Ye are not under of the existinggrandstand was
was referred to the sheriff’s com- Wolters, Luanne, Marlene. Sharon
team of Delwyn Nykamp and Paul
Police
scheduled to start today as plans
is the one place where you can the law but under grace.'’
mittee to report back in April. and Lois Kleinheksel, Virginia
Bremer remained undefeatedin
Is the problem that was dis- moved ahead for the second anmake your voice heard.
Henry Slaughter of Tallmadge Brink, Marie Hulsman and the
seven straight debates as they
It is nice to have all of the cussed at this council in Jerusalem nual Ottawa County Fair scheduled
Township felt that much of the guests of honor.
defeated the Grand Haven negGRAND HAVEN (Special)
many modern conveniences.All of still with us? The church today is Aug. 2-6 at the North Shore Comdamage to dogs probably is done
ative squad. A/i all junior negative
ZEELAND
(Special)
Quick
Otto R. (Bud' Larsen, 40, of 415
these conveniencescost money, not troubled by Jewish customs munity Grounds.
by foxes. He suggested a county Allegan Boy, 5, Puppy
action by Police Chief Lawrence squad composed of Bob De Boer
Members of th$ Fair Associa- Woodlawn Ave., died of a heart dog warden operating under the
but we must also remember that but the problem of extrabiblical
Veldheer and the help of two resi- and Cal Hulst also kept their
Rescued from Trunk
continuous operation of public requirements for church member- tion held a meeting Monday night attack about 8:30 p.m. Monday sheriff’s department.
dents resulted in the capture of season mark unblemishedwith a
ship
is
still
here.
Some
churches
facilities wears them out and rein the Park Township Airport ofThe Sheriff . also asked cooper- ALLEGAN (Special)— A five- two Holland youths, ager 14 and decisionover the Grand Haven afwhile attending the annual congremake rules for those who wish to fice and approved plans to go
duces their efficiency.
ation in parking problems at the year-old Allegan boy and his pupfirmative squad. They have deWe must make up our minds unite— they teD the converts what ahead with the new grandstand gational meeting of First Presby- court house where drivers often py were rescued from a locked 16, in a stolen oar here Saturday bated three times this season.
afternoon.
just how much we can afford in to do and what not to do. In and of transporting the present terian Church of which he was a park double.
trunk Monday afternoon by a city
The question for debate is ReVeldheer surprised the youths
taxes. Right now is a good time some instances these rules savor grandstand east of its present site. member and an elder.
Reports were received from the policeman.
solved: Thgt the Federal Governwhen
he
noticed
them
headed
west
to be thinking about all of our of legalism and seem to curtail
The new grandstandwill seat He was born in Chicago and sheriff's department, Ottawa Robert M. Kraft, 5, the son of
on Main Ave. in a car which Hol- ment Should Substantially Ingovernment affairs. Write your Christian freedom. These matters 1,500 persons and the bottom seccame
to Grand Haven about 104 County Probate Court, Probation Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kraft of Del- land police had reported stolen. He crease Its Control Over Labor
electedofficials tell them how you deserve discussionand study by tion of the structure will be enDepartment, Juvenile Court, regis- ano St., Allegan, was playing with
se*. a roadblock at the intersec- Unions. Judges for the debate Monfeel. We would like to have copies all sincere believere. It should al- closed. The seats will be over the years ago and opened the Royal ter of deeds, county treasurer,
a neighbor boy in an upstairs tion of Main and Elm St. to head day at Christian High were Dr.
Drive-In Cleaners at 33 Franklin West Ottawa Soil Conservation
of your letters for publication. ways be the aim of every Chris- enclosed portion.
bedroom of his home when the off the youths.
William Schrier and Dr. E. E.
Please hold to 300 words and sign tian to please God and not self.
A total of 24 display booths will St. He also operated a branch on Districtand county clerk.
Kraft boy and his puppy became
Brand, both of Hope college
The
two
backed
the
car
up
for
a
your name and address.
be constructed under the grand- Beech Tree St.
Today’s meeting of the county trapped in a small Army-typefoot
Hero Bratt is the Holland Chrisblock
to
Church
St.
and
drove
He graduatedfrom the Univer- board may conclude the January
stand, frontingon the center aisle
St, Francis Hospital
locker.
south for two blocks before aban- tian debate coach. Early next
with 12 booths on each side of the sity of Michiganin 1944. He was session.
Kraft’s playmate told the baby- doning the car Veldheer and two month Bratt will serve as tournaGuild Has Meeting
aisle. A three-footconcrete retain- named Young Man of the Year
sitter who called city police for persons whose aid he summoned ment director and Holland Chris• A letter of appreciation from ing wall will also be built in front for Grand Haven in 1952, was
help after failing to get the lock chased the youths and caught tian as host to a huge state
5f. Teresa s Study Guild
Frederick S. Burd, acknowledging of the grandstand.
president of the Kiwanis Club in
Admit ter1 to Holland Hospital
open.
operated eliminationtourney. Some
them.
the 5,000 envelopesfor patient's
Three nights and one afternoon 1958, a member of the Mary A. Prepares for Open Meet
Monday were Henry Haverdink,
Patrolman
John Atkens respondof the top flight class A schools
The
pair
was
turned
over
to
Holstationry envelopes from the St. of harness racing were approved. White PTA, active in Boy Scout
111 West 28th St; Mrs. Preston
St. Teresa'sStudy Guild of Grace ed to the phone call and jimmied land detectives, and were later along with Christiaqwill be comFrancis Hospital Guild, was read Races will be held Tuesday, Wed- youth groups of the church, was
Russell.470 West 18th SL; Mrs.
the lock open. Atkens said the boy released to the custody of their peting in this tourney.
at the Wednesday afternoon meet- nesday and Thursday nights and Scoutmaster of the E x p 1 o r e r s Church met Monday evening at
Arthur Van Order, route 3, Johnny
was calm throughout the ordeal but parents pending further action.
the
home
of
Mrs.
Andrew
Leening of the guild at the home of on Saturday atfernoon. The Fair Troop for the past eight years,
Yearry, route 1. East Saugawas wringing wet when he was
Mrs. Earle M. Wright, 689 Cen- Associationreceivedmore than $9.- and was adviser of Post No. 1 of houts, 113 West 11th St.
Request Fishermen
tuck; Glenn Arnold, Saugatuck;
Devotions were in charge of Mrs. finally freed.
tral Ave.
Boy
Scouts of America.
Cherry
Pie
Contest
000
this
week
from
the
state
which
To Remove Shanties
Robert Koning, 23 East 19th St.;
The meeting opened with a des- representedthe state’s share in the
He was married in Detroit in David Raffenaud. The president.
Barbara Ann De Boe, 1558 Ottawa
To
Be
Held
Saturday
Mrs.
Albert
Centolella
announced
Mary Lynn De Boer
Ottawa County deputies today
Beach Rd.; Mrs. Jennie Karel, sert coffee served by Mrs. Wright, purses for the harness race win- December 1944 to Carol Cothrane plans for the South of the Border
hostess.The afternoon was spent ners.
who survives him as do two
The Ottawa County Cherry Pie requested all fishermen to remove
Fractures
Collarbone
265 East 11th St.; Mrs. James Van
Fiesta to be given by the Women
in making bedpan covers.
The Rotroff International all-girl daughters, Karen and Susan; two
Contest is scheduled for Saturday their shantiesfrom the ice on Lake
Oss. route 1; Lori Nelson, 633
Members
present were the Mes- thrill show, featuring fast cars sons, David and Robert; his par- of Grace Church at the Woman’s
Mary Lynn De Boer, 11, the morning, Jan. 16 at the Coopers- Macatawa and other inland lakes.
Washington;Fred Dorgelo, 103
dames John F. Donnelly, Amos and stunts has been booked for ents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto B. Lar- Literary Club ou Feb. 24. Tickets daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William ville High School at 9:30 a.m.
The ice b dangerously thin, depuWest 28th St.
Beedon, George Bishop, J. Robert Friday night and Saturday night's sen of Chicago; two brothers. were distributedto members.
De Boer of 620 Maple Ave., broke
Contests were held in the follow- ties said, and is breaking up in
Discharged Monday were Janice
A study and discussionwere held her collarboneMonday and a five
Collins, Bernard Donnelly.Jr., highlight will be motorcycle rac- Howard, of Grand Haven and
ing local areas in November: Hud- places.
Brower, 283 East Ninth St.; Karin preparation for the open meetJoseph Lang Sr., Louia Hohmann. ing or another type of thrillshow. Walter of St. Joseph.
year accident-freerecord for gym sonville Unity Christian High
Deputies said that most people
en Y n t e m a. 371 College; Mrs.
ing of the Guild on Jan. 25 to which
John Hudzik, James Knapp and
classes in the Jefferson school.
Holland area residentswere inSchool, Coopersville High School, have not set their shanties out on
Theodore Fik and baby, 4304 Pine
any interested persons are invited.
Roy Wymore
Mary had been through the sixth
vited to help clear the woods be- Iceboater Rescued After
the ice this winter, but there have
Ave.; Mrs. Dennis J. Rowe and
The topic will be the “Sermon on gravie gym class relays and tum- Berlin High School, Zeeland High
Mrs.
Hudiik
will be hostess at hind the grounds to make more
School and from the Junior debaby, 728 East Eighth St.; Mr.
,e!L reports 01 arsons
the Mount.” There were 16 mem- bling many times but Monday, De
Ice Breaks Under Craft
and Mrs. Arthur C. Read, 4413 the Feb. 3 meeting at her home, room for Fair attractions. Any perpartment of the Pomona Grange. who have. There have also been rebers present
97 South Division St.
Boer
said,
she
must
have
twisted
sons wishing to cut wood for their
Lakeshore.
Winners at these local areas will porLs of persons going through the
An iceboat enthusiast was res- Refreshments were served by
and thus cracked the bone.
own use should contact Chester cued by a lakesideresident early
be competingjn the county con- ice although no one has drowned
Hospital births list a daughter,
Mrs. Leenhoutswith Mrs. Ralph
Conrad Eckstrom was the in- test and the winner of this con- in the area. However, deputies
Raak or A1 Looman.
Mary Lynn, born Monday to Mr. Teachers Hear Director
Saturday afternoon,after his ice- Oldenburger as co-hostess.
structor and this was the first test will represent ~ttawa County said, the only way a possible traCecil
Terpstra
and
Clifford
Stekand Mrs. Robert Schra. 117 West] Of Conservation School
boat broke through the ice off the
time an accident as serious as a at the state contest.
etee have been named to one- north shore of Lake Macatawa
19th St.; a son, Pedro, Jr., bom
gedy may be avoided is for people
broken bone has happened in the
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Pedro
Edward Ray. superintendentof year terms as Fair directorsand near the foot of DivisionAve./ ac- Spring Lake
The pies for the local contest to stay 6ff the ice.
building.Caroll Norlin, principal will be judged on the same basis
Beltran, 307 Elm St.
the Higgins Lake Conservation the Zeeland Record PublishingCo. cording to Ottawa County deputies. Succumbs at Age 4B
of the school, said that it was as the score card used for the
School at Roscommon, addressed received the contract to print the
Deputies said Marshall Kramer
GRAND HAVEN (Special) “one of those things that happen,
public school teachers at a meet- Fair Premium catalog. The next of 602 Crescent Dr . was pulled to
contest. Miss Virgin* Held.
Arizona Man Speaks
ing of the Holland MEA district meeting will be Jan. 21 at the safety by Bob Eshelman of 786 Mrs. GertrudeFay Moore, 48, of despite all precautions.”
Consumer Marketingand Inforraa- usr/ce 3
To Missionary Society
319 East Savidge St., Spring Lake,
Monday afternoon in Van Raalte Park TownshipAirport.
tion Agent for Kent County, is
North Shore Dr., and suffered only
GRAND HAVEN Special)
died Saturday afternoon shortly Miss Rhoades Speaks
Elementary
school.
chairman of the judging team.
a soaking from the icy water.
Frank Love of the Cook ChrisMiss Joyce Elaine Volkers of 677
after
being
admitted
to
Hackley
Ray spoke of the importance ol Holland Resident, 92,
Deputies said ice on the lake is
To Mothers' Club
Cieveiand Ave., Holland, and
tian Training School of Phoenix.
Hospital,Muskegon. She had been
conaervatkm in all areas and emstill too thin to support people
Mrs.
Phernanbueq
Henry Franklin Hall, route 1, HolAm., was the guest speaker at the phasized the role of the teacher Succumbs in Hospital
ill for the past five days with
safely, and asked that residents
The Maplewood
Club | Die, flt Horn, fe,' An'.W
land, were married at 11 a.m. Frirheumaticfever
Women’s Missionary Societyof the m conservation education. He remet Monday night at the
Mrs. John Ter Beek Sr.. 92. of stay off tho ice and keep their
day by Justice Lawrence De Witt
She was born in Grand Haven, with the president, Mrs. James
First Reformed Church Thursday viewed the work of the Conserva- 90 East 14th St. died Thursday children off until it has been proMrs. Mae Phernanbueq,68, wife at his home in Grand Haven
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry MacKechniein charge. Mrs.
tion Department,particularlythe
afternoon in the church parlor.
noon at Holland Hospitalfollowing nounced safe.
of
Edward Phemanbueo of Hol- Township.
Witt. She was married in Spring George Plakke presented the deteacher training and conservation a lingering
land died Thursday at Mulder’s Miss Sharwi Diepenhorstand
At the first meeting of the new
Lake in 1934 to Howard Gardner votions.
workshops at the school at Higgins
Surviving are three daughters. Marriage Licenses
Home for the Aged wi.cie she had Mark Mulder, both of. Holland, atyear Mrs. John De Haan. the Lake. A discussion period followed.
who died in 1948. In 1952 she marMiss Mary Rhoades of Prestatie
Mrs. James Cook. Mrs. Richard
been a patient for the past 12 tended the couple^
Ottawa County
ried Everett Moore who died in Huis gave an informative and inpresident, was in charge of the proVerne Kupelian, chairman of the Schaddeleeand Mrs. Ruth Nonyears. Mrs. Phernanbueq' was the
Jamerf
E.
Zietlow, 21, Grand 1957.
teresting’ talk an her work with
ceedings. Mrs. Albert Borgman Higgins Lake project for Holland hof. all of Holland; two sons. Dick
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Marriage Licenses
Haven, and Marie I. Vanden Bosch,
She is survived by two sons, retarded children and their place
teachers,outlined plans for a conand John Ter Beek. both of Hol- 19. Spring Lake; Joseph F. Domwas the devotional leader.
Charles Hansen. She was a memOttawa County
Daniel Gardner of Spring Lake in the community.
servationworkshop Jaa. 29 through
land; one-son-in-law,Jacob Van ers, Jr., 22, route 2, Marne, and
ber of Third Reformed Church.
Hostesses for U» meeting were 31 at Higgins
and A-I/C Douglas Gardner, now
Terrence Elzinga. 19, and Sandra
*
Dessert was served to 25 memDyke
of
HoUand:
21
grandchildren;
Survivingbesides the husband Kay Santora, 16, both of Holland.
Mrs. Walter Vander Haar, Mrs.
Micheline Dumoulin,18, N Grand stationed in Turkey, who is exTed Boeve, chairman of the club,
bers present by Mrs. James Rab
are a sister, Mrs. Ray Hock of
G. Dykhuis. Mrs. . H. Zwemer and presided. The social committee 36 great grandchildren, and one Rapids; Charles William Baird. pected to arrive home for the funbers present by Mrs. James Rabsister-in-law, Mrs. John Fris of
Holland; a niece, Mrs. Ivan MunMrs. William GouMoze.
29, and Gonda Kamphuis, 26, both eral; also her mother, Mrs. Franserved coffee.
Beethoven, the famous composer,
Marvm Dirkse and Mrs. Richard son of Holland; a nephew
f
of Holland.
ces Witt of Grand Haven.
J so slovenly that he was
Bultman.
Last o^ San Francisco. Calif.
once arrested as a tramp.
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Allegan Voters

Busy Session

Have Choice

In

Of New Jail
ALLEGAN

(Special)

—

Traffic

or qot the

County

Allegan

county jail will remain in use
until a new one can be built.
Gus Harrison, Director of

*

Transfers

Court

World War II
Mothers Have

%

Local Winners

Two Breakins
Solved With

Installation

Enter Contest

the

State Department of Corrections,

*

The local "Peace Oratorical”

Permits

Arrest of

Two

InstaUatioo of officera highClarence Jr. Wolters and wife
llghted* the regular meeting of
Trafficcourt had a busy session to Russell Lamar and wife. Pt.
Nihe applications for building
. Holland police Friday cleared up
Thursday in Municipal Court with Lot 32 Vredeveldt Sub. City of Hol- permits totaling $45,065 were filed Mothers of World War II Wednesday evening in Odd Fellows Hall two burglarieswith the arrest of
land.
more than 30 persons appearing
Adm Est. Martha Langejans, last week with City Building In- with Mrs. Millie Sale, president, a Grand Rapids resident and a
on traffic summonses.
Dec. to Donald Van Dyke Lot 242 spector Gordon Streur in City in charge. i
Holland juvenile.
Appearing were William Arnold Diekema Homestead Add. City of Hall. They follow:
Presidingat the installationwere
Lowell Thomas Hines, 24, of
Mrs.
Leona
Norlin,
installing
ofPate, of 125 South River, speeding, HoUand.
Ottawa Savings and Loan, Cen- ficer; Mri. Cora Nicols, sargeant Owensboro,Ky., now working in

voters win have the final say as
to whether

Holland

Ottawa County Nine Apply
Real Estate
For Building

14, 1960

was held in the Van Raalte
Hall of Hope College Thursday at
3 p.m.
contest

Miss Mary Ann Klaaren, a senwas the
only woman contestantwho entered in the women’s division. The
title of her oration was "Siamese
Twins.”
ior of Sioux Center, Iowa,

Exec. Est. Sena Muiienburg,
In the men’s contest, Ronald
tral Ave., remodel two rooms, at arms; Mrs. Joe Rusticus,chap- Grand Rapids, pleaded guilty to
Dec. to Jason J. Rods and wife.
Beyer, a junior froir Zeeland,Bert,
PL Lot 2 Blk 56 City of Holland. $3,000; Rhine Vander Meulen, con- lain; Mrs. Anna Ellison, musician; a charge of burglarizingthe Wood- J. Berghorst,a Zeeland freshman,
tor, and Walter Burns, District
Mrs. Nellie Jacobs, recording sec- en Shoe Restaurantwhen* arAdm. Est. Susan Mokma, Dec. to tractor.
and Cal Rynbrandt, a junior from
Fire Marshal, have agreed that if
raigned in MunicipalCourt.
Gordon Waasink, lot 18, Golden retary.
Alden J. Stoner and wife, lot 9
Waupun, Wis., competed.
certainconditionsare met, it may
Hines was charged with enterBlk B Cedar Flats Add. City of Acres, new house with attached Officers who were installedinMr. Berghorst was the winner as
ing
the
restaurant
on
US-31
near
remain in use until a new one is
garage, 28 by 70 feet and 23 by 22 cluded Mrs. Fannie Pardue, presi111 Elm Lane, speeding, $20.
Holland.
he orated on the subject entitled
constructed.,,p
Carl Dale Borgman, of 244 West
Horace J. Troost and wife to feet, brick construction,$14,642 dent; Mrs. Dorothy De Boer, first 16th St. on July 20. Approximate- "Known But to God."
vice president; Mrs. Geraldine ly $90 was taken. Hines was bound
Lawrence
Ave.,
Zeeland,
speeding,
August is the date set to place
Frank
Van Slooten and wife. Pt- and $1,270; self, contractor. ^
Bill Japlaga
Miss Klaaren and Mr. Berghorst
Austin,
second vice president; over to Circuit Court for appear- will represent Hope at the state
Mrs.
John
Wesselink,
91
East
$7; Lawrence Brink, route 2, Ham- Lot 1 Troost Sub. Twp. Holland.
before county voters a proposal to
• • . beet In doable* ance
January
11.
He
failed
to
post
ilton, speeding, $10; Ronald Holkeestablisha sinking fund not to
Horace J. Troost and wife to 15th St., new cupboards under sink, Mrs. Blanche Shaffer, secretary;
"Peace” contest which will be held
$3,000 bond.
boer, Grand Rapids, speeding,$10; Frank Van Slooten and wife. Lot $35; Martin P. Witteveen,contrac- Mrs. Jeanette Cranmer,treasurer;
exceed $152,000 a year over a three
in Detroitat the Institute of Techtor.
Holland
police
are
holding
a
16Mrs. Bertha Driy, financial secreRoger Dale Prince, route 2, speed- 75 Essenburg’s Sub. No. 3, Twp.
year period for the new jail and Bill
nology Thursday and Friday. RonJulia Kuite, 105 West 10th St., tary; Mrs. Eulala Padgett, chap- year-old youth who has also ad- aid Candler, a Holland senior, will
ing 90 in 55 zone, $50; Bernard Holland.
detention home.
Arthur Laarman, of 367 Gordon Clifford Harrington et al to enclose ceilingin basement,$75; lain; Mrs. Nicols, historian;Mrs. mitted his part in the breakin, also represent Hope at this date
If the proposal is approved and
1
Minnie Serier, sergeant at arms. police said.
St., speeding, $15; Mark A. Mul- James Scheele and wife. Lot 16 Albert Jansen, contractor.
recommended repairsare made on
and place in the "Peace" extemThe youth admitted a second porary contest.
Mrs. Ethel Von Ins, musician;
Reliable Cycle, 254 River Ave.,
der, Kalamazoo, speeding, $10.
the old jail, the county can use
Vans Sub. Twp. Holland.
Bill Japinga of Holland and Les
breakin at the Four-Star Service
Norma Lee Wuerfel,rout* 2,
the jail until one is built. If, howExtemporarytopics will be "NaJohn W. VanDenBerge and wife remove walls, install steel beam, Mrs. Rusticus,parliamentarian;
Dodon of Detroit were ranked of- Zeeland, speeding, $5; Ronald Eu$2,000;
Harold
Langejans,
con- Mrs. Marie Huizenga, Mrs. Zeda Stationon East Eighth St. which tionalism in Undeveloped Counever, voters veto the proposal,the
to Alvin Geurink and wife. Pt.
ficiallyNo 1 in the men’s doubles
Poppema, color bearers; Mrs. occurred on December 12, in which tries" and " World Peace.”
tractor.
gene Nichols, of 1361 Lakewood Sec. 34-5-15 Twp. Holland.
jail will automatically close in
for the 1959 season by the WestDon Johnson, 635 West 24th St., Nellie Israels and Mrs. Martha De approximately $900 in cash and
Blvd., excessive noise, acquitted William Frederick Norlin Jr. and
August..
Judges for Thursday’scontest
ern Lawn Tennis Associationat its
checks was taken. Police have
non- jury trial Jan. 4; Jimmie wife to Percy J. Osborne and wife. new house, $19,443; Five Star Lum- Witt, color guards; Mrs. Millie
were Mrs. Ruth Wolfe. John May,
Prisoners will then have to be
annual meeting in Detroit Satur- Ralph Ferrell,of 750 Aster Ave.,
asked that the youth be waived
Sale, past president.
David Karsten, the Rev. Lambert
transported to nearby county jails
Lot 21 Harrington's Add. No. 2, ber Co., contractor.
day.
from
probate court to Circuit
Gifts
were
presented
to
the
inW.
R.
McCaffrey,
106
West
20th
improper right turn, $10; Mar- Macatawa Park Grove, Twp. Park.
Poustein and Gerald Kruyf, all of
at an estimated cost of $5 per day
Japinga, a senior at Kalamazoo garet Inardi, of 264 Columbia Ave.,
stalling officers by the Past Presi- Court.
the Hope staff.
plus mileage. County taxpayers
Eugene D. MacEwing and wife to St., remove wall and build playCollege, is the top performerfor interfering with through traffic,
A second youth, i7-year-old Kendent. Donations of $25 each were
house,
$100;
self, contractor.
also will still face the expense of
Kenneth Armstrong and wife. Lot
the Hornets and captured the $12; Roger Lee Jacobs, of 86 West
Geerds and Wolters, 700 Michi- given to three veteran familiesfor neth W. King of 8% South River
buildinga new jail.
9 MacEwing Plat, Twp. Park.
MIAA singles and doubles crown 27th St., right of way, $17.
gan Ave., build G and W Econ-O- Christmas. The charter was drap- Ave. was implicated in the servNestle has agreed on three
Albert Helmus and wife to Euice station breakin. King is preslast spring. Dodson formerly playGertrude Hofstee, of 568 East gene H. Hulst and wife Pt. Lots 16, Wash, laundry, $3,000; Harold ed in memory of Mrs. Kitty Michmajor alterationson the old jail
ently serving in the U. S. Army.
ed No. 1 singles and doubles at 24th St., driving on wrong side of
merhuizen.
Langejans:
contractor.
for First
1 Blk 26. City of Holland.
to make it safe for temporaryuse.
Kalamazoo College and is now street, $12; John Van Den Bosch,
There will be a District 4 meet- Prosecutor James Bussard has auTed
Baker,
176%
River
Ave.,
The biggest item will be a fire
Fred Breuker to ElizabethA.
coaching tennis at DennisonUni- of 455 East Lakewood Blvd., driving Jan. 14 at the Baptist church, thorized a warrant for King's ar- In
alarm system covering the wood versity.
Batema et al Lot 42 Nieuwsma Re- bath room partitions and kitchen,
rest.
$1,500; Harold Langejans, contrac- 1715 Highland, at Benton Harbor.'
ing
on
wrong
side
of
street,
$17;'
sub. West Michigan Park.
portions of the building.An estiActing on a tip from Ottawa
John Cook of Kalamazoo and Randall J. Brinks, route 5, imRegistrationis at 9:30 a.m. Those
tor.
Holland Christian debaters
mate of $1,200 has been placed on
Elizabeth A. Batema to Henry
Doug Poort of Grand Haven, a proper left turn, $7; Harvey Jay
attendingare asked to bring table County deputies, Holland detectives clincheda tie for first place in the
the work required for the fire
Western Michigan University Wolters. route 1, improper left Zylman and wife. Lot 42 Nieuwserviceand a dish to pass for die apprehendedthe 16-year-old who
alarm system and re-wiring the
sma’s Resub. West Michigan Park.
5-C League Thursday afternoon at
potluck dinner.
admitted his part in the breakins.
doubles team, were ranked No- 2 turn, $17; Joseph B. Birchfield, of
jail. Another change which must
Clarence Costing and wife to Dick
while Jon Erickson of Kalamazoo 105 East Eighth St., speedingThank you letters were read by Detectives later Thursday picked Unity Christian High School in Hudbe made if the jail is to remain
Oosting and wife Lot 91 and pt. 92
up Hines who was living and work- sonville.They tied with Grand
and Gerald Dubie of Hamtramck, noue, $12.
The ladies of the Zeeland Lit- Mrs. Huizenga from boys who ire ing in Grand Rapids.
in use, is a separate room for
a University of Michigan doubles Merle John Prins. route 5, litter- Country Club Estates Sub. No. 2,
Rapids Christianin the final standin the service for their Christmas
erary Club will again resume
visiting privileges.
Twp. Holland.
ings, six wins and two losses.
team, were ranked third.
gifts. Mrs. Blanche Shaffer reing
street,
$3;
Nancy
A.
Boyd,
Bernard Miller, chairman of the
Peter Kamps and wife to Herman their activities following a brief
Darry Mackay of Dayton, Ohio Boonton, N. J., right of way, 12;
They split two debates with Kalaceived the surprise package after
intermissionfor the holidays.
Jail committee of the county board
was ranked first in singles and suspended after traffic school; Wieten and wife. Lot 19 Blk 4 Tuesday, Mrs. Ed Donivan will which a potluck luncheon was Driver
mazoo Christian. The Christianafof supervisors,said it was comfirmativeteam of Delwyh Nykamp
Rudy Hernando of Detroit was Kenneth Dale Vander Kooi, route Prospect Park Add. City of Hol- present one of her excellentbook served.
land.
pletely up to the voters whether
and Paul Bremer defeated the
second. Sue Hodgman of Kalama- 2, West Olive, speeding,$12; RonThe next meeting will be held Several
or not the old jail can remain in
Herman Wieten and wife to reviews for the club.
Jan. 20 at the home of Mrs.
zoo was second in the women's ald Jack Voss, of 955 Lincoln Ave.,
KalamazooChristian negative team
The club will also bear an alto
use until a new one is built.
Olert Garvelink and wife Pt. Lot
GRAND HAVEN (Special) and the Holland Christian negaSerier.
rankings behind Gwyenth Thomas red light, $5; Vincent Russell
They will have to choose between
17 Blk 11 Southwest Add City of saxophonesolo by Keith MiyamHarold Van Oeveren, 26, route 2, tive team of Gerald Van Wyke and
of Shaker Heights, Ohio.
Reidsma, of 314 West 15th St., Holland.
oto accompaniedby Louise Voorapproving the sinking fund and beGrand Haven, vas trapped in his Carl Westerhof lost to the KalamaNo rankings were announcedin cutting corner too wide, $12;
ing able to use the old jail temcar for several hours Friday zoo Christian affirmativeteam.
Willard J. Himmer and wife to horst at the piano and a French
junior singlesand doubles, and in Franklin Delano Hensley, of 491
porarily or disapproving the proArie Ter Haar and wife, Lot 3 Blk horn quartet composed of Kathy
after he lo$t control of the Judges for the debates were Prof.
the 15-and under division, because West 32nd St., careless driving,
posal and having the jail closed
vehicle shortly after midnight on Robert Smith of Hope Collegeand
A Cedar Flats Add. City of Holland. Kooiman, Garvin Mulder, Barbara
the chairman of the committee $15.
and carrying the expense of trans144th Ave. in RobinsonTownship,
Anna
Stoel Minnema et al to Vugteveen and Linda Zolman.
Prof. Lester De Koster of Calvin
failed to put in an appearance.
porting prisonersplus the ultimate
hit a ditch and struck two trees.
William R. Ryah and wife Lot This special instrumental music is
College.
constructionof a new jail besides.
He was discovered at 4:30 a m.
4 Blk 5 Prospect Park Add. City under the direction of RobFinal standings are as follows:
ert Brower, Zeeland High School
of Holland.
Holiday greetingsfrom members by a passing motorist who took Holland and Grand Rapids both
Installation
music
director.
were read at the regular meeting the injured man to his home. 6-2; Kalamazoo. 5-3; South ChrisAdmittd to Holland Hospital Earl L. Helmers and wife to
Hostessesfor the afternoonmeetof Holland Chapter, No. 429, OES, Later Van Overen was taken to tian, 2-6: Unity Christian, 1-7. This
Thursday were Mrs. Andrew Du- Robert Edgar Wiles and wife, Pt.
ing will be Mrs. H. Hubbell and
Tuesday night in the chapter Municipal Hospital for x-rays.He is the first year that the 5-C LeaMez, 925 South Shore Dr.; Lloyd Lot 33 Homestead Add. City of
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Jacobsen are
Mrs. A. Janssen.
Holland.
rooms. Greetingswere also re- received injuries to his right gue has been in operation.
Davis,
142
East
Lincoln
Ave.,
Zeethe parents of a daughter born
Mrs. John Feenstra of 43 Taft ceived from several other Eastern shoulder, abrasions to his face
Ter Haar Auto Co. to Willard J.
land;
Edward
Joostberns,
HamilHolland Christianoverall has
Thursday at Zeeland hospital.
St,. Zeeland, was honored with a
and possible rib injuries.
Star committeewomen.
The first meeting of the newly ton; Mrs. Bram Witteveen, route Timmer and wife Lot 3 Blk A
won nine and lost three in all deMrs. Sarah Hassevoort and Shirbirthday
party
New
Year’s
Day,
Cedar Flats Add. City of Holland.
Ms. Don Jones, Worthy Matron, State police charged him with bates. Bremer and Nykamp were
ley were visitors Tuesday at the organized Guild for ChristianSer- 4; Scott Bobeldyk, 10271 Chicago
Donald E. Van Wieren and wife given by her children, Mr. and reported that Christmas cookies violatingthe basic speed law.
Dr.,
Zeeland;
Mrs.
Eugene
Sprik,
undefeated in six.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hoff- vice of Central Park Reformed
Mrs. John Kiekover, Mr. and Mrs.
baked by Mrs. Harold Veldheer,
285 Dartmouth Ave.; Victor Ween- to Herman Weaver and wife. Lots
-jnan in Harlem.
Chunh was held Tuesday evening. er, route 2 (dischargedsame day); 163, 164 Lake Park Sub. Twp. Henry Feenstra,Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Andrew Leenhouts and Mrs.
Mary Ann Boers spent a few
Karl Feenstra and Mr. and Mrs.
Mcrmbere were greeted by the Or- Dennis Peters, route 3; Gayle Park.
Jones has been acknowldged.
days with Sharon Raak in West
Clarence Hoffman,at the home of
Johannes
J.
VanDerKooi
and
A Valentine card party is planArnold,
1557
Harding
St.
(disganization
committee,
consisting
of
Crisp last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kiekover, 148 ned by the Ways and Means ComMr. and Mrs. Bob Fiekema and Mrs. D. Rietdyke,Mrs. J. Ter charged same day); John P. Kool, wife to Martin Isenhoff and wife. South Church St.
mittee for Feb. 9.
Pt. Lot 9 Roosenraad's Plat No. 4,
daughters Brenda Sue from Grand Vree, Mrs. D. Williams and Mrs. Deremo Rd., Grand Haven.
The invited guests included her
Mrs. Theron Stone was appointed
Discharged Thursday were Don-* City of Zeeland.
at home and
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nychildren,grandchildren and great
GRAND HAVEN (Special) J. Van Dyke and each received a aid Van Oosterhout,229 West 22nd
Martin Isenhoffand wife to Ivan
to study Eastern Star relief prokamp, Sheryl. Linida and Richie
grandchildren,numbering 75.
Several
persons
appeared
before
from Holland and John Redder name card in the form of as mall St.; Mrs. Peter Koert, 6730 Adams Van KoeveringPt. Lot 9 Roosen- A deliciouslunch was served jects and report at a future meet- the license Appeal Board Thurspaper candle.
ing. Mrs. Anthony Michielson will
St., Zeeland; Jeffery and Norma raad’s Plat No. 4, City of Zeeland
were New Years Day guests of
which included a beautifullydec- report on Education and Estarl day in Grand Haven court house.
Mrs. Henry Van Raalte conduct- Jean Speer, 37 James St.; Gary
One Thousand Corp. to Julius
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schamper.
Ralph Dozeman, 78. route 3,
projects and Mre. Forrest Meed the candlelightingservice at Dale Visscher, 959 Graafschap; Bergsma and wife. Parcel in Maca- orated birthday cake.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hassevoort
Mrs. Feenstra was showered Claskey on the Villa.
Holland, who failed a vision test
which
time
the
members
of
the Alton Brown, 325 Lincoln: Mrs. tawa Park. Twp. Park.
entertainedMr. and Mrs. Jay Kooiwith congratulationsand received
Nov. 23, 1939, must wear glasses
At the social hour followingthe
Herbert C. Wybenga and wife to
ker. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hasse- executive committee were instal- John McAlpineand baby, 294 East
many gifts.
and is allowed to drive in dayled
to
their
respective
offices.
meeting,
table
decorations
featur11th St., Mrs. Cornelius Wiefing William T. Boersma and wife Pt.
voort. Mr. and Mrs. Ronald HasseHer
birthday dinner was ened a Twelfthnightparty with time only.
This service was opened by a and baby, 14177 James St.; Will Lots 4, 5, 6 Maple Lane Sub. Twp.
voort and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
joyed at 340 West Main Ave., colorful pipe cleaner figures gath- Denied was a request by Bruce
Zeeland.
Hassevoort at their home on solo by Mrs. C. Maatman accom- C. Mosier, route 2. Fennville.
YOUR HOST*
panied by Mrs. L.. Sandy. Installed
A daughter, Judith Ann, was Eastridge Estates Development Zeeland, the home of her children, ered around a burning Christmas Alan Van Nuil, 22, of 372 West
Poek St. on New Years Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hoffman
19th St., Holland, whose license
RAUL
AND
CONA VAN RAALTI
tree candle. Refreshmentswere
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer were were Mrs. K. Matchinsky, presi- born in Holland Hospital today to Co., Inc. to Scholz Homes Accep- and family.
served
by
Mrs.
E.
A.
John
and was suspended Dec. 24 for two
dent;
Mrs.
G.
Van
Putten,
vice
preMr.
and
Mrs.
Boyd
Berends,
613
tance
Corp.
Lot
13
Brookfield
Sub.
supper guests at the home of Mr.
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
Holiday guests at the home of
months starting Jan. 13 for unsatMrs. Fred Hieftje.
Twp. Holland.
and Mrs. Gerrit Vanden Brink in sident: Mrs. C. Steketee. secre- West 29th St.
Mrs. Lena Janssen of South Cenisfactory driving record.
ZEELAND
Jacob Essenburg and wife to JusHudsonville last Friday evening. tary; Mrs. J. Van Dyke, assistant
tennialSt. included all of her chilAlbert Meiste, 80, route 3, Holsecretary; Mrs. Harris De Neef,
tin Deters and wife Lot 22 RidgeCLOSED SUNDAYS
dren. The group gathered to celeland, who failed a viskn test Nov.
treasurer;Mrs. G. Hilbink, assiswood Sub. Twp. Holland.
brate Mrs. Janssen's recent 80th
19, was allowed driving privileges
tant treasurer; Mrs. S. Sybesma,
Melvin J. Vander Bie and wife
birthday at a dinner party at Of
for daytime only and must have
Dies
Spiritual Life chairman Mrs. F.
to Arthur S. Seddon Jr. and wife
Bosch's Restaurant on Wednesday
another examination within a
Hornstra, Education Chairman;
Pt. Lot 39 Vredeveldt’sSub. Twp.
59-41
evening, Dec. 30.
ZEELAND (Special)— Herman year.
Park.
Mrs. G. De Vries, Service chairSAUGATUCK (Special)- Sauga- man, and Mrs. D. Rietdyke, Or- Forty-three persona donated Henrietta Kamphuis to John Present were: Mr. and Mrs. Vredeveld, 64, of 420 East Central Hubert Jimmerson, 25, of 308%
blood recently for the Holland GrossbauerJr. and wife. NEfrIV* John R. Janssen of Rockford, the Ave., Zeeland, died suddenly at his West 17th St., had his license retuck's basketballteam dropped its ganization chairman.
Rev. and Mrs. John Zeeuw of home Friday noon following a instated. It had been revoked
fourth Al-Van game this season as
Following the business meeting Community Blood Bank, 39 appear- NWfrly4 and pt. NWfrlV* NEfrly4
Bay City, the Rev. and Mrs. Wil- heart attack.
April 8 for an unsafe driving reMartin recorded a 59-41 decision the group was divided for the soc- ing at a regular clinic Monday in 6-5-15 Twp. Holland.
liam
Janssen, Annabelle and Jan
cord. He failed to appear Nov. 12.
He
was
employed
at
the
Bennett
Red
Cross
headquarters
and
four
here Friday night.
ial hour according to the color of
Exec. Est. Gerrit Etterbeek,Dec.
of Normal. 111., the Rev. and Mrs. Lumber and Manufacturing Co. for
The case of Fred Armock, 86,
The Indians now have a 1-4 the name cards they had received. reporting for emergenciesat Hol- to Henry Piers and wife. Pt. Lot 4
Herman Janssen, Mary and Eliza- the past 15 yeans. He was a mem- Conklin, who failed a vision test
land
Hospital.
league mark and are 3-6 overall. Refreshmentswere served by the
Blk 6, City of Holland.
beth of Saginaw,Mr. and Mrs. ber of First Christian Reformed Oct. 9, was adjourned for two
Donors at the hospital were Mrs.
Martin led all the way and had hostesses including the Mesdames
Lee H. Janssen. Lee and Barbara Church, the Men's Society and the weeks to await a statement from
Cornelius
De
Vries.
Alvin
H.
Dyk,
an 18-15 first quarter margin and L. Doolittle,M. Van Huis, M.
Adrian Van Dyke, 56,
of Corunna, Mr. and Mrs. Al choir.
the eye doctor.
increased the mark to 35-20 at Hoezee, James Wiersma, Glenn John R. Fairbrother and Russ
Janssen. Kathy, Emmy. Laura and
Alfred A. Meppelink. 39. of 38
Surviving are his wife. Winnie;
Genzink.
Dies
at
Sister's
Home
halftime.The third period score Bonpett, J. Van Lente, W. De
Lorraine. Misses Cathryn and Gen- one daughter, Thelma, at home; South Pine St., Zeeland, who apRegular donors were James
was 46-29.
Waard and C. Helmink.
Adrian (Sonny) Van Dyke, 56, eva Janssen, Mr. and Mrs. M. one brother, Henry Vredeveld, of plied for reinstatement following
Baine, Donald Cranmer, Ronald
John Blok had 14 for the losers
Dalman, Albertos De Boe, Odell died Friday at the home Jay Janssen,John. Martha, Jimmy, Holland; three sisters, Mrs. Harry two drung driving convictionsIn
and Tony Hinson followed with 12. Mrs. Henry Zwiers
De Jonge, Kenneth De Free, Paul of his sister Mrs. Rufus Cramer Chucky and David, all of Zeeland, Bos and Mrs. Charles Van Hait- 1955 and 1958. had his petition apWashburn had 21 for Martin.
and the Rev. and Mrs B. Virgil sma, both of Zeeland, and Mrs. proved under the financial resDies
Following
Illness
Dozeman, Wallace Hasty, Henry
The .Saugatuck reserves deof 340 North River Ave. He has Janssen. Tim. Tom, Sarah and
John Van Putten of Holland; one ponsibilitylaw.
Holtgeerts,
Marvin
Israels.
Gerald
feated Martin. 39-32. Gardner was
Mrs. Henry Zwiers, 64. of route Klein, Roger J. Kole, Kenneth Loo- been making his home with his Billy of Ypsilanti.
Failing to appear were Elizabrother-in-law, Leonard Vander
high for the winners with 13.
2, Holland died at her home SaturOther guests at the dinner were Veer, and one sister-in-law, Mrs. beth L. Buemo, of 63 West First
man, William J. Lundie, Mrs. sister.
Saugatuck will play West Ottawa
day in Florida after a lingering Fannie Machiele, Earl Meeuwsen, Mr. Van Dyke was born in Zee- Mrs. Janssen'sbrother, B. J. AdriannaVredeveld, both of Zee- St., Holland, who failed a vision ...and I’m it! Could
in the Holland Armory next Tuesillness.
test Nov. 21. and Clyde Bryant
Harry Mencarelli, Frank Meyer, land to the late Mr. and Mr«. W. Berghorst of Zeeland and Mrs. land.
day.
She was a member of the South Ronald Nykamp, Donald Ooster-‘
Janssen’s grandchildren.Mr. and
Wilson, 18, of 523 Pinecrest, Holhave saved important
Walter Van- Dyke and lived in this
Olive Christian Reformed Church. baan.
Mrs. Nathen Jones with Greg,
land, whose licensewas suspendTwo
Men
Arraigned
community
all
of
his
life.
Road Commission
She is survived by her husband,
Jeff and Laura of Ann Arbor.
ed Dec. 24 for 60 days for an unmoney on car insurMelvin Overweg. Justin PetroelSurviving are three sisters,
Henry: one daughter, Mrs. Henry e, Henry Postma, Bud Prins, Ray
Miss Sharon Yntema. daughter On Drunk Driving
satisfactorydriving record.
Awards Culvert Bid
Mrs. Cramer; Mrs. Delia Lyons,
Van Kampen of Holland; four Roth, Charles A. Rozema, Donald
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Yntema,
ance with State Farm
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - sons, Bernard and Norman of Hol- Schout, Arthur Seddon, Luther Grqnd Haven; Mrs. Arthur Lan- wtoo is a majorette with the West- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Deputies
Investigate
You may save now onState Farm ’§
ting, Grand Rapids.
The Ottawa County Road Commis- land, Lester of Fairview, Man. Slager,Jack D. Stiles, Roelof Telern State Universityband, took a Two persons were arraigned on
low rates for careful drivers.
drunk
driving
charges
in
Justice
Three
Cottage
Breakins
sion took bids f^r a'«y)verton and • John of Tucson, 'Ariz., 14
trip to Orlando. Fla. to attend a
Enjoy fast, fair claim service
genhof, Vera Tinholt, Merle Top,
Lawrence De Witt’s court SaturGarfield St. west of 76th Ave. in grandchildren; three sisters, Mrs. John Van Den Elst, CliffordVan Leonard De Loaf, 85,
wherever you drive. To get toptwirling clinic during vacation.
Ottawa County deputies are in- notch protection for your car,
Polkton Township at a regular Ben Jacobsen, Mrs. John Brandsen Der Kolk, Kenneth Vander Zwaag, Dies Following Illness
Mrs. David Bonnema of Wall day
Bernie Ritsema, 36, of 831 Rich- vestigatingreportsof three break- contact me today. No obligameeting in Grand Haven Thursday and Mrs. Tiede Hibma, all of Hol- George Visser, Jacob Van Voorst,
St. left Monday for Iowa to visit
ins at cottages along Lake Shore tion, of course.
and awarded the contractto Jensen land; three brothers,Herman Bar- Richard Woodwyk.
Leonard De Loof, 85, of 51 West relatives and will go on to Cali- mond, Grand Rapids, pleaded not
guilty and posted $100 bond for Dr. All thre breakins were reportBridge and Supply Co. of Sandus- tels, of Mishawaka. Ind., Herman
fornia
to
spend
the
winter.
Physicianson duty were Dr. 17th St., died Friday in HolBen Van Lente, Agent
trial, date for which was not set. ed Saturday.
ky, Mich. Total price is $2,028.34 and Levi Bartels, of Holland.
Henry Ten Pas and Dr. C. Van land Hospital followingan extend- Miss Velma Lloyd and her moth- Ritsema was arrested by sheriff’s Deputies said burglars took a
177 CellatsAve. Ph. EX 4-8133
for a culvert 78 inches in diameter, Mrs. Lloyd of Sears, Mich,
Appledorn. Nurses were Mrs. Earl ed illness.
officers Saturdayin Crockery skin diving set and a set of golf
er and 72 feet long.
took
a
trip
to
Humble,
Tex.
to
Mrs. P. Hinkamp Gives
Vander Kolk, Mrs. John T*r Beek,
He came to Holland from The
end
clubs valued at $400 from the
Township.
The board also approved rules
Mrs. William J. Meengs, Mrs. Jan- Netherlands at the age of 9 years spend the holidayswith Mrs.
Robert Bennett cottage at 3567
Speech
Before
Donald
Raterink,
19.
Hudionand regulations governingparks
et Jillsonand Marilyn Hoeve.
and was one of the founders of Lloyd’s daughter and husband. Mr. ville, pleaded guilty to drunk driv- Lake Shore Dr. Entry was gained Chester L. Baumann, Agent
it operates for the Board of Superand Mrs. Edward Sprague, where
"People Who Think in Our Nurses aides were Mrs. Harold the Superior Cigar Store.
ing and was sentenced to pay by breaking a window in a rear 135 E. 35th St. Ph. EX 4-I294
visors next week fof approval.
Surviving are two sons, Dr. Mrs. Lloyd will spend the winter. $100 fine, $9.90 costs and serve door, and unlatching the door
World” was the title of Mrs. Paul B. Niles, Mrs. William H. Vande
Hinkamp’sspeech to the Women’s Water, Mrs. Larry Geuder. Gray Richard and Harold De Loof, both Miss Lloyd returned to Zeeland, 10 days in county jail. He was from the inside.
Authorised Representatives
Saturday.
Grand Haven Resident
ChristianTemperance Union at its -••dies were Kay Galien. Mrs. of Holland, and two grandchildren.
arrested Saturday in Georgetown The same method was used in
Douglas Frens. Douglas Beyer
first meeting of the new year Fri- George Frego, Linda Van Vuren.
breakins at the J. H. Spalink cotSuccumbs at Age 58
and Johnny Haan spent a week at Township by sheriff’s officers.
STATE
Historians were Mrs. How- Funeral Rites Arranged
day afternoon.
Raterink’s companion, William tage at 3501 Lake Shore Dr., and
Wheaton College to study leaderGRAND HAVEN (Special) - Mrs. Edith Walvoord presented ard Douwstra and Mrs. Fred
Kraker. 18, Jenisoo, charged with the Edward Thompson cottage at
For Ohio Resident, 73
ship trainingfor ChristianService
Carroll E. Ackerman. 58. of 406 Mrs. William Vander Scbel with Beeuwkes. In charge of the canbeing a minor in possession of 3535 Lake Shore Dr, but nothing
Brigade. Seventy boys attended the
MneuOKUINtVSMCICOIMW
teen
were
Mrs.
Leonard
RummUn
North Sixth St., died in Municipal a certificate making her a life
beer, paid 845 fine and $9.90 costs. was reportedmissing in either
Elmer E. Cay, 73. of Painesville, classes.
Home Oft*#: B»ootnin|tofl. iHine»
Hospital Friday followinga member of the WCTU at the bus- Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk, Mrs. Ohio died Friday evening followcase, deputies said
JtiS*
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faber, Dale
iness meeting whifch was held in Flora Kouw and Mrs. Dorothy
five year illness.
ing a lingeringillness at the home and Barbara Jo who spent th^ Grand Haven Justice
He was born in Eastmanville the lounge of .Trinity Reformed Dengler. Joan Geuder was Junior of hb son-in-law and daughter;
holidays with her parents in Se- Marries Couple
Red Cross aide.
and had lived in Grand Haven Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Slenk of bree, Ky. returned home last Satmost his life. He was a member The President Mrs. Edwin
Saugatuck.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) urday.
of Second Christian Reformed Koeppe led the group ringing Funeral Services Set
He was born in Burton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dibley of Jack Maschcwske.route -Grand
Church and a former board mem- “More Like the Master” accom- For Albert Seifert,93
and was formerly employed at the Detroit spent a few days with Mr. Haven, and Miss Aik* Kaluske, of
ber of the Christian School. He panied by Mrs. Dick Vander Meer.
Ohio Bob Board Co. as directorof and Mrs. Peter Brill at their 1704 Wisconsin St.. Grand Haven,
was in the watch repair business The theme of Mrs. Anthony LuiFENNVILLE (Special)- Albert purchases.
were married by JusticeLawrence
and operated a jewelry store at dens, devotional period was en- Seifert,93, of rout* 2, Fennville Surviving are his wife. Hazal; home. South Church St
Roger Wyngarden. student at De Witt in the D* Witt home in
706 WashingtonSt. for 20 years. titled "Be of Good Cheer, Jesus died in Allegan Friday morning.
two sons, Mason of Akron, Ohio NorthwesternCollege. Orange Grand Haven Township Saturday
Christ transforms Our Lives If
He retired about five years ago.
He u survived by one sister, and Willis of Port Clinton,Ohio;
City, Iowa, spent the holidayswith morning The couple das attended
Besides the wife he is survived We Trust in Him.” Prayer was Mrs. August Kluck df Fennville.
one daughter. Mrs. Gladys Slenk;
Mr and Mrs. Martin by Edmond Mewom and hia sitby a son, Gerald, in business with led by Mrs. H. Mollena.
three grandchildren; one sister,
ter Karon, both of West Olive The
Lincoln Ave.
Mrs. Walter Vander Haar poured
his father; a brother, Harold and a
Explorers have discovered a Mrs. E. C. Doerner of PainetvilSe;
couple will live in Flint where (he
aistercMrs. Clarence Meister, both at the tea table and she and Mrs. ridge 5,000 feet high under the
i w.
a.
brother,, C«r|. <4
jpjnod^of,mo
bridegroomplans to atteou bar
J. R. Bultman were Uta hostesses.
$25; Gerrit Wierda, of 340 Lincoln

Ave., red light, $6; Gerrit De
Haan, of 316 West 19th St., improper right turn, $12; Robert
Gene KIbosterman,route 2, red
light, $5; Allen Vanden Berg, of
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Holland Wins

North Blendon
Communion services were held
•t tbe Reformed Church on Sun-

Harborites

the soloist at the evening service.

day Dec. 27. Herman Wolbers was

—

(Sped*!)

Rev. Duven deRvereda message
for the Old Year at the evening
service. The past Sunday Bob
Biesbrockfavored the evening
audience with selections of his

Holland High’s basketball team
chalked up its fourth straightvictory here Friday night and

way

, r V

\

14, 1960

58-55 Over
BENTON HARBOR

,

showed

saxophone.
Special New Year services were
held at both the local Churches at
viously unbeatenBenton Harbor
9:30 last Friday morning. Herman
before 2,000 fans in Colfax Gym.
Wolbers yvas ordained and installed
The Dutch are now
and an
as a deacon and Peter Martinie
off to the best start since the 1952was installedas an elder at the
53 aggregation advanced to the
Reformed Church while Peter
state quarter-finals.
Haveman and CorneliusHirdes
Holland showed in stopping the
were ordained as elders pnd
.seventh-ranked
Tigers that it has
Julius Haveman and Jake Rieta strong defense with fine reman were ordained as deacons at
bounding good shooting and play
the Christian Reformed Church.
patterns and the ability not
The new schedule of services at
crack under pressure. This comthe ChristianReformedChurch bebination could take the Dutch a
gan the past Sunday with services
long way up the successladder this
at 9:30 a m. and 2 p.m. On Dec.
season as the victory will serve to
27 Rev. S. Werkema of Grand
GET NEW EQUIPMENT — Inspector William suspected of being intoxicated.Not admissable
build up confidence.
Rapids conducted the evening serC. Dangl of the Grand Rapids police departevidencein court at the present time, BreathThe Tigers were in the contest
vice at the church here while Rev.
ment (center) introduces a group of Holland
alzer results and their validityare now being
until the final horn and a Hollam
N. Beute occupied the pulpit at
policemento the Breathalzer. a devise used to
argued before the State Supreme Court. Patrolfalter would have been fatal. But
the 36th Street ChristianReformed
measure the amount of alcohol in a person's
man Gene Geib, (left, seated) has taken a
the Dutch didn’t fold. Jack Naber
Church
at
Grand
Rapids.
Special
PLAN FOR COMING EVENT - Mrs. Joyce in charge of ticket sales and Mrs. Shirley Webblood by analyzing a sample of his breath. The
course in the theory and operationof the
Ben Farabee and Ed Loncki provNuismer (center) chairman of the Sweet Adeline
bert, costumes chairman. The old-fashioned Old Year services were lield on
Holland chapter of the Women’s ChristianTemmachine and will be Breathalzer technician for
ed to be the late-game stars.
Show to be held Jan. 29 in the Holland Civic
Thursday evening.
bathing suit displayed here is suggestive of the
perance Union donated 5150 toward the 3645
Holland. Standing (left to right) are Sgt. Ike De
Farabee, subbing for Loncki. Center, goes over details with two of her
Ronald Scholten who was injured
theme for the show "Gay Nineties.”
purchase
price of the Breathalzerfor police
Kraker and patrolmenBob Schraa antf Marv
sank two free shots with 2:30 left
committee heads, Mrs. Nancy Kuiken, (left)
in an accident a few weeks ago
here to use as a screening device for drivers
(Sentinelphoto)
to put Holland in front 54-53 after
is convalescing at his home. Mrs.
*
the Tigers had taken the lead 53-52
John H. Overweg continuesa shutwith 3:04 remaining on a basket
in at home but is improving. Mrs.
by Nels Anderson. .
Henry Driesenga is submitting to
Then Loncki,who replaced Faratreatments at Pine Rest.
bee. added a two-pointer from a
After a two week vacation stufew feet to the side of the basket
dents returned to their classes at
for the three-pointmargin. But
the various schools on Monday of
• About 100 alumni and guests violinist,played two numbers for
Dennis Rino popped a one-hander
The Tulip Towners, Holland
this week. Catechismclasses also
with 42 seconds left to again draw Sweet Adeline Chorus, is putting
will be held according to the gathered at Ninth Street Christian the group; "Concerto” by Rieding
on its first barbershop show Friwithin one point
Edward Prins, superintendentof regular schedule this week.
Reformed Church Thursday even- and "Panis Angelicus" by Cesar
Holland then controlledthe ball day evening. Jan 29. at the Civbuildingsand grounds for Holland . Consistory meeting was held at ing for the annual Calvin Alumni Franck. She was accompanied by
Miss Joan Dykstra.
as Ron Maat and Burton Wiersma
Center. The group which was
Dr. Elton Eenigenburg of Hol- public schools, has been nomina- the Reformed Church here last
Syd Youngsma, Development
handled the dribbling.Harold organized two years ago last fall, land conducted the morning serv- ted by Gov. G. Mennen Williams week Tuesday evening. On the Banquet. The Rev. Wilmer R.
Witte gave the invocationand the Secretary at Calvin and popular
Brenner fouled Naber as he was now has 32 singing members. The
as
a
delegate to the 1960 White past Monday evening the consisices in the local church. The rites
dinner was served by women of the toastmaster, delighted the mem-taking a pass and Naber plunked show will feature a ’ Gay Nineties”
House Conference on childrenand tory met at the Christian Reformof Holy Baptism were adminishost church. The Rev. James bership with his well-spicedhumor
theme.
the two free shots with one secyouth to be held March through ed Church with both the retiring
tered to Billy Joe, son of Mr. and
Lont presided in the absence of and authoritative comments on
The chorus will feature two of
ond left. .
and newly elected officers attend- Dr. Melvin J. Frieswyk.
Mrs. Charles Monhoflonand SanCalvinalia. Mr. Youngsma also
Again it was a tight rone de- its own quartettes on the show,
ing. The new consistory met at
dra Sue, daughter of Mi. and
Miss Hanna Lenters and Mrs. showed the group a few slides on
fense that bothered the Tigers, an old favoritewith local barberthe Reformed Church on Wednes- Bernard Haak decorated t h e
Mrs. Marvin Van Den Brand.
the projected developmentof Calcoupled with another 40-plus shoot- shoppers. the Dutch Treats, and
day evening following the midweek tables. Golden mums and maroon
June and Kay Veldheer sang two
vin's KnollcrestCampus.
ing performance. The Dutch sank
new foursome, the B Naturals,
prayer service.
numbers.
bows, carrying out Calvin'scolors,
Professor Richard Tiemersrna of
23 baskets in 56 tries for 41 per organized since April of 1959 who
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Biesbrock were used as centerpieces and
In the evening Rev. Chester J.
Calvin's English Department was
cent including15 of 32 in tbe first will be making their debut. They
and
sons
and
Miss
Carol
Hirdes
Droog. pastor-electconducted the
miniature boards with maroon and the featured speaker. He spoke
also are making plans to enter
half for 47 per cent.
were recent dinner guests of Mr. gold ribbons were used as nut
services and Mrs. Harold Slag faprovocativelyon the subject,"CulThe Tigers gave Holland some of competition in February.
and Mrs. Jasper Biesbrock and cups.
vored with two selections. After
ture and Its Enemies". He listed
iU own medicine in the third quarWith this local talent will be
son at Byron Center.
the service Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Honors for being the oldest as some of the enemies of culture
ter and moved into a tone and the Mid-States of Chicago sharing
All
young
men
of
the
Christian
Slag were host and hostesses at
alumni present went to Dr. Jack such things as the materialistic
then got th'.'ir own offense going the spotlight with The Cracker
Reformed Church interested in Olthof and tne Rev. Harry Blystra.
Miss Marlene F. Joostberns
their home to Rev. and Mrs. Droog
American climate, our immigrant
and with \*o minutes left in the Jills of Royal Oak, botth Internaforming a Young Men’s society Rev. Blystra also received recogand the elders and their wives of
The
engagementof Miss Marlen*
heritage, our inherent provincialthird quarter ’had a 47-40 lead tional champions and the answer
are requested to meet at the nition for being the alumnus with
the consistory.
ism and the narrowness of our F. Joostbernsto Myron N. Deneka*
after Holland had led all but the to supremacy in their respective
church basementon Monday even- the largestfamily.Members of the
Miss Della Driesenga has reconcept of the spirit. His scholar- is announcedby her father. Theofields.
first few minutes.
ing Jan. 11 at 8.
turned to the Holland Hospital for
class of '35 were reminded that ly discourse was well received by dore Joostberns of Hamilton. Th«
But Holland didn’t crack and
The Extension Chords of Grand
Young Peoples Meeting was held their class will be the one to refurther tests and observations.
groom-elect is the son of the Rev.
his audience.
penetrated the zone for four quick Rapids will also be a highlight for
at the Christian Reformed Church
About 40 persons attended the
ceive special honors this' year at
The entire group sang the Calvin and Mrs. Clarence Denekas of
hiiUU, two by Naber and one the evening.
on Sunday evening at 7:30 On Calvin’s Homecomingon Jan. 29
annual adult social and business
Friendship Song accompanied by route 1, Hamilton. He is a school
each by Glenn Van Wieren and
Mrs. Nancy Kuiken, chairman of
Thursday evening delegates will and 30.
meeting of the Adult Bible class
Mrs. Don Branderhorstand Dr. teacher in St. Joseph.
Maat. This tied the score at 47- the ticket committee,said that
attend the Zeeland Young Calheld in the church basement. The
Miss Esther Timmer. daughter Jacob T. Hoogstra closed with
aH at the end of the period.
tickets now are in the hands of
vinist Delegate Board Meeting at
followingofficers were elected for
of alumni and an accomplished
y
The game was tied 49-all and 53- all Sweet Adeline members and
the Bethel Christian Reformed
the coming year: President, Ray
J.
all in the fourth period while the that they also will be available
Church at Zeeland.
Koetstra; vice president, Lloyd
lead changed hands twice. In tbe at the Civic Center every Friday
Carol Marlink submitted to
Edward Prins
Kraai; secretary-treasurer, lake
first quarter the lead had changed evening from 7 to 9. until Jan.
minor surgery on Saturday.She
De Jonge; assistant secretarytwice and was tied twice before 29. Preparations for the coming
April 1 in Washington. D. C. The continues a patient at Mary Free
treasurer, Marvin Maatman. The
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Services at the Pullman ConHolland took a 17-12 first quarter show as well as future competiprogram consistedof two solos by nomination is expected to be con- Bed.
Mrs. John F. Kieft. 77. of 16344
gregational Christian Church are
margin.
tion includes practicesby the chorfirmed by PresidentEisenhower Friends here will be interested
held at 11 a m. each Sunday, with
Holland moved eight points us every Tuesday and Thursday Mrs. Betty Slag, accompaniedby soon.
A regular business meeting of Comstock Rd., Grand Haven, died
to know that Rev. Chester Postma Sunday school at 10 a.m.
Mrs.
Ray
Koetstra at the piano.
ahead. 31-23 midway in the second evenings at the chapter rooms on
the
Star of BethlehemChapter No. Thursday afternoon at her winter
Prins was appointed in his capa- oi Kalamazoc has declined the
The speaker was Frank Love, an
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Overhiser 40 OES was held Thursday eve- home in Bradenton, Fla.
quarter for its biggest spread be- WashingtonAve.
American Indian now attendingthe city as a member of the Michigan calf extended to him by the First and children of East Casco have ning in the chapter rooms with
She and her husband left for
fore the Tigers came back and
Associationof School Employes of Reformed Church of Zeeland.
Seminary in Holland.
returned from a vacation trip to Mrs. Dorothy Filkins, worthy ma- Florida in November to spend th»
were within one basket at half,
Delegates of the local CE Society Florida.
He is from the Omaha tribe of which he is a past president and
winter which they had done for
tron, presiding.
33-31.
treasurer.Currently he is serving attended the Golden Chain Board
Nebraska
and
told of the Spiritual
the past 25 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Haynes left
The Dutch fast break worked
Mrs.
Ann
Smith,
grand
commitmeeting at the home of Dr. and Jan. 6 for Florida to spend the
and economic conditions on the as director.
She was the forrr.jr Mabel G.
best in tbe first half as Holland
tee woman, brought greetingsfrom
Prins, who has been employed Mrs. Jacob Prins at Forest Grove
Reservation.A social hour was enwinter months. They will locate at the Grand Chapter of Michigan Deremo of Grand Haven Townenjoyed quarters of 8-15 and 7-17.
joyed with Mr. and Mrs. Henry oy the school system for 25 years, on Monday evening.
Palm Gardens Trailer Park Tavar- and a message from the worthy ship and had lived in this area
In the third quarter the Dutch
was graduated from Holland High
BENTON HARPOR (Special) Slagh and , Mr. and Mrs. Henry School in 1934. from Hope Col- Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander es. Fla. Mrs. Grace Burows who is grand matron. Mrs. Helen Gundry all her life. The couple celebrated
slipped to 6-16 and in the fourth
Molen who are staying at the accompanyingthem spent the past
Holland High's reserve team went Tinchinck serving as host and
period only hit 2-6.
who has chosen "Spread the Light their 60th wedding anniversary
lege in 1956, and in 1958 received home of Mrs. Harold Vrugginkat
hostesses.
two months with her son-in-law. for her 1960 project. Her theme "A last May 3. She was a member
Holland had its troubles early m from one side to the other in just
a master's degree in school busi- South Blendon during her stay at
Tonight the public is invitedto
Her Florida address will be gen- Tribute to the Past - A Concern o! the Methodist Church and the
the fourth quarter with frequent one game as they dropped a 48-31
ness administrationfrom Michigan the hospitalwere New Years Day
the
wedding
of
Glenn
Essenburg
eral Delivery, Tavares, Fla.
long passes and missed assign- decision to the Benton Harbor
for the Future” will be in accor- Grand Haven OES No. 245.
formerly dinner guests at the home of Mr.
and Phila Knoll in. the locaf church State University.
Mr. and Mrs. William Overhiser I dance with the watchword "Un- Besides the husband she is surments. Coach Bill Noyd used Fara- seconds here Friday night.
served
as
a
member
of
City
Counand Mrs. Willard Van Ham and ’uit Jan. 5 for Florida. Mr. and
The Little Dutch had played at 8 p.m.
bee, Rog Buurma and Jim De
derstanding” and the motto "More vived by four daughters.Mrs.
cil.
son at Zeeland. They were enterMrs. Harm Nienhuis is still centheir
best
game
of
the
season
TuesMrs. Bob Overhiser and children Blessed to Give Than to Receive.” Leonard Brom of Grand Rapids.
Vries in sub roles most of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Prins
haw
four
tained at the home of Mrs. Effie
ter Mrs. Russell Newhouse.
of Spring Grove left Thursday to
fourth quarter to operate with Van day in stoppingMuskegon and then
Mrs. Filkins introduced Mrs. Mrs. Edward Mastenbrook of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin Zwiers of children, two in elementary school, Vruggink for supper and the even- make their home at Palm Garplayed
their
poorest
contest
to
Wieren and Maat while Naber,
Lorena
Vander Stel. a past grand Grand Haven. Mrs. Gerald Dykone
in
junior
high
and
a
son
ating. On Wednesday they together dens, Fla.
GrandiHIle were guests last week
Loncki and Wiersma returned for date against the Tigers. Holland
matron. Other guests were present sterhouseof CharlotteviOe, Va.,
t^iding Massachusetts Institute of with Mrs. Delia Poskey and Faith
at the home of Chris sk.
now has a 5-3 mark.
the last two-plus minutes.
from Grand Rapids, Ohio and Chi- and Mrs. Stanley Thoroughman of
Technology.
Vruggink visited at the home of
St. Louis, Mo.; five «nns, Maurice
Holland hit 10 per cent of its
Van Wieren again came through
cago.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Poskey at Two Persons Injured
of Fenton, Midi., Alvin of Coshocwith some key baskets and fed shots in the first half and 24 per Dr. John Hollenbach
An
invitation
was
received
from
Jenison.
In Two-Car Collision
Holland
Injured
well on the break. He led the cent in the second half and ended Speaks at Rotary Club
the Peninsular Chapter in Grand ton, Ohio. Howard of Clarkston,
Mr.
and
^f/s. 'Stanley Elzinga
Dutch with 15 while Maat followed with 16 per cent, its poorest shootIn Zeeland Mishap
ZEELAND (Special)
Two Rapids to attend its Friendship Mich., Chester and Ronald of
and children'-ef—Grandvifle were
Grand Haven; two sisters,Mrs.
with 14. six baskets in the first ing of the season.
Dr. John W. Hollenbach, vice
persons weer treated at Zeeland Night on Jan. 19.
Sunday visitorsat the home of
ZEELAND
(Special)
—
August
Leslie Mitchell and Mrs. Lewis
half. Van Wieren, who also reThe Little Dutch trailed10-4 at presidentof Hope College was the
Hospital for injuries received in a
Plans were completed for a card
relativeshere.
bounded well, made five baskets in the quarter and 22-11 at half. The
two-car collision at 4 p.m. Thurs- party to be held Jan. 21. Mr. and McCune and one brother. Oren
speaker at the Thursday noon Schippa, 40, of 70 West 13th St.,
Marvin
Elzinga, ho enjoyed a
Deremo all of Grand Haven; 28
eight shots while Maat fired nine third quarter favored the winners.
Holland, is listed in good condi- two week furlough with his wife day at the intersection of 80th Mrs. Fred Bendixen are in charge
luncheon meeting of the Rotary
35-23.
grandchildren and 12 great grandtimes.
Ave. and Barry St.
of the ticket sales.
tion at Zeeland Hospital with head and other relatives in this area,
Naber impressedwith his play
Dick Hilbink had 12 for the Little Club in the Hotel Warm Friend.
Wanda Jean Bosch. 17'. of 2321*
Refreshmentswere served by children.A son, Fred J., died in
left by plane on Saturday to reAugust of 1958.
at forward. The 6’3" senior grab- Dutch while Dan Koop followed He was introduced by John Don- injuriesand multiple bruises sufWest
Main
Ave., Zeeland, driver Mrs. Isobelle Ketchum and .her
turn to Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.
bed many rebounds and looked with five. Carl Stoel. Duane Wier- nelly.
fered when his parked car was
of one of the cars, and Donna committee.Mrs. Joy Sicard and
Mrs. Fannie Bellman of South
good in a couple of new Holland sma, Ed Bosch, Jack Vander
Bosch. 13. of route 2. Zeeland, a Mrs. Clara Me Clellan decorated Ticketed After Crash
struck by another car at 7:42 p.m.
Blendon
accompanied Mr. and
Dr.
Hollenbach
spent
two
years
play patterns.Naber hit five bas- Broek, Jack Schipper and Bruce
passenger in the Bosch car, were the tables with a center arrangeFriday on Franklin St. near Wash- Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen to
Holland police charged Ruby
kets. three of which were made on Masselink all had two points and in Egypt. He gave an interesting
released
after treatment of bruises, ments of miniature snow men,
ington Ave.
Grace
Myers, 46, of 802 Central
j Grand Rapids on Sunday afternoon
hook shots as he moved across the Ed Millard and Larry Mannes. one appraisalin retrospectin the basic
and contusions,according to hos- snow flakes, white tapers and blue Ave., with failure to yield the right
Zeeland police said Schippa was I where they called at the home of
pivot and took a pass from a guard. each. Terry Nyland didn't play in
freedoms as they exist in Egypt kneeling in front of his car putting Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Vinkemulder. pital officials.
streamers. A recorated cake cen- of way to through traffic after the
Naber hit five of nine shots.
the game because of a sprained
Ottawa County deputies said tered the head table honoring birth- car she was driving collided with
today in the light of what has hap- on new license tags when a car Mr. Vinkemulderis seriously ill
Benton Harbor had 21 baskets in ankle.
that the driver of the second car days and anniversariesduring the
a car driven by Herman Atman,
pened since Nasser came into driven by William Wentzel, 80, of and is being cared for by his was John J. Klynstra. 24. of route
72 tries for 29 per cent. They had
month of January.
47
East
Main
Ave.,
turned
left daughter Mrs. Alveah Beales of
54. of 135 West 31st St.. Friday at
quarters of 4-15; 7-20, 6-21 and 4power.
Driver education courses are
i. Zeeland. Deputies said that
from
Washington Ave. onto Frank- Pompano Beach, Fla.
the intersectionof 29th St. and
16. The Tigers hit 13 of 18 free taught in 63 per cent of the nation s
both Klynstra’s 1956 model car
He taught and was a dean at lin St., strikingthe rear of SchipChurches and synagoguesin the Maple Ave.
Herman Wolbers was the guest
shots and Holland hit 12 of 22. public high schools attendedby
and the 1952 model Bosch car were United States had a record memthe American Universityijr Cairo pa's car.
soloist
at
the
evening
service
at
but missed only one of nine in the 67.7 per cent of the nation's public
for two years. The Hollenbach
Zeeland police are continuing the South Blendon Reformed damaged in excess of their value. bership of 109.557,741persons in
One-sixth of all intercity freight
second half.
high school students.
Deputiesare continuing their in- 1958. This was 63 per cent of the in the United States moves by
family was also in Egypt.
their investigationof the mishap Church.
Murkey, who fouled out with
vestigation.
population.
petroleum pipeline.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elzinga
2 30 left, led the Tigers with 21,
entertained
members
of
Mr.
Elzinincludingseven baskets in 24 tries.
ga's Sunday School class at tneir
Brenner, hitting from out, followed
home here last Thursday evening.
with 11.
The' group enjoyed Bowling at
Holland entertainsGrand Haven
Zeeland and then a social time and
next Friday night in the Civic
gift exchange at the Elzinga home
Center. The Pucs lost to Muskehere. Attending were Bob Biesgon Heights. 74-58 Friday and have
b^ock, Preston Martinie, Bert and
a 2-6 mark.
Polly VanDrunen. Marilyn Wolber,
Holland (58)
Ruth Dalman, Jean and Jerry
FG FT PF TP
that they are: on the

.

thrilling 58-55 defeat

with
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Tulip Towners Planning
First

Barbershop

Show

Will Attend

Calvin Alumni Banquet

White House
Conference

Attracts 100

Engaged

Members

North Holland

prayer.

Fast Casco

OES Chapter

Mrs.

At Florida Home

Holds Meeting

Jttle Dutch

)rop Contest

-

He

Man

—

Naber. f ..... ......
Van Wieren, t
Loncki. c ....

5

2

3

12

5

5

2

15

2

4

6

Maat,
... ...... 7
Wiersma. f ..

0

0

14

0

1

6

Farabee. f ... ...... 0
Buurma. g
De Vrie*. t .. ...... 1

2

1

2

0

0

0

1

0

3

g

Berghorst,Sharon and Howard
Meeuwsen. Bob Kloosterman was
unable to attend.
On Tuesday evening of last week
Mrs. David Berghorst entertained
her Sunday School class with a

Christmas party at her home.
They also enjoyed a gift exchange
games and a social time. Members of the class include Janet
Kloosterman,Marcia Moll. Marilyn Lamer, Harold and Harvey
bxsbrock. Richard Dalman and
David Wolbers.
Mr. and Mrs. l^onard Lyaaina
of Holland attended the evening
vervlc* at the Reformed Church
here oa Sunday as guests of (he r
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mar-

mCOMMIMOlO »v

V

Total*

23 12 11 38
BeatM Harbor (ih.
KG FT PF TP

Bowman. 1

...

0

3

6

Brenner, f

...

1

3

11

Murkey c

...

7

S

21

2

4

10

1

0

4

1

1

3

Riaao. g
Anderson, g
Coha. c
Total*
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Lawton Edges
Fehriville, 55-54
LAWTON (Special)— Fennville
High’i basketball team made a
determined bid here Friday night
to hand Lawton its first setback
but lost out in a thrillingonepointer, 55-54 in the Lawton gym.
The victory was Lawton’ssixth
straight this season and fifth in
Al-Van League action. Fennville is
Zeeland's now 3-2 in league play and 4-2

Maroons Drop

38-30 Game
To Zeeland
ZEALAND (Special) —

Chix basketballsquad dung deter- overall.
A misunderstanding as to the
minedly to a small lead throughout
scoreboard clock might have cost
the game here Friday night to take
Fennvillethe game. With five seca low scoring 38-30 win over Hol- onds remaining.Dave Turner,
land Christian’sMaroons. The loss Fennville guard and the Al-Van
was Christian'sfifth against three League sprint champion, intercepted a Lawton pass and broke down
wins while it was Zeeland's sixth
UNITED
DIRECTORS
Here
Donnelly, Mrs. Mayo A. Hadden, Donald Thomas
the floor toward the basket.
victory in eight starts.
some
of the
new directors
Holland
and the Rev. uuiut
John uagaiia.
Hagans. ouuiujli^
Standing are David
-------------- ----of- the
— * Greater
— —
..vrwwi.vA cuivj
L/aVia
He was several feet ahead of
A capacity crowd saw basketball the startleddefenders when the
United Fund, Inc., elected at the annual meeting C. Hanson, Sandy Meek, Paul Danielson, Chester
of 15 years ago as far as scoring officialthought the game was
of the organization Thursday night in Hotel , Harmsen, Nelis Bade, Paul Winchester,Ray
Warm Friend. Seated (left to right) are James Helder, Clarence Waa’sen and Jetome c’rysen
was concerned as neither club over and blew the whistle halting
E. Townsend, Donald G. Cochran, Bernard
showed anything in the way of the play. A check showed that five
(Perma-Sas photo)
scoring punch. Defensivelyboth seconds remained. Fennville was
outfits were sharp, Zeeland in its given the ball out at midcourt but
zone pattern and the Maroons in failed to get a shot away.
a tight man-to-man.
The officials, Wally Wrench of
'f
Neither club shot well enough to Kalamazoo and Chester Pawlak of
win most ball games, but in this Niles, explained tha* when "white"
SHIP SPACE CHAMBER— Probably the largest
ber, shown just before shipment,drawfs its
traditionalrivalry packed with showed on the scoreboard clock
pre-engineeredand prefabricated space test
designers. Left to right are Roger Dangremond,
tension * 29 per cent mark by the they thought it marked the end
chamber in the world was shipped from Conrad
assistantproject engineer; Roy Strengholt,proChix was good enough as far as the of the game. The "white" shows
More than 100 persons gathered Johnson, Jay H. Pe tier, Rev.
Inc., <rf Holland to the U.S. government in a
ject engineer, Keith Dadd, applicationengineer,
locals were concerned. Coach Paul on the clock for the final five
in the Tulip Room of Hotel Warm John O. Hagans, O. W. Lowry and
western state. The huge chamber and its fittings
Dr. Carl Ashby, presidentof Conrad, Inc.,
Van Dort's Club. attempted 49 shots seconds Fennvillecoach Ray
Friend Thursdaynight for the an- Lawrence Wade.
took five flatcarsto ship. Hew e the main chamand Charles Conrad, vice president.
nual meeting of the Greater Holfrom the field and collectedon 14 Feher said.
A special service award went to
(Sentinelphoto)
land United Fund, Inc. A new Campaign Chairman Cochran, prefor its mark. Christianon the other
Lawton led at the end of the
hand, shot 71 times, including a first quarter, 16-13 and at half,
board of directorsconsisting of 33 sented by Harry Buekelman,field
members was elected and events service director of the Michigan
good number of tips and close in 33-27. The third period score was
of the successfulcampaignin 1959 United Fund.
shots, and were able to hit on just 45-38.
were reviewed.
i
12 for a 16 per cent average. One
Of the total listed in the 1959
Coach Ted Hagadone, former
Final total listed for the fall campaign,41 per cent or almost
rabid Zeeland fan summed it up Kalamazoo Central and Albion
campaign was $97,028.75 or nearly $40,000 was received as cash with
when he said. "This is the Coldest track star, is the Lawton coach.
$10,000 over the assigned quota of the balance of 59 per cent or over
1 have ever seen a Holland Chris- He attributesthe success of his
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
$87,050 which covered local agen- $57,000 received as pledges to be
tian club.”
team to "heart and hustle."
The United States government flight altitude of more than 100,000 City Council Thursday night
cies, the Michigan United Fund paid the coming year. This perZeeland used an effectivezone
Jim Wurst paced the winners
feet are "manufactured”in this opened bids on constructionwork
and the Red Cross. The final fig- centage comparison is believed ingame and did manageall
with 18 points while Dave Steffen has just taken delivery on what
ure was 11% per cent over the dicativeof the value of allowance
throughout practically the entire had 14. Ted Strnad scored 18 for is believed to be the largest pre- one machine.
for the new steam generating plant
The 400 horsepowerrefrigerator
quota, and Campaign Director for payroll deduction. Actual adball game and did manage to keep Fennville while Gene Luna made
engineered and prefabricatedspace
here and the engineering firm of
system, the 360,000watt electrical
Donald G. Cochran warmly com- ministration and campaign exa good number of the Maroon shots 11 and John Damanskas. 10.
test chamber in the world, design- system and the 80 horsepower Lutz and May is expected to submended all workers for a job well penses amounted to just under
from outcourt.However Christian's
F e n n v i 1 e ’ s reserve team
ed and manufacturedin a Holland vacuum pump form the heart of mit a recommendationnext week.
done. He also read a congratula- $8,200 which includes non-recurpatterns through the zone did whipped the Lawton seconds, 60-24.
Miss Judith Kay Lakers
plant.
i
the test chamber. The pump Bids follow: Martin Dyke and
tory telegram from Gov. G. Men- ring , organization, administration
spring men loose on the baseline Donnie Jim Dickinson and Adrian
Conrad Inc., of Holland, world’s creates the altitude conditions Sons of Holland, $666,785;Elzinga Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lokers of nen Williams, praisingHolland for and campaign expense. Ivan Bonthree or four feet out, but to no Van Lonkhuysen each had 13 for
largest exclusive manufacturerof within the chamber, another varisall who served as campaign adavail.
and Volkers of Holland (current- 610 East Lincoln Ave., Zeeland an- going over the top.
the winners. Fennville will play a
outer space flight test equipment able under which to test componJames E. Townsend, campaign ministratorwas present at Thursly constructingfoundations),$671,- nounce the engagement of their
Christian's defense deserved a league game at Martin next Friin the world, shipped the huge ents of space vehicles or instruco-chairman,presented “E” day’s meeting. He currently is
000; Pearson Construction Co. of
better fate than it received. Re- day.
daughter, Judith Kay, to Donald
chamber and its fittings on five ments.
awards to 25 local firms whose working with United Fund in KalBenton Harbor, $710,770; Owen,
peatedly in the ball game, parrailroad flatcars, to a western state
A movable partition make* it Ames and Kimball of Grand Rap- E. Worm, son of Mrs. George employes contributeda total equal amazoo.
ticularly in the first half, aggreswhere Uncle Sam’s scientists will possible for the chamber to be ids, $681,720; Darrin and Arm- Worm of Niles.
to 70 per cent or more of one
Firms qualifying for the "E"
sive ball hawking resulted in a
use it to simulate space conditions made into two similar chambers
Both are students at Alma Col- day’s pay. He also presented spe- awards were Sligh-Lowry,De Pree
strong of Detroit,$683,600.
stolen ball, but the Maroons failin tests designed to assure man of for testing smaller equipment.
Foundations are nearly complete lege. Mr. Worm is a member of cial certificates to a group of in- Co., Peoples State Bank, Holland
ed to capitalize.The individual
success in his invasion of outer With its fittings, and completely
Metal Craft, First National Bank,
and it is expected constructionon Delta Sigma Phi social fraternity dividual workers.
ball hawking by Christian’s guards.
space.
assembled, the chamber measures the superstructureor the building and will graduate in June.
The new board held a brief or- 7-Up Bottling, DonnellyDurKen Walters. Doug Windemuller
Actually, the test chamber can 16 feet high, 12^ feet wide and
ganizationalmeeting after the an- Chrome, The Holland Evening
itself will begin in 30 days. This
and Tom Bouman was outstand- ZEELAND (Special)- Holland
do much more than create a 37 feet’ long in exterior dimen- phase of constructionis expected
nual meeting adjourned and elect- Sentinel, Hart and Cooley, Donneling.
Christian’sreserve squad had too
sample of space. An infinite num- sions. The whole apparatus weighs to be completed in April, 1961, and
ed Bernard Donnelly, Jr., presi- ly-Kelly, Lithibar,Dunn ManufacBackboard play was especially many scoring guns for the Zeeber of situations existing on earth, 130 tons.
dent; Donald G. Cochran, vice turing, Holland Ready Roofing,
it is hoped the new plant will be
rugged on both sides with Zeeland’s
land Little Chix here Friday night under the sea, or in the air can be
The completedchamber re- in operationduring the summer of
president; Mrs. James K. Ward, IXL Machine, Edwin Raphael Co.,
star Bob Brower playing an excepas the Maroons posted their eighth set up.
presents the culmination of apsecretary, and Donald Thomas, Parke, Davis, Bradford Paper, R.
.
tional game on both boards, along
The chamber can produce any proximately IV* years engineering Only three more bids remain to
treasurer.These officers together E. Barber, Inc., Service Machine,
with Larry Zolman and John Roe. straightwin with a convincing 70temperature from 100 degrees and manufacturingtime. The pro- be let. These arc for power, pipwith p25t PresidentDavid Han- Van Raalte School personnel,LinMost of the Maroon rebounding 34 score. Zeeland now has a 5-3
below zero to 250 degrees above ject was under the direction of Dr. ing, power wiring and the intake
son, Paul Winchester, James E. coln School personnel,WHTC, Holwas handled by Frank Visser. Jim record for season play.
zero and any humidity condition Carl T. Ashby, presidentof Conrad, structure.
Townsend and Chester Harmsen land Library personnel, city adSmits and Vern Wedeven. But it
Christianstarted out right from encountered on earth Pressure
form the executive committee.
ministrativedepartment, Maihofer,
was Brower in the clutch in the the opening whistle and posted an and altitudeconditionsfrom 2,500 Inc., Roy Strengholt,project en- Grand Haven city some time
gineer and Roger Cole, electrical ago approveda $5,000,000 bond isDirectors named to three-year Moore and De Long.
final period who saved the game 11-0 lead before the Chix could
feet below sea level pressure to engineer.
terms are William H. Boer, James
David C. Hansen, retiring United
sue for the program. Plans call
for the Chix with his rebounding score. Zeeland went hto a zone
Townsend,Dr. William Arend- Fund president,presided, and the
for insulated metal panel walls,
and fine shooting. Both Hansen defense at this point and some
shorst, Chester Harmsen, Ab Mar- Rev. John O. Hagans of First
aluminum on the outside and steel
boys. Bill and Chuck also turned fine shooting by Christian upped
Driver Cited in Crash
tin, Lewis C. Hartzell, Mrs. K. Methodist Church gave the invoin the inside.
in fine driving games for Zeeland. the count to 23-5 at the first quarCampbell, Sandy Meek, Msgr. A. cation. Entertainment was providThe first quarter was a tip off ter. The Maroons continued to roll
Ottawa County deputies charged
J. LeRoux, Raymond J. Helder, ed by the Chord Counts, barberon what was to come as both against the zone in the second
Judith Ann Terpstra, 19. of 573 Mrs. John Kieft Rites
Paul Winchester and Nelis Bade. shop quartet which sang several
dubs missed the hoop consistently. period and led 38-14 at halftime.
ButternutDr., with making an Were Held in Florida
Named to two-year terms are selectionsconcluding with the faZeeland collected5-16 and ChrisChristian regulars started the
Donald Cochran,Bernard Donnel- vorite “Ballad of the Three
improper left turn after the car
tian 2-17. Zeeland took the lead third quarter again and upped
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. W. A. Butler opened the she was driving collided with a
ly. Clarence Klaasen, Donald Bells."
and managed to maintain a three their margin to 58-22 going into
Funeral services for Mrs. John F.
Garden Club meeting Thursday
Thomas, Bruce Mikula, Mrs. Mayo
In reorganizing
point advantage to lead 10-7 at th* the final stanza. Coach Clare Pott
car driven by Pieter Veen, 18, of Kieft, 77, of 16344 Comstock Rd.,
with a greeting to the Club for
Hadden, Mrs. James K. Ward, Chest, SSP and Council of Social
quarter horn.
used 16 Maroon players in the 1960.
route 4, Holland, at 10:15 a.m. Sat- who died at her winter home in
John Fonger, Wilbur Cobb, Rev. Agencies into United Fund, a comMiss Betty Kay Wieringa
There probably won’t be a lower contest which saw the winners
E. M. Ruhlig, Jerome Grysen and plete set of permanent campaign
She said that the Christmas urday at the intersectionof River Bradenton,Fla., Thursday afterscoring period for either club in a hold a 44 point bulge over the
noon were held Saturday in Mr. and Mrs. John Wieringa of Kenneth Zuverink.
workshop had been a success and Ave. and Lakewood Blvd.
records was established which inlong time than the second stanza. Chix at one point in the final
Bradenton.
thanked Mrs. Thad Taft and comServing one-year terms are W. cludes a card file system Jor mainroute 2, Zeeland, announcethe enEach outfit scored four points in stanza.
mittee for the excellent display
gagement o( their daughter, Betty A. Butler, Frank Kleinheksel,Dav- taining a historicalrecord of inthe eight minutes with Zeeland
Paul Steigenga and Clare Van
and instruction.Also Mrs. J. D.
id C. Hansen, Paul Danielson,Carl come by individualsand firms.
Kay, to Julius J. Martinie, son of
going almost six minutes before Wieren led the Little Maroons with
Rites
Jencks and her committee for
they could score. A basket by Hol- 23 and 22 points wiectively.alMr. and Mrs. Edward Martinie
making available to the club an
zoo Dr. near Gold’s Point and
of route 1, Zeeland.
land’s Tom Bouman at the inter- though playing lels than three
Youth Hospitalized
unusual variety of materials at a
struck a cement wall at 9:50 p.m.
mission horn reduced the Chix mar- quarters. They were followed by
profit to the club.
After Auto Accident
Scott suffered body bruises in the
gin to 14-11 at halftime.
Dan Joldersma with eight, Paul
Mrs. Butler also expressedapcrash.
Defense again stole the spot- Tuls with six, Jim Fredricks with
Stephen
P.
Scott.
16,
of
339
West
preciationto Mi. and Mrs. Joseph
passenger in Scott's car.
light in the third period as the Chix six. Gerard Vander Wall with
31st St., is listed in good condition
Lang for opening their home to
Brian Driscol. 16. of 16321 James
netted three fielders and the three and Mel Disselkoenwith two.
the club members and their husin Holland Hospital today follow- St., was uninjured in the mishap,
Maroons two. Zeeland collected Dan Zuverink led the losers with
bands on Dec. 11 for a Christmas
ing injuries received Friday night deputies said.
from the foul lane, however to up 11.
open house.
in an automobile accident.
the count to 23-13 at one stage
The program for the day gave
Ottawa County deputiessaid that
in the quarter for its biggest lead
Bolivia imports tin cans, yet is
club members a pre-view of spring
a 1951 model car driven by Scott the world’s third greatestproducer
of the game. By the end of the
through time-lapse photography
left the road at a curve on Wauka- of tin.
third period it was 24-16 with the
which had captured the grace and
Chix still leading. Both clubs broke
beauty of the natural movements
the ice a bit in the last quarter
of flowers as they push up through
with each netting 14 points. ChrisThousands of Thrifty Michigan
the leaves in the woods, stretch to
GRAND
RAPIDS
(Special)
tian scared the winners midway in
the sun, open to full bloom and
the quatrer to pull up to a 28-24 Holland's rifle team lost to the fade.
Agree
count. It was the only time in the Grand Rapids Grays, 1,431-1,420
Mrs. O. M. Raith explained that
....................
game that the Maroons were able here Friday night in a St. Joseph time-lapse photography had beto score two successive baskets. Valley Association match.
The Holland entry now has a come a hobby for John Ott. Jr.,
This was the closest the locals
and that he had done pictures for
could come, however as foul shots 2-2 mark and will meet the league Walt Disney.
leaders,
the
Grand
Rapids
Blues
by Bill Hansen and Zolman iced
The pictures were taken under
next Friday night in Grand Rapids.
the win.
laboratory conditionsand snapped
Clarence
Baker
led
the
Holland
Christian made six out of 10 at
:
at regular intervals.
the charity line and Zeeland 10 shooters with 268 while Vern The film closed with a ballet of
Miss Ruth Louise Von Forowe
out of 21. Brower led all scorers Avery and John Clark each had potted primroses which bowed, dipMiss Ruth Louise Van Farowe’s
with 17 markers while Visser led 284. Other scorers were: Roy ped and . "danced" in response to
Avery,
283;
Chuck
Klungle,
280;
engagement
to Gordon G. Plaggethe Dutch with seven.
Gleon Bonnette, 278; Louie Van the amount of moisturean light.
* • •
- •
mars
is announced by her parents.
Holland Chr. (36)
It was announced that tickets
Mr. and Mrs. Willis B. Van
FG FT PF TP Ingen, 276; Terry Handwerg. 275; will be available at the February
5
Farowe of 1159 Alger St.. S. E.,
5 Fred Handwerg, 268 and Bruce
Wedeven. f ........ 2 1
meeting for the lecture by Mrs.
0 Ming, 242.
Grand Rapids. Mr. Plaggemars is
0
1
Bonselaar, f .....
Zelda Wyatt Schulke to be held in
Dollars Ahoad . •
Grand Rapids shootersincluded:
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
1
7
1
Visser, c .........
.. 3
March
at
Third
Church
FellowC.
Palmer,
290;
R.
Boschoven,
288;
4
Plaggemars of East 16th St.
0
2
Walters, g ........ 2
because prices are low at
ship Hall. Time for this meeting
Bouman. g ......... 2 1 1 5 R. Denton, 284; L. Palmer. 283; will be 1:30 p.m. x
M.
Boyer.
278;
L.
NewiH,
277;
G.
the
fine stores and service
4
5
3
Smits. f ..........
Gilligan.
277;
H.
Sharpe,
273;
and
0
4
2
1
Windemuller. g ....
stations that give
Mothers March
0 O
0 R. Linscolt, 270.
Disselkoen,f ........ o

FUND

—

are

Uic

Engaged

New Board of Directors
Named for United Fund

•

Power Plant

Chamber
Bids Opened
Holland' Mark

Gigantic Space Test

Has 'Made

-

-

1

Little

in

~

Maroons

Win 8th

.

Tilt

'

1961.

Touch of Spring
Shown at Meet
Of Garden Club

-

W

Community

Read

McFoll-McCarthy

A

Holland Rifle

Club Beaten

-

Women

sdijji.

[

Green Stamp

Come Out
Dollars Ahead

Savers

.

\

.

S&H

i

Lieutenants Meet

Totals

12 6

..........

15

30

Zeeland (38)

FG FT PF TP
Brower, f
.....
Zolman. f ........
Roe* c ...........
W. Hansen, g ...... 4
C. Hansen, g ....
Glass, i .......... 0
...

Totals

Man

14

..........

3

3

17

3

1

3

0

2

2

4

2

12

0

0

4

0

0

•

10

1

38

Sentenced

GRAND HAVEN

'Special)

-

Hudsonville
Loses to Rogers
-

GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
HudtfnvUte's basketball team lost
out in its battle for second place
in the OK League here Friday
night as Grand Rapids Rogers recorded a 68-53 victory.
The Eagles are now in third
place in the OK League with a
2-2 mark and art 3-2 overall.
Ken Visser had 24 points for
Hudsonville and Ken Brandt
followed with 13. Dedy had 22 for
the w insert and Boltema (allowed

Gustav Becker. S3, of 1320 Washing, oa St.. Grand Haven, pleaded
guilty in Muaictptl Court Friday
to furnishingbeer to a minor and with II. ,
Mach Kan trust)
was sentencedto
fine.
i reported Jhat Raters sue13 70 cwa* and servo five days ta
the cnunty

^

pay

J

*

Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Me Foil
Lieutenants who are organizing The marriage of Miss Marilyo
The bride's ballerina length ?own
hundreds of local volunteers for Dawn Me Carthy, daughter of Mr.| of Chantilly lace and tulle over
the Mothers March in Holland and Mrs. Frank J. Me Carthy of slippersatin featureda fitted lace
Jan. 28 gathered in Washington 603 Gilbert St.. Eau Claire,^is.. jacket with tapering wrist length
School Thursday night for a brief- and Robert W. Me Fall, son of sleeves and a small court collar
ing on activities.
Mrs. Raymond Me Fall, 297 West worn over the strapless bodice.
Mrs. Robert Zigler, a co-chair- 23rd St., was solemnized Dec. 31 The bouffant skirt of tulle fell in
man of this phase of polio promo- at 7 p.m. in the Wesleyan Meth- soft gathers from a lace peplum
tion, presided, and Harold Street- odist Church in Eau Claire
finished in graduated scallops A
er explained the present polio proThe Rev. Willard L Archer of heart shaped headdress of pleated
gram in Hofland. quoting statis- Park Forsst. ID., brother-in-lawat tulle and lace appliqueset with
tics and showing a movie.
the bride, officiatedat the cert- seed pearls and iridescent*held
The march this year will be on mony with Miss Betty Jean Me the veil of imported silk Her flow• Thursday night instead ot Sat- Cailhy at Madison. Wis . sister of era Included red sweetheart roses
urday, conforming with national the bride, acting as maid of honor in a cascade bouquet
programs all ever the country. As and Tod
Me Fall of Spring Mias Me Carthy. the honor atenlia nre nuuk*. volunteers arc lake, the groom s brother, as best tendant. had a cotillion blue balasked to fill out cards on informs- man Ushers wore Charles T, lerina length gown aictMed with
Hon on polio, birth defects and Clevenger Jr . of Fort Waynn. rows oi net ruffling. A cap sleeve
M»»» Joyce Wiwwno
arthntw in homes affected.
Ind . and Clyde C Derouia of Kan velveteen bolero covered the strapfor this ysar’i
bodice She were a matching The engagement at
Wterwne to John in
reside at
tuneeired b> her
Weddin,
Ave The groom is «m

H

W

0*1

ri-tj

hat.

a

—
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when
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Engaged

Dutch Record

Dutch

14,

19M

Whip

Cases Are

4th Straight

Olivet; 5th

Processed in

MIAA

MIAA

Circuit

Victory

Victory

Hope CoUege’sbasketball team
set a new team record and

Hope CoDege's basketball team
rolled over Hillsdale College,
for its fourth straight MIAA victory

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Mrs. Catherine Wolff, 52, Ferrysburg, who pleaded guilty to two

new MIAA mark and just missec

before 2,400 fans in the Civic Center

Court

tying a Civic Center record here

Saturday night.
Monday night as the Dutch whiteOne of the most pleasing parts
ot the victory was the fine work
washed Olivet College, 124-64 beby the Hope reserves.It appears
fore 1,800 fans includingmore than
that Coach Russ De Vette has a
200 Boy Scouts.
much stronger bench this season
The win was the fifth straight
than last year and this is expected
in
the MIAA for Hope and the
to help later in the season and in
future years.
seventh in nine etarts overall.
The reservesalso shot frequentOlivet’s loss was its fourth in
ly and 11 players entered the
league play and seventh this seascoring column. De Vette played
son. Hope seeks its sixth straight
everyone at least five minutes in
MIAA win against Albion here
the game.
Saturday.
Hillsdale, which lost to Alma,
Miss Carol Elaine Dekker
Hope sailed past the old mark
68-66 last Wednesday, was expectof 114 points with 2:07 left in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Dekker
ed to give a more serious chalof 16 Park St., Zeeland announce the game as Jerry Hesselink sank
lenge. But the Dales, who lack any
polished ball handlers which pre- the engagementof their daughter,
Standings
vents their play patterns from Carol Elaine, to Roger Lee
Beverwyk.
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
working, stayed with Hope for only
Hope .....
5
the first three minutes. The teams Sam Beverwyk of 1422 South Shore
Calvin ....
4
Dr.
matched the first two baskets and
Alma .....
2
then Hope shot to a 13-6 lead.
Albion ....
3
The 10-minute mark score was
Adrian ....
5
23-14 and the halftime score was
Hillsdale ..
1
.51-33. The third 10-minute bulge
Kalamazoo
1
was 77-54 and Hope's biggest lead
Olivet .....
0
was 31 points. 95-64 and 99-68
twice in the last three minutes.
a two-pointerto give Hope 116
Warren Vander Hill passed the
points.The old mark was made
200-point mark as he continued to
againstAlbion in the 1952-53 season
lead Michigan's scoring race. The
and duplicated against KalamaHope co-captainhit 14 baskets in
zoo in the 1953-54 season.
30 attempts and added one free
The Dutch then set thei* eyes
shot ifor 29 points.
on the Civic Center record of 126
He now has scored 211 points in
ICE CLOGS LAKE MACATAWA
The commercial fishing
made by Beloit against Hope in
eight games for a 26.3 average.
the 1954-55 season, the first year
boat J. R. Chambers pushes its way to its dock just inside the
Vander HiD tallied nine baskets in
the Civic was used. But Hope's
channel (left background)at the west end of Lake Macatawa,
the first half and five in the
last points came on a basket by
at the end of its last fishing trip from Holland harbor for the
second half. All but two of his
John Oosterbaan with 31 seconds
winter. Murray Chambers, owner of the 55-foot diesel boat
baskets were jump shots from
remaining.
outcourt.He retired with 5:32 left
and a sister vessel, has transferred his base of operations to
Coach Russ De Vette played his
in the game. Vander Hill also
Saugatuck for the winter, to take advantage of the Kalamazoo
regulars less than half the game
leads the MIAA scorers with 109.
River current which keeps Saugatuck harbor free of the
and he played all 14 of his team
Ray Ritsema, Hope's rebounding
members more than five minutes
gem. handled the boards and pickeach and every player made at
ed off 15. He came through with
least four points.
Miss
Lo
Vera
Rochelle
Schultz
23 points, hitting 11 baskets in 19
De Vette used a zone press
tries, and added a free toss for 23
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schultz of against the Comets with two men
points.
Fennville announce the engage- constantlychasing the Olivet ball
Ritsema was most effective on
ment of their daughter, La Vera handler. This plan was put in to
his left hand jump shot and also
Rachelle, to Kenneth Miller,son prevent the Comets from sitting
GRAND
(Special)
involves taking $75 in cash from
hooked a few markers. He has
of Mr. and Mrs. William Miller on the ball such as they did last There was considerable activity the William Van Etten home Jan.
scored i65 points this season for a
year in the 22-6 fiasco at Olivet. in Ottawa Circuit Court Monday as
of Corbin, Ky.
20.5 average. Ritsema has scored
With the two men always on a large number appeared for ar- 4 in Wright Township. The arrest
The bride-electattended Fenn85 points in league play.
was by state police.
ville High School and is now em- the ball handler,Olivet was forced raignment and disposition.
Shinning for the resenes were
Russell Swanson.Sr., 48. Grand
ployed at H. L. Friedlen Co. Mr. to move thi ball continuallyand
Lowell
Thomas
Hines.
24.
of
sophomore Ek Buys and freshman
Miller is employed at Bohn Alum- Hope made many of its baskets 20,a North Division, Grand Ra- Haven, who pleaded guilty Dec. 23
John Oosterbaan. Buys, who playon intercepted passes and then pids. pleaded guilty to nighttime to drunk driving, third offense,
inum.
ed the final eight minutes, made
was sentenced to pay $100 fine,
working the fast break.
breaking and enteringand will
10 points,includingthree baskets
$25 costs and serve 15 days in jail.
Late in the game. Olivet put its
return
for
sentence
Feb.
2.
Bond
while Oosterbaan picked off seven
If fine and costs are not paid, he
leading scorer Dick Groch under
of $1,000 was not furnished. The
rebourtds to tie regular Bill Vfuiwill serve an additional30 days.
the basket and the other four playoffense
involved
a
breakin
at
der Bilt for second honors in this
He surrendered his operator’slicers tried to get the bail to him.
Wooden £hoe Restaurantin Holdepartmentand made five points.
ense. The last offense occurred in
Groch was leading scorer in the land last July 20.
Norm Schut tried a long shot
game with 31 points, including 25 Frank Balkovitz,48, route 4. Holwith 13 seconds remaining in an
in the second
,
land, entered a plea of not guilty
attempt to boost Hope over the
Warren Vander Hill, the MIAA’s through his attorney on a charge
century mark. But the ball releading scorer, maintainedhb
of negligent homicide. Trial was
bounded away from the basket
26.3 average in hb half-game apset Jan. 22 at 9 a.m. The case inand Hope didn’t get another try
pearance. Vander Hill fired six
volves an accident last Sept. 19 at
in the game.
baskets in each half and added
16th St. and River Ave. in HolFreshman Jim Vander Hill hit
two free shots in the first half. land in which Mrs. Emma Wan10 points to tie for third honors
He hit 12 of 18 in the game and rooy, 83, was fatally injured.
and had a fine average from the
now has 237 points in nine game
Donald Horton. 35, of 467 Cresfloor, hitting five baskets in eight
and leads the MIAA with 135 cent Ave., Grand Rapids, who was
cracks. Other regulars. Vander
points for a 27 point average.
found guilty of a rape charge by
Bilt. who made the first basket of
Ray Ritsema, Hope’s second Circuit Court jury Dec. 17, was
the game, and Bob Reid, who did
leading scorer, added 16 to boost
sentenced to serve five to 15 years
a good job of ball handling, each
hb total to 181 for the season and in SouthernMichigan Prison with
had six points.
101 in five league games. He again
no recommendations given. A
Hope hit 44 shots in 102 attempts
paced the rebounders with 15
ICE MACHINES
parolee, Horton will complete the
for 43 per cent while the Dale-! had
grabs. He hit seven of 11 from
sentence for which he is current28 of 72 for 39 per cent. The
AIR CONDITIONERS
the floor.
Miss ElizabethLindsay Miller
ly on parole before starting the
Dutch hit 24 of 50 in the first
Freshman Oosterbaan was sec- new sentence. The offense occurrINDUSTRIAL
half and 20 of 52 in the second
The engagement of Miss Eliza- ond in the rebouids with 14 and ed Sept. 18 in Allendale Township.
half while the Dales had 14 of 33
EQUIPMENT
beth Lindsay Miller to Richard stood out in the late stages un- Horton has had five previous
and 14 of 39.
Van Nuil is announced by her der the board along with Rich felony convictions.
At the charity line. Hope hit 11
So/es and Service
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Lindsay Bakker who grabbed 12 rebounds.
Ronald L. Van Dyke, 23. of 260
of 15 while the Dales made 13 of
Miller of 495 Lincoln Ave. Miss Bill Vander Bilt snagged nine.
East 11th St.l who pleaded guilty
23. Don Bohannon,the outcourtHope continued its fine shooting
Miller’sfiance is the son of Mr.
Dec. 14 to indecent exposure, was
Hillsdale whiz, again paced the
and Mrs. Henry Van Nuil of 120th and connected for 53 baskets in placed on probation for -two years.
Dales wath 24 points, including 11
Ave.
112 tries for 47 per cent while the
He must pay $100 costs 'and conbaskets.He didn’t play the final 10
Air Conditioning
Comets hit 21 baskets in 55 attinue counseling with his pastor,
minutes. The Dales now have a 1-4 ,
r
W* Service What W* Sell
tempts for 38 per cent. Hope had
supplemented with counseling with
MIAA record^ and are 2-10 overall. !
J
228 Pine
Ph. EX 4-1902
halves of 25 for 53 and 28 of 59
his probation officer. The offense
(99)
while Olivet made seven of 24
occurred Nov. 30 in Holland TownFG FT PF TP
and 14 of 31. At the free throw
W. Vander Hill, f
ship.
14
1
29
1
line, Hope hit on 18 of 22 while
Vander Bilt. f ..
Charles S. Kitchel,17, Grand
2
2
2
6
Hope College's JV basketball the Comets sank 22 of 32.
Ritsema. c ....... 11
Haven, who pleaded guilty Dec. 14
1
2
23
team set a new school record MonVander Hill scored the first basReid, g
to nighttime breakingand enter. 2
2
1
6
day
night with a 114-64 trouncing of ket in the first 40 seconds and ing. was sentenced to pay $200 fine
J. Vander Hill, g .. 5
0
2
10
Hope led at the 10-minute mark and $100 costs. The case involved
Oosterbaan,
.
. 2
1
3
5 First Reformed Church of Zee44-11. The halftime score was 59Siedentop. g ..... . 2
taking $100 from a service station
0
1
4 land in the preliminary game in
24 and the third 10 minute bulge
R. Schut, g ......
0
Sept. 22.
0
2
the Civic Center.
was 93-42.
Bakker. c ........ . 0
Warren Karl Olson, 19, Grand
0
0
0
The score was doubled a cou- Haven, stood mute and a plea of
The victory was the fourth in six
Buys, c
. 3
4
10
1
ple of times in the late minutes,
Boyink.
....... . 0
not guilty was entered for night0
0
0 starts for Coach Gord Brewer's
the last time being, 124-62 with
Quality Workmanihip
crew.
The
Hope
JVs
will
face
H.
2
Hesselink. f ..
time breaking and entering.Trial
. 1
0
0
N. Schut. g ...... 1 0 0 2 E. Morse of the A Recreation Lea- 13 seconds left. Groch added an- was set for Jan. 25. Olson allegedother basket just prior to the fiHulst.
........ . 0
0
ly broke into a tavern at Franklin
0
0 gue on Saturday at 6:15 pm. in
REFINISHING
nal buzzer. Freshman Jim Hulst,
the Civic Center.
and Water Sts. Aug. 24 and assaultBODY
Hope ran up a 64-41 halftime lead the lone Holland player on the ed a man living in an apartment
Totals
44 11 13 99
and center Gary Nederveld led the team, scored his first points of above the tavern who had come
Hillsdale (69)
R. E.
INC.
the season, hitting three onehandFG FT PF TP winners with 33 points. Other Hope
down to investigate.
151 RIVER AVE.
ers
late in the game.
scorers were: Jim Hesselink. 19;
Bohannon, f ....... 11
3
George Van Til, 38, of 121
2 25
PHONE EX 2-3111
Hope (124)
Simmons, f ......
Manley, waived the reading of the
1
3
5 Jon Schoon. 15; Dale Scheerhorn.
FG
FT
PF
TP
Badgely, c ....... . 3
0
2
6 11; Dave Bolhuis.10; Arlyn LantW. Vander Hill,
12
2 26 information and pleaded not guilty
Schaffer,g ....... 4
1
0
to a charge of gross indecency.
9 mg. 9: John Fieldhouse. 8; Bill
Vander
Bilt, f ...
4
1
3
9
Sipple, g ........ 0
4
Van Til asked the court to appoint
1
4 VandenBerg.6; Arlen Tenpas. 2
Ritsema. c ......
7
2
2 16
Passon, g ........ . 2
0
an attorney for him and Judge
4 and Carl Nykamp, 1.
1
Reid, g .. ..
3
5
2 11
Agar,
......
A1
Kraai
paced
Zeeland
with
19
0
0
Raymond L. Smith appointed John
1
0
8th A WASHINGTON
J Vander Hill, g
2
0
1
4
Cronmiller. f ..... . 3
0
Galien of Holland. Trial is schedu0
61 while Carl Wissink made 15 and
Siedentop,g ....... 4
0 10
2
Ahlheit.
.......
2
1
4 Wayne Schout had 14. Other scorled Jan. 26 at 9 a.m. The alleged
R. Schut, g ...... 2 0 1
4
Sieman. g ........
0
Repairing
offenseoccurred on or about Nov.
1
0 ers were Doc Wiersma and George
Buys, c ........
2
1
1
5
Stewart, f ........
0
1
28 in Grand Haven Township. Van
3 Schipper.6 each; Bob Walter and
Hesselink.f ......
4
1 # 1 10
Bill Bolm, 2 each and Don Schout,
Boyd, g ............ 1
0
1
Til also is awaiting trial on a
3j
Oosterbaan. c ....
3
Rewinding
2
4
8
1*
charge of indecent exposure to
N. Schut. g ......
0
1
6
Totals
28 13 12 69
which he pleaded innocent Sept
poyink, f ........ 2
1
1
5
Ball 6 Sleeve Beartnge ^
Officials: John Clevenger and
9.
Bakker. c ..
2
0* 4
4
InstallationA Service
Ray Crocker, both of Niles.
Chester
Douglas
Bronson.
30. of
Hulst. g ..........
3
0
1
6
ON
POWER EQUIPMENT
420 West 16th St., Holland, pleaded
DUtrlbators lor
guilty
to
a
charge
of
drunk
drivHenry Gruen, 64, Dies
Totals ..... 53 11 24 124
WAGNER MOTORS
ing, third offense.Bond was conOlivet
GRAND HAVEN 'Special!
In Grand Haven Hospital
Cracker- Wheeler Motor*
tinued and he will return for senElzinga and Volkers Inc., of «olGoto* V-lelli 6 Sheave*
tence Feb. 2 at 10 a.m. Bronson
GRAND HAVEN (Special- land was awarded the bid for con- Groch, f
11
9
4
IX 4-4000
was arrested following an accident
Henry «.Harry) Gruen. 64. of 952 struction of the new Board of Pub- Mountain, f ....... 1 0 1
on North River Ave. near LakePennoyerAve.. died Sunday after- lic Works building on the island Powell, c ........ 3 2- 1
wood Blvd.
noon in Municipal Hospital follow- In Grand River in Grand Haven Bilsing.f ........
1
3
3
James Van Eyck. 17, of 257
ing a two year illness
Foster, g ......... O *2
at a meeting Monday night
1
Macrose Ave.. Holland, pleaded
He owned and operated the Pat ] The Holland company is present- Pratt,
......... 1
0
2
guilty to two charges,one involving
tern and Engineering Co. at hisily constructingthe foundation of Troesch. f ........
0
1
1
nighttime breaking and entering
home for the pas three years. He i the building for the new steam (Mask, e ......... 0 0 1
at a cabin in Park Township Jan.
wa« an active member of St Johns generating
*
VmUts. i ........ 2 0 1
1 and the other in aiding and abetLutheran Church which he served
Elzinga and Volkers was second Webster, g ....... I
9
•
ting in the commissionof a crime
as an elder and Sunday School lowest bidder with a bid of 1671, .
which iavolvod a breakin in the
thMOOfTotals
OflO The lowest bid was suonutled
21 23
64
Al Johnson home in HoUand TownBesidc# the wife. . the former by (he Martin Dyke and Sons of
Officials: Dan Nameth and Kat
•hip the same night Bond wu
G Laden* Manwariag.he k surviv- Holland Co. calimg for IM6.7I5
chumaa. both of Grand Kaput*.
contiaued and he will return tor
'd by three mu. Timothy and
RPW official*said that they
sentence Feb t Three juvenile*
Michael at
the dm*
far the Moniaq* Liansas

breaking and entering and larceny

from a

from the Grand Haven Maytag

w

Many Cases Disposed

of at B

usy Session in Circuit Court
HAVEN

-

building, appeared for dis-

positionin Circuit Court Monday.
The court suspended a six-month
jail sentence in each case on condition she take psychiatrictreatment as advised by her physician.
II she continues such treatment
until the psychiatrist
or physician
informs the court it is no longer
necessary, the sentencewill be
permanently suspended.
Mrs. Wolff was charged with
taking an outboard motor from the
Dennis McCarthy home in Spring
Lake March 1, 1958, and with
taking a transistor clock radio

MIAA

—

in December, daytime

counts

''snowball" ice from Lake Michigan which clogs Lake Macatawa at tbe channel,and sometimes keeps Hie boats from

Co. on or. about Nov. 18, 1959. She
pleaded guilty to the first offense
last Dec. 8 and to the second offense Dec. 10.
Donald Amos Anthony, South
Haven, but a resident of Grand
Haven at the time he; was charged
with felonious assault Nov. 24, was
sentenced to serve 60 days in the
county jail, receiving credit for
time already served. He also ihust
pay $100 costs or serve an additional 30 days. Anthony pleaded
guilty Dec. 14 to fenlonious assault, involvinginjuries to Charles
Rintala. 41, in a fight involving
two couples and another person.

Rintala was treated for

knife

gashes on the forehead, nose and

getting in or out. Chambers said his boats range 15 miles and

left cheek.

more out into Lake Michigan,and the ice along the shoreline
extends two miles out. Rough waters recently have made fishing
impossible for several days, according to Chambers. He said
chubs are Hie main fish caught at this time of the year.

Donald Dean Schutt, 18, Saginaw, who pleaded guilty Dec. 14
to larceny by conversion,was put
on probation for two years and
must pay $100 costs. Schutt had
rented a pickup truck from Bronsema Transfer April 22 while
working with a carnival. The
truck was later found abandoned
near Bay City. Schutt had served
42 days in jail.

(Sentinel photo)
Olive Township on US-31 Dec. 19

James Irwin, 18,

Daniel

and

Lyle D. Tobias. 20, both of Grand

New Officers Elected
For AFL-CIO Council

Alvin Wassink was electedPresident of Holland AFL-CIO Labor
10 to nighttimebreaking and enterCouncil at a meeting of the group Waives Examination
ing. were both put on probationfor held last Wednesday*
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
two years. Both must pay $100 Other officers named for the
John Zuidema, 35, of 174 East 7th
costs out of their earnings. They year 1960 are William Van Ark, SL, Holland, waived examination on
must make restitution of $4.73 to vice president; Andrew Smeenge, two charges in the Grand Haven
the gas station in Georgetown secretary-treasurer; Olen Keel, Municipal Court Monday, one for
Townshipwhich they entered Dec. sergeant at arms, and Robert Har- impersonating an officer on De5, observe a midnight curfew and per, Lewie Kadwell and Johr Van cember 31 on Byron Road in Zeerefrain from drinking.
Wieren. trustees.
land Township, and the other for
In other businessthe council carrying a concealed weapon, on
The stripes worn by a fleet ad- took action to support the swim- the same date. Now on parole, he
miral in the United States Navy therapy for a month which is held is being held without bond for apare one two-inch stripe, with four in the Grand Haven pool and also pearance in Circuit Court January
one-half inch stripes.
to contribute to the polio fund.
19.
Rapids,

who

pleaded gralty Dec.

-

half.
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REPLACEMENT PARTS
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PHONE
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CLEAN
We

clean walls, carpet
rugs and upholstery.
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and
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